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1. 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis considers the theoretical determination of the 
laato-plastic response of structures to earthquake loading. The 
particular structures studied are a railway bridge and four multi-
storey buildings: one with a tall flexible steel frams 9 two 
others with open reinforced concrete frames and the other a 
reinforced concrete spandrel beam frame. Calculations were made 
to determine the magnitudes of the plastic deformations which 
occur in these New Zealand structures under a strong motion earth-
quake, the N-S component of that recorded at El Centro in 1940. 
The development of computer programs to calculate the elastic 
and elasto-plastic response of multi-mass structures to recorded 
earthquakes and the numerical integration methods on which they 
are based are outlined. Efficient static analysis programs which 
may be used to calculate the individual member actions in a multi= 
storey frame, caused by the earthquake induced lateral forces are 
also developedo 
It was found that the lateral deflections assuming elasto-
plastic behaviour were of the same order as those calculated 
assuming yielding did not occur. The plastic action tended to 
reduce the top storey deflection and increase the lower storey 
deflectionso 
The member ductilities required by these frames were of 
reasonable magnitude and could probably be provided with adequate 
detailing, but it is clear that typical structures must be 
ii, 
capable of providing member ductilities greater than four. 
This research indicated that it is possible to design multi-
storey frames so that the columns remain elastic while the beams 
yield and absorb energy plastically without forming a collapse 
mechanism. 
iiL 
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C HAP T E R ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
GENERAL 
The dif of predicting the true response of typical 
buildings to aetual earthquake ground motion is matched by the 
importanae of the problem. Although sinoe the advent of the high 
speed digital ~Dmp.ter it is possible in principle to calculate 
the elastic Dr inelastic respo~se of a given structure, this 
process requires accurate assessment of the dynamic properties of 
the building, such as stiffness and damping i and alse the adequate 
defini t:l on of the moti.on of the ground during an earthquakeo 
Early designers realised the complexity of the problem but 
were forced to ignore the dynamic nature of the ~espon8e and design 
requirements wetre limited to the ability to withsta,nd a lateral 
force p~DportiGnal to the weight of the building. This method 
approaches the problem as though buildings are rigid structures 
and the maximum ground motion is the €Inly oriterion for the des:tgn. 
The intr~du:htion of th~ response spectrum concept by Benioff 
in 1934(1) provided a logical method of allowing for the dynami.c 
properties of the buildingo Response spectra are curves relating 
- the response, snoh as displacement, velocity or acceleration, 
usually with damping as a parameterg to the period of vibration of 
a simple resonatmr which is subjected to a recorded earthquake 
disturbance, 
2. 
Clearly the response of a single storey building to the 
earthquake motion may be estimated directly from the response 
spectruM" The usefulness of the response spectrum approach is 
greatly extended by the concept that the re,s'ponse of a fiul ti-mass 
system may be obtained by summing the response of its normal modes 
because each mode may be regarded as an independent one degree of 
freedom system g subject to certain restrictions on the damping 
present. 
One difficulty with this approach is that the response 
spectrum gives the maximum response of each mode and in general 
these maxima do not occur at the same timeo The arithmetic sum 
of the modal maxima is an upper limit to the maximum respense of 
the multi=mass system but for many structures the root mean square 
of the modal responses provides a close approximation(2)(3)o 
The response spectra - normal mode approach clearly distin-
guishes the characteristics of the structure from those of the 
earthquake and so the analysis is divided into two partse 
The normal mode properties of multi=storey buildings can be 
readily obtained using a digital computer which calculates the 
characteristic frequencies, displacements and shears 9 working from 
the elastic properties of the members and the mass considered to 
be lumped at each floor levelo If a digital computer is not 
availableg the period of the fundamental mode can be estimated if 
the 6tiffnes~ of the building is known~ and hence the response in 
the first IDQde found from the appropriate spectrum9 This is 
usually a major proportion of the total response of the structure 
and for this reason some building oodes(4)(5) now base the required 
design loading on the fundamental period 9 ioeo the ©ode effectively 
contains a response spectrumo 
The response spectra for various earthquakes were first cal-
culated using electrical analogue techniQues(6)(?) and have since 
been ©aleulated using the versatile high speed dtgital computer(8)o 
An alternative method of determining the response of a multi-
storey building to a particular earthquake record is to carry out 
the direct integration of the equations of motion of the multi= 
. mass system using a digital computero As mentioned earlier, thiB 
procedure requires a knowledge of the dynamic stiffness of the 
building frame g the mass to be considered lumped at each floor 
leve1 0 the form and magnitude of the damping present and a reliable 
record of the earthquake motion o 
If the damping present is small and in a certain restricted 
form, use can be made of the independence of the normal modes by 
carrying out the step~by-step integration of the equations of 
motion of each mode 9 adding the modal responses at each step and 
determining the maximum response of the structureo 
Usually 9 almost all the response of the structure occurs in 
the first three modes and so it would only be necessary to inte-
grate three equations in the procedure just mentionedo This 
avoids the uncertainty of how to combine the modal responses which 
occur with the response spectrum approache It also avoids the 
use of an extremely small step interval which according to 
( ) Newmark 9 would need to be less than one tenth of the natural 
period of the highest mode for the integration of the equations 
of motion gf all the lumped masseso HOW8'.rer 9 before this numeri~ 
cal integration of the first three modes can be carried out it is 
necessary to carry ou·t a modal analysis 0 
The earthquake loading which can be predicte. from either of 
the above two approaches greatly exceeds the usual design code 
requirements~ but structures designed according to code specifi= 
cations have performed satisfaotorily under major earthquakeso 
This is generally explained by postulating that energy is absorbed 
by non-structural elements such as partition walls and the sub-
soil. and that the structural elements continue to absorb energy 
when strained far beyond their elastic limits o 
Significant inelastic deformations will be produced in typical 
buildings by any reasonably severe earthquake and so research 
programs we directed towards the study of simple elasto=plastic 
systems subjected to earthquake motion o 
Penzien(10) carried out an analytic investigation involving 
a single mass system that had an idealised elasto=plastic resis~ 
tance = deformation relationship and was subjected to the E-W 
component of the 1940 El Centro earthquakeo He used a digital 
computer to cniTy out the numerical stop=by=step int pr'o= 
cedurs o He plotted the displacement rasponse of the system 
against the natural period for various combinations of ultimate 
at and damping. He pointed out that buildings de 
under ©ode requirements depend on damping provided by plastic 
deformation to limit their dynamic response during a strong motion 
earthquake 9 and that the inelastic damping and non~structural 
strength are primarily responsible for the apparent ability of 
many exi structures to resist strong motion earthquakes. 
Veleb:los and Newmark(8) also presented studies of elasto= 
plastic single degree of freedom systems both with and without 
damping g subjeeted to strong earthquake motion o They point, ad out 
that :i:;he Dl&iXimum relatiinih displacement €If an elasto-plastic syst.em 
having a ductility of four was about the same order of magnitude 
as the maximum deformation in the elastic system with the sa,me 
initial stiffness. They also suggested the use in de of a 
ductility factor and stated that resp~nBe and consequently the 
design loads for an elasto=plastie system could be derived from 
the corresponding quantities for the elastic system, by the use of 
a reduction factor. This faotor is of the order of i for a dna-
tility faotor of the order of 4. As they pointed out, this 
reduction factor brings the loading predicted for elastic systems 
reasonably close to that currently used in design. 
( 11 ) Berg and Thomaides ' also studied a damped ODe degree af 
freedom el.~to-plaBtic system. Their results indicated that 
yielding does not increase the total energy input to this system 
and that. the maximum drift may not be adversely affected provided 
that t)::l(;, d level is maintained above a reasonable threshold. 
They stated that their results suggest the possibility of using a 
o . ( 12) design phl.losophy proposed by Housner namely that structures 
should survive the more frequent, moderate ground motions without 
damage and should be capable of withstanding intense seismic sho~ks 
without total collapse Dccurring D This dual objective can be 
achieVf)d requiring that a structure remain elastic i:o. its res-
ponse to a moderate tremor and that it be able to consume the 
energy of a very intense earthquake by calling on its reserve 
strength beyond the yield deformation pointo Berg and Thomaides 
pointed out that the extension of design concepts developed for 
singl degree of freedom systems is not alearo It cannot be 
readily predicted where inelastic deformation will ocour. It may 
o©cur iH many locations in the structure or it may be concentrated 
in one or two lecatioDS o 
Panzien(13) carried out an analytical investigation using a 
digital computer where he studied the behaviour of an idealised 
ron 1 ti=storey building under the E~W eomponent Il)f th() '1940 El Centro 
He studi.i the effect of the parameters, natural 
peril.)(19 yIeld strength and damping 0 He noted that the relative 
"-"-------contribution of the higher modes to the total maximum response was 
~onsiderably red.uced by the introduction of a small amount of 
damping& The whip (~ffect of the top storey was greatly reduced 
by t,he recoIl1lIwYJdation now included in 130me codes thEAt 100,0 of l:he 
total de load be cODcentrated at the top of the struo 
He showed that plastic yielding considerably reduces the response 
of multi-storey buildings and concluded that it is a major factor 
in the ability of existing structures to withstand strong seismi© 
disturbances. 
B (1L1-) erg analysed two multi-storey frames~ which were more 
flexible than might be expected of seismically designed frames, 
integrating the differential equations of motion using a method 
", t]·O d(15) preVl,OUfUY OU.1ne· ~ He introduced plastic hinges in beams 
and columns when the yield moment was exceeded and approximated 
the recorded earthquake accelerogram by a piecewise linear function. 
He located the zero axis of the accelerogram by integrating the 
ground acceleration to obtain the ground velocity and displacement. 
Small corrections were made to the accelerogram record to give 
reasonable values of ground velocity and displacemento He eLated 
that while these small corrections have a substantial effect on 
the ~omputed ground motion they have a negligible effect on struc-
tural responss o This is reassuring, as published results for 
the ground velocity and displacement. of the same es.xthquake show 
wide diacrepancieso Berg also stated that even though the frames 
became less stiff when plastic hinges are present9 the amplitude 
of oscillation was decreassd 9 because of the energy dissipated 
through plastic deformation o 
The studies outlined above indicated that the maximum struc= 
tural displacement amplitudes tend to be reasonably independent of 
the yield strength of the structures. On the basis of this obser= 
vation the applicability of the lastic response spectra was 
8. 
extended to include any elasto-plastic structure which responds 
as a true one degree of freedom system. The required ductility 
factor is given by dividing the elastic spectral response force by 
the yield force of the simple systemo 
For more complex structures yielding may be expected to 
destroy the elastic mode vibration characteristics which form a 
basis for the mode superposition techniques. Because plastic 
deformations will not be distributed in a similar fashion to 
elastic deformations it is difficult to apply the concept of a 
du~tility reduction factor to the design of tall multi=storey 
buildingse 
There has not yet been any complete design method published 
. (12) to ~orrespond to the design ph1losophy proposed by Housner e 
It is relatively easy to estimate the behaviour and likely inertia 
loading under earthquake loading assuming elastic response~ The 
frame members may then be designed by allowable stress methods 
using standard methods of frame analysiso This procedure assumes 
satisfactory behaviour under small tremors g but it is not yet 
possible to accurately predict the behaviour of the structure in 
the non-linear elasto~plastic range~ and so the execution of the 
second part. of the design philosophy 9 namely that structures should 
resist very strong seismic shocks without total collapse, is still 
subject to ©onsiderable doubte 
The present design techniques for frame structures 9 either 
using ultimate strength or allowable stress methods 9 result in 
some members yielding before others 9 under strong wotion earth-
quakelS. The questions which then should be answered are: what 
are the magnitudes of ~he plastic deformations and are the members 
capable of providing them; is the maximum displacement greatly 
altered by the plastic action; is the yielding restricted to beam 
members only; and does total collapse ocour through mechanisms 
being formed? 
o (16) Clough9 Bermska and W~lson used a digital computer program 
to determine the amount and distribution of plastic deformation in 
a typical reinforced concrete 20~storey three bay open frame buil-
ding when subjected to the 1940 El Centro earthquake~ N=S componento 
They used a step=by=step numerical integration procedure previously 
proposed by Wilson and Clough(17) 0 The structure was assumed to 
behave in a linear elastic manner during each time increment and 
the nOD=linear response was obtained as a sequence of successively 
differing systemso 
Their studies indicated that even a moderate earthquake will 
mause incipient yieldingo The lateral displacements developed in 
non-linear response appeared to be similar in magnitude to the 
elastic displacement responseo For the building studied oon= 
linear member deformations tended to concentrate in weak members~ 
and for this reason frame design should not include weak zones 
which would attract a major part of the plastic deformation a 
They recommended designing tall buildings so that the columns 
respond essentially elastically and the earthquake energy is 
absorbed by plastic deformation in the g1rder~c 
(18) . Donald presented computer methods of determining the 
elastic response of multi-storey buildings using the normal mode-
response spectrum apprgach. Donald's methods were based on using 
the Univer':Sity of Cant()y"buryis IBM 1620 computer to assemble and 
invert the frame stiffness matrix giving the frame flexibility 
matrix9 from which the terms of the lateral flexibility matri~ can 
be selected c The normal mode properties were found by iterating 
the lateral flexibility matrix and the member actions found by 
using the frame flexibility matrix to find the deformations under 
the applied joil"lt loading and then substituting these deformationb 
into the member stiffness relationshipso The main difficulties 
with this process are that the frame stiffness and flexibility 
matrices are of a high order for a tall frame~ so that storage 
problems are encountered ~ and that the matrix inversio:n procedure 
was extremely slow requiring approximately one hour on the IBM 1620 
to invert a 50 x 50 matrixo 
The writerOs investigation has been aimed at analysing the 
behavi.our of various typical New Zealand structures~ using methods 
C1./ 'J 
similar to those developed by Clough9 Benuska and Wilson 9 to give 
the non=linear response to strong earthquake motion and ~ in part::i.. o ,. 
cular 9 the required member ductilitieso The difficulties and 
danger of extending the results of the analysis of one type of 
elasto-plastic system to another type make it worthwhile consider-
ing the behawiou:!:" of multi-mass structures other than the frame 
1 "I 0 
already considered~ 
'102 CONTENTS 
The improvements in static analysis methods developed by the 
writer are described in Chapter 2. They decreased the required 
computer time to perform a given analysis by a factor of about 6, 
and doubled the size of frame which the IBM 1620 could handle. 
In Chapter 3 the determination of the elastic response of 
multi-mass systems to earthquake records by the numerical integra-
tion of the equations of motion of the masses or the modal equations 
of motion is described~ 
for a frame is outlined. 
The method of defining the damping matrix 
The determination of the elasto=plastic response of a multi= 
storey building to earthquake loading using a digital computer 9 
whi~h considers bending deformations only~ is described in Chapter 
4Q 
In Chapter 5 the elastic and elasto=plastic analyses of the 
dynamie behaviour of a tall steel frame building and a small rein-
forced concrete building are considered. 
The computer program developed in Chapter 4 is extended to 
includ~ th~ effects of joint size and shear deformation~ and the 
dynami~ analyses of two tall reinforced concrete frame buildings 
are described in Chapter 66 
The elastic and elasto=plastic analyses of a large multi=span 
railway bridge vibrating under earthquake loading 9 and the develop~ 
men-!:; ©f c©mputer programs to carry out these analyses are given 
in Chapter 7. 
120 
The major part of the numerical integration of the multi-mass 
equatioDs was carried out in Australia Dsing CDC 3200 and 3600 
model computers~ Latterly some of this work has been carried out 
~n the University of Canterbury1s IBM 360/44 0 
Chapter 8 is devoted to discussion of the work Qf this thesis 
and to conclusions. 
C HAP T E H TWO 
STATIC ANALYSIS OF MULTI~STOREY FRAMES 
201 DEVELOPMENT OF TBI-DIAGONAL TECHNIQUES 
In order to overcome the problems of carrying out the static 
analysis of tall multi-storey buildings on a relatively slow digi~,~ 
tal computer~ the IBM model 1620 j with limited storage~ it was 
decided to write more efficient computer programs than those deve~ 
(18) loped by Donald 0 These new programs enabled much larger 
frames to be analysed and considerably reduced the computer tim~ 
required 0 
The development of a computer program which determines the 
member actions of a regular multi=storey frame under any system of 
joint loading is described in this sectioDo By regular it is 
understood that there are no set backs and no missing memberso 
The stiffness matrices of multi~storey frames consist of a 
spars~~ ,';trray of elements which follow a regular pattern ~ if the 
deformati.ons are referenced in a systematic manner. If the zero 
elements of the stiffness matrix are ignored in a computer program 
a considerable amount of storage may be saved in the machineo 
Thi.<s means that much l,arger buildings may be analysed with a given 
computer and this technique was found to be particularly useful 
with the University of Canterbury's IBM 1620 computer. 
ThE: f)'theY' advantageQf ignoring the zero elements of the $~~tf~ 
ness matrix is that the amount of computation is considerably 
his means that the time of computation is much lesG 
and that the magnitude of the truncation errors will be reduced o 
The essential featu~8 of the method is the division of the 
structure into discrete elements in such a way that the non-zero 
terms of the frame stiffness matrix may be partitioned into sub-
matric.es ar:iC"anged in a tri-diagonal matrix formo 
OnG way of dividing the structure is to regard the members 
of each storey level as forming an elemento 
For examplsi consider the third floor element of a two-bay 
mUlti.;,.storey frameg 
We may assemble the stiffness matrix for the storey element 
by adding the'; n.pprop:r:iate stiffness coefficients for the component 
members o If bending deformations only are considered. the equi-
librium ecplH lons for a column membeyc may be written as follows ~ 
l 4 6 2 6 r ()i mi - = L L 6 6 , 
" 
12 12 r" $' O. L • I = 2 J t ~ EI t L L J 
,,,,'/ r L ( 1 I 2 6 4 6 8 k I, J~ j I I I [fl J 6 12 6 12 S 12 +~ L L L2 1 
wher'e m denotes an action which is a bending moment g 
f n 
" " 
n II 
" 
force, 
G fI a deformation which is a rotation 9 
;; II It 
" 
II Ii Ii deflection9 
E denotes Young! s moduluE3 for the material of the member g 
1 denotes the second moment of area of the member g 
L denotes the length of the member., 
Subscripts are used to distinguish individual actions and 
deformations 0 Deformations which correspond to a given action 
are denoted with the same subscript. The position of the actions 
and defol'mat:l,ons are shown in the diagram~ 
L EI constant 
+, 
'J 
_,_1 
The equilibrium equations for a beam may be writteng 
f mi1 EI 4 2 l {::} '" L , I 4 ',' ~ 2 " jn.~ \ l J _: I 
...,"~ 
using similar notation, for the beam shown in the diagram; 
~ c::'"---4.~J' 
~. _:~ "':J:---'-9J' 
~i 
L----~ 
The storey stiffness matrix is assembled by adding all of the 
/ stiffness coefficients of the component members into th~ appropri-
ate positions" The deformations of the storey element are numbered 
in a systematic manner as shown for the two bay element above. 
These numbers are also used as subscripts i9 j, k and 1 for the 
appropriate actions and deformations of the component members. 
The row in the storey stiffness matrix to which the member stiff~ 
ness coefficient is added is given by the subscript of the associ-
ated action and the column by the subscript of the associated 
deformation" 
If the deformations at the floor level which forms the top of 
the element are separated frb~ the deformations at the floor level 
wh:Lc:h forms the bottom of the element 9 we may partition the matrix. 
equilibrium equations for the storey element as follows: 
c 
At 
.~ 
L t 
whe Ab is a column vector of actions applied at the bottom 
of the element, 
At is the vector of actions at the top, 
~ band d't are the vectors of deformations which 
correspond to Ab and At respectivelY9 
k. is a sub-matrix of stiffness coefficients relating the 
b 
actions and deformations at the bottom of the element~ 
k t is the sub=matrix relating actions and deformations at 
the top of the element, 
C is the sub-matrix of stiffness coefficients relating 
the actions at the top of the element to the defor-
matioos at the bottom. 
fhe frame stiffness matrix is assembled by combining the storey 
element stiffness matrices. Deformations impQsed at any particula.r 
floQr level of a multi-storey frame induce actions only a't that 
floor level and the floor levels immediately above and below o 
Hence J he: frame deformations are partitioned so that the defoI'-
matioDs at a particular floor level form a sub-matrix, and the 
frame act and frame stiffness matrix similarly partitioned then 
the only non-zerc sub-matrices af stiffness coefficients g corres~ 
ponding to the actions at a partiaular level, are those whiah relate 
to the deformations at the floor level above, the floor itself and 
Thus any row cf the stiffness matio:llc consists of 
only thr~ nOD-zerQ sub-matrices. 
Th quilibrium equations for the frame may then be written 
in the following form: 
A1 K1 C1 
A2 c: 
'1' 
K2 1 
L 
= 
c T 
2 
A 
n-'1 
l A n 
C2 
K3 ex 
.J 
cT 
n-2 K 
C 
n=1 C 
T K 
n-1 
n-1 
n 
D 
n-1 
D 
n 
where A denotes a column vector of the actions applied at the 
r 
rth floor level 9 
D denotes a e&lumn vectoT of the corresponding 
r 
deformationsI) 
K denotes a sub-matrix of stiffness coefficients which 
r 
relate the actions at floor l~vel r to the 
deformations at level rg 
c: daDo'tes a sub-matrix of stiffness coefficiente which 
r 
relate the actions at floor level r to the 
deformations at level r+1o 
To assembil~~ the frame stiffness matrix the sub-matrices from 
the component storey elements are added to the appropriate positiono 
This is dOll(' adding the Bub-matrix kt9 from the storey element 
©ontaining t:tw beams of floox' r 9 to the sUD-matrix from the 
element above to form sub~matrix K • 
r 
Sub-matrix C i8 identi©al 
r 
to ~ub-matrix C from the element above floor r. 
The frame equilibrium equations may now be selved by 
elimination taking advantage of the tri-diagonal form. Firstly 
the stiffness matrix is reduced to the lower diagonal form by 
matrix operationsg 
B1 I D1 
B2 A1 I 0 D2 
B3 " A2 I D3 
.. 
~ 
.. ~ 
'" 
B A 
n-1 I D n n 
It is desirable to ~arry out the elimination operations as 
the sub-matrices are set up and in this way it is only necessary 
to store the lower diagonal of sub-matrices i.e. approximately 
ODe third of the DOD-zero stiffness ©oefficients~ 
The solution for vector D1 is found directly from the first 
row 9 ioe o B19 and then a recursive procedure is followed where the 
ve©tor found from the previous row is substituted in the next row 
which is s~lved to give a new vector. 
In the computer program "ToD.E.n for which a block diagram 
(Figure 201) and listing (List 1) follow g the lower diagonal of 
sub=matrices is stored as a three dimensional array A9 the third 
subscript being used tm indicate the position of the sub-matrix 
on the diagonal. The storey element sub-matrix k t is added to 
the matrix B, the sub-matrix kb is stored as matrix C~ the sub-
matrix CT is stored in the appropriate position of A. 
The program is limited to the analysis of a frame up to 20 
st,oreys high by 4 bays wide, without using symmetry. The program 
was dimensioned to fit into the storage of the IBM 1620 so that 
larger frames could be handled on other machines such as the IBM 
360/44 0 
The member actions are found by a second program "ToDoE.M,A." 
(List 2) which accepts the deformations determined by the first 
program and callc:~rlates the member actions by determining the meml'sr 
stiffness matrix from the member properties and mol tiplying by thc" 
member deformations~ 
2 . .., DC. INCLUSION OF SHEAR AND AXIAL DEFORMATION? AND JOINT SIZE 
EFFECTS 
(18) It has been shown by Donald that for some frames the 
effects of shear and axial deformation and joint size are signifi-
cant g partioularly frames with short deep beams or in the pierced 
wall type of frame o 
In the following section member stiffness matrices are 
derived taking account of these effectso 
2'1 " 
1. Shear deformation 
Consider a simple beam AD with moment 1'11 applied at end A 
Then using Hohris dummy unit load method~ by eonsidering the 
effect of the deformation of a small element and integl"a,ting I)"<fer 
the length of the beam: 
(7" L 0 ,- 3EI 1'1'1 oil- L '1 AG 
()2 L 1'1'1 1 M'l -. ~ 6EI -I- .' L 
..AG 
clockwise positive, 
E and I are as previously defined, 
A is the effective shear area, 
G is the shear modulus. 
2 ,-
if a moment M~ lB applied at end B 
c: 
L 1'12 
'ij M2 
3EI ~?" L 
+ 
1 
AG 
Hence the equilibrium equations for the beam written in 
flexibility form are 
(3~I + A~~) t6~I + A~L) Ml 1 
= 
(- L i:L) Gil 1 ) M2J 6EI + + KGL 
Let j3 == 
then 
( "'\ (2 +)3) (=1 +J3) r l e 1 ( M1 L 
182J '" 6EI 
I 
1 (-1 +/3) (2 + jS ) M2 
By inverting the flexibility matrix: the stiffness matrix 
(k) is found to be 
2EI 1 
(2+/3) (1=p) 
L 1 + 2ft 
22 
Hence the stiffness matrices for the beam and column elements 
may be writ.ten as follows making allowance for the sway of the 
column chord 
Beam element 
. 
;mJ 
L-------...--, 
{ ::} = [: : J { : ~} 
where 
= 
2EI 
L 
Column element 
2+J3 
1 + 213 d = 
2EI 
L 
L 
1 =)3 
1 + 2p 
( 1 1 \ I (:+d (Hd [}. m. c L d =1 ::I. ::I. 
fo 2(c+d) cad 2(c+d) do 
L2 L - L2 J J 
:::; 
d c+d c+d Bk !l~c L c: =T 
£' (Hd 2(e+d) jd 2(c+d) ;~ 
.1,1 =-= 
-T t, L L2 L2 ~ 1 L L 
Joint size 
The joint is considered to be a completely rigid block o The 
stiffness matrix for a member with rigid end blocks is found by 
ealculating the actions at the centre line intersection for a unit 
deformation applied at the centr(~ line intersection o 
The member stiffness matrices above are used to calculate the 
actiens at AU and BU and then the actions at A and Bare deter= 
mined by considering the equilibrium of the blocks atl' and Bo 
:' 
CI'}!ls'ldpr a column member with the following deformat:ions 
imposed: 
a) Angle e A at A 
Then lateral displacement at 11.0 
and inA 
f A 
{c + c+d 
2 
( d 4- c4-d 
2 
=f B 
) 0 
A 
Similar relationships may be derived for an angle t9 
imposed at Be 
b) Lateral displacement A at A 
fA '" 
mB = 
c+d 
L 
H ;\ 
'-Ll, L 
2(c+d) 4 
L2 
c+d !!A 0 L L 
Rene the member stiffness matrix for a column member with 
L;' 
ri.gid end bloeks may be derived 
') ~ 
c+d HIC ~ c (c+d (c 1. ~1~) Ii) " (d + T . 1.2 ' 2 ._ L 
C I D 
symmet;rical 
+ 
ITt' L2 cH-d 
.L = ) 
,~ 0 
2 PJ Lc' 
~H 2 -
L 
(= ~~ H) 
k, L 
2(c+d) 
2 L 
fjA 
f9 B 
The member stiffness matrix for a beam member may be derived 
J 
in asimi18.r way and contains the coefficients whi(;h relate to 
the rotations only. 
Axial Deformation 
Only the linear effects of axial loads are considered; the axial 
loadt:i not being considered to contribute to the bending moment 
distribution i.e. the axial deformation in a column of length L, croas-
sectional area A, ~oung's modulus E and compressive force P is assumed 
PL 
to be given by EA-
When axial deformation is considered the vertical deflection of the 
ends of a beam must be taken into account. 'rhe stiffness coefficients 
derived for the sway of a column chord a.roe directly a.pplica.ble. The 
equilibrium equations for a beam element may be wri.tten: 
~scs Jf., ~]s 
( c+d ~_r.2) (d + ~ [2_rl) (~ H) (-~ H) SA mA c +7 2 2 L2 L2 L L 
2 2 (£±.1 H) ( ... ~ H) (c c+d H -1 ) 8B mB + -:;- 2 
t;, L L2 L2 
= 
fA (2(c+d»(_ 2(c+d» L2 12 (fA 
fB symmetrical 
(2(c+d» 
L2 
J: B 
~./. 
2 2 (£:t£ H) 2 2 (© Cl+d H =L ) (d c+d H =L ) (= £±2, H) t), rnA +2 2 0 + ~2= 2 
' L L2 L ' L2 A 
fA (2(c+d)) L2 
(c+d H) 
L2 
(= 2(<<Hd)) 
L2 
J 
A 
PA EA EA ::JA L 0 = - L 
'" 
c+d 2 2 '" (= ©+~ H) mB (© +~' H =L )' 0 ~ 2 L2 LC. 
fB 2(c+d) ;S 
L2 B 
PB symmetrical EA ~ L 
A ompllter program flMODTDE" waf, written incorpo the 
above member stiffness matrices and is shown in List 30 The 
stiffness matrix is set up with a tri-diagonal band of sub-
matrices and solyed~ in the same way as detailed for the program 
which considered bending deformations only~ for the joint d9form-
ations of the frame 0 The program is limited to the analysis of 
a frame up to 14 storeys by 5 bays if axial deformation is 
ignored or up to 15 storeys by 2 bays if axial deformation is 
considered o With lateral loading onlY9 the number of bays may 
be doubled by considering symmetryo A second program "MTDENAii 
(List 4) calculates the member actions, at the centre line inter-
sections and also at the member faces g from the joint deformations 
and member propertieso 
~o3 DETERMINATION OF THE·LATERAL STIFFNESS MATRIX 
It is useful to have a com;puter program which ©an derive the 
lateral flexibility matrix from the sparse frame a iffnesB matrix 
without having to invert the whole stiffness matrix and lhea store 
the whole frame flexibility matrix which is not populated 0 
This section describes a computer program whieh sets up the 
stiffness matrix storing only the nOD-zero elements in Ii tri-
diagonal band with two off-diagonal bands of sub=matrices p The 
• 
stiffness matrix is reduced by matrix operations to he lateral 
stiffness matrix which is inverted to give the Is oral flexibility 
This jG an efficient way of l:;aJ.cula 
with the added advantage of producing 9 as an intermediate step, 
the lateral stiffness matrix [K JLAT • There are occasions in 
dynamic analysis work when it is preferable to have [KJLAT for 
a frame rather than [F]LAT e.go the determination of the elastic 
response to an earthquake record by numerical integration~ the 
calculation of the damping matrixg an~ in determining the overall 
flexibility of a building composed of individual frames. 
Th~ method is based on writing the frame equilibrium equations 
so that the rotations and axial deformations are separated from the 
lateral displacements. The matrix equilibrium equations for the 
storey e~ement are partitioned so that the rotations at the bottom 
floor level~ the rotations at the top floor level and the twa 
lateral displacements are formed into three groups. If axial 
deformations are considered they are grouped with the adjacent 
rotation. For example ~onsider the rth storey element of a two 
bay frame~ 
54<-
U r --P-~ S~I_...--- ----..:; 
The equilibrium equations for this eJement may be written; 
R k r~1 c 1'-1 e 1'-1 
S T k = c 1'=1 e 
iJ 
r l' 
IJ T 
r[' 
Z !::fz e 1'=1 e r 
R1 f1 {::_1 where R = R') S = 13 2 U = L 
116 R6 
r~ s~ and ~l' are the deformations corresponding to 
R~ Sand U respectively.o 
k 1~ e 1~ e 1~ k ~ e and Z are sub-matrices which form 
r- r~" r- r l' 
the storey element stiffness matrixo 
The frame stiffness mat is again assembled by combining 
the storey slement stiffness matriceso The equil£brium equatiohs 
for the frame may then be written as follows: 
1 
el 
0\ 
M1 K1 C1 0 .... j ,1 " E1 
M2 oT K2 O2 <> c L' ~ E2 fJ? 1 t_ 
M" 
T 
K3 c . . ~ E3 &.3 ~= CO) 3 j c .. 
1 
]VI1\[ KN EN i e ~ I I ., ~ N 
P E1 
T E T E T E4 T EN T FS J l X 2 3 
where M is a vector of the moments and vertical forces at 
r 
floor level r, 
~ is a vector of the rotations and vertical axial 
r 
deformations at floor level r, 
P is a vector of the lateral forces applied to the frame g 
X is a vector of the lateral deflections 9 
K denotes a sub-matrix of stiffness coefficients which 
r 
relate the actions at floor r to the deformations at 
floor r, 
Or denotes a Bub=matrix of stiffness coefficients which 
relate the actions at floor r to the deformations at 
floor r+19 
E denotes a sub-matrix of stiffness coefficients which 
r 
relate the actions at floor ~ to the lateral deflec-
tions of the frame9 
K is formed. by adding the matrice"s k from the ~lement 
r r 
above floor rand the element below, 
E is 
r 
similarly formed by adding the two matrices e 
r' 
C is identical 
r 
to the matrix c r· 
Fs is formed by adding the matric:es Z. 
The vectors M1 to ~ are null because only lateral force 
actions are applied to the frameo The constraints against verti-
cal and rotational deformation may be relaxed and the relationship 
between lateral loads and lateral dispfacement found. 
By matrix operations the eqMilibrium equations are reduced 
I C1 i 
I C2 D 
o I C3 
, 
& 
p 
J 
i 
I 
E1 D 
K, u 
Co 
F q '~7 
;J 
E D 
N 
z 
8 1 
82 
83 
The relationship between P the vector of applied lateral 
forces and J the ve~tor of lateral displacements is now given by~ 
[z]{x1 
independent of the other deformations o 
stiffne 8S matrix for the frame ~ r K'] IJAT 0 
\' zJ L is the lateral 
Ther€~ follows a listing 0.s1!J:erli:eq:lt~ ~'9'L']lto,49) of a computer pro-
gram "KLA'l'tf which determilles the lateral stiffness matrix\) and 
then inverts this to give [ F ]LAT if desired 9 for a regular roul ti-
storey frame considering shear deformation~ axial deformation and 
joint size if desired o 
The stiffness matrix for each storey element is set up in turD 
starting at the bottom of the frams 9 and matrix operations are 
carried out to reduce the stiffness matrix to upper triangular 
The stiffness coefficients from the storey element below 
are added to those from the element above o The sub-matrices are 
Bet up and elimination operations carried out storey by storey 
and in this way only: nine sub-matrices are needed to store the 
stiffness matrixo 
SUPIH)se we have reached the following stage in the elim:Ln~ 
ation operations: 
I I 'C i i i1 
I C2 
, 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
" 
C3 i 
K4 
°4 
If 
E T 
'4 
o ' 
°4 
K5 
°5 
T 
E' T 
'5 
0 
K6 
\ ' , 
Then it is only necessary to store the matrices 
KL 
r 
Glj 'I' 
E T 
4 
°4 
K5 
E T 
5 
E1 i 
E 0 2 
F ' 
"3 
E4' 
E5 
EG 
F 
E4 
EF 
:J 
F 
Matrices c5T , K6 and C6 have not yet been set up. 
These nine sub-matrices are then stored by the program as: 
A B c 
D E F 
G H 
and are referred to by itlhiisLrl..(D,bktilon., 
204 INSTABILITY 
So far the stiffness matrices for a uniform member in plane 
bending have been developed assuming the only effect of the axial 
eomponent of load was to produce axial strains. These matrices 
must be modified. if the contribution which the axial thrust makes 
to the Bending moment distribution is considered o 
L:Lvesley( 19) has derived stiffness matrices which takE; account 
of the non-linear effects of axial loads. Consider a uniform 
member AB and assume that the compressive force in the member, p~ 
is a known parameter. Then assuming the lateral displacement of 
the member is sufficiently small for the elementary theory of 
bending to apply~ we may writeg 
= 
Integrating this differential equation and inserting the 
appropriate end conditions 9 the following modified slope -
deflection equations are obtained~ 
P\1 
EI 5(1+c) dY1 EI S 9 1 EI El ( 1 +c) d Y 2 EI l3C t3 2 :::: L2 + L 
~ 
-) -+ L L"-
m'2 
EI ;s("l+c) dY1 EI se 8 EI s(1+c) J Y2 EI ~e ~~ 2 -+ L = 2 + L D .=. L 1 L ~ 
where E and I are as previod~ly defined 
and s :::: (1-2~ cot·~2o( ) eX. tanoG = oG 
and 20{ =sin 20{ © -, 
sin 20( ~2P(C06 2~ 
PE is the Euler Buckling Load o 
where DC .~ 
p' 
E = 
·rT.~­~~, J {) 
2 '/ 
Thend shears Py 1 and pY;;, are found by apIJlying the 
condition of moment; equilibrium 
t.hCll 
"'-f1 ~!l2 f£g s(1+c) I J dY1 EI se 1+0) <91 = - = + -13 12 
_ f2EI s ('1 +e) ~ Ej d Y EI s( '1+c) 8, 0} ~
13 1 ' 2 2 2 1 
Because the axial force P has been regarded as a known para-
meter of the members the above equilibrium equations are linear 
in the deformation components d y 1 9 91 etc 0 
By introducing the functions gJ 1 9 P 2 ~ P 3 9 P 4 
riJ 1 8(1+<:) PL2 <P2 8(1+c) - ~ = 12EI = 6 
(f s 
<P4 se J) :=: ~ '" I 3 2 
The equilibrium equations for a member may be written in a 
more familiar formg 
+2.----i!J!lIr" .... ~-----liL ' 
1VJh 
4E.l ih 
L 2f:'3. 
symmetrical 
Ell, 
L 
llirn 
L "! 3 
o 
o 
EA 
L 
o 
o 
Ell. 
L ~2 
.~J 
Comparing these equations with those on page 14-~ it is clear 
that the ~ functions are merely factors for the stiffness coeffi= 
eients for a member wit.hout end thrust 0 
The values of the ?p functions may be calcmlated for a given 
value of axial thrust using the followingequatiol'ls: 
+ c...9 <I) 
c 
where l/J (t ) 
This funet:Lm:l 0 yo ) posseSSE!S singularities and the norwlll 
Taylor series expansion does not converge very wello 
has suggested calculating the function as the Bum of a power serie6 
and a rational functionl 
'" 
61, = 60!, + ~.~P 2 
" 64 = 20~ + I c:. 
where a 1 = 105797363 
'" 
0015858587 
a3 ,-= 0 0 02748899 
a4- "" 0,,00547540 
aL;~ :: 0 0 00 ~I 5281 
::> 
a6 "" 0 0 00024908 
a., 
"" 
0000005452 
, 
The stiffness coefficients for the members of a frame may be 
aaluulated if we know the axial thrusts in the memberso FertuD= 
ately the axial thrusts in the members of multi-storey frames may 
be estimated fairly accurately by regarding the beams as being 
simply supportedo The equilibrium equations for the frame may 
then be set up using the estimated axial forces and these equations 
solved fiQJr the joint c1eformatio:rt,s under thE; external ,joint ,!:1.ctions o 
The internal member a~tions may be found by substituting the 
appropriate joint deformations into the member stiffness ralation-
The axial thrusts in the members will be obtained as part 
of the ©omputed internal forces and moments, and the analysis is 
consistent only if the ©omputed axial as agree with those 
assumed. 
A computer program flINS~ABfI has been written (List 6) which 
~arries out th.~bove static analysis using axial forces which are 
read as part of the input data and are estimated from the appliea 
vertical joint loads. If the oalculated axial forces do not 
agree with those assumed, then the program assumes the axial forces 
are equal to those just calculated as part of the internal member 
actions .. A further analysis is then carried out and this iteration 
proeeaure is repeated until the computed axial forces agree with 
those assumed in calculating the member stiffness coefficients. 
The program was run on the IBM 360/44 eomputer and has been dime~= 
. . . 
sioned so that up to a 15 storey 4 bay frame can be analysed. 
The static analysis is carried out in exa~tly the same manner 
as the programs detailed previl)Usly uT.D 0 E" and tlMODTDE" 9 thEhG"nly 
"i'f~erenees being in the subroutines which calculate the member 
stiffness coefficients g and in the introduetion of an iteration 
proc:edureo 
The critical loads f.r three frames were determined by inves-
tigating the behaviour, under a constant disturbance 9 .as the vert-
ical loading was inereased o A small lateral load was applied to 
~~e top floor; this procedure being designed to ex©ite the sideF" 
" 
sway buckling mode~ The member properties are shown in the 
elevations in Figure 2.2 and the reduction in lateral stiffness as 
the ve~tical loading is increased is shown in Figure 203. The 
critical load is given by the intercept with the x - axiso The 
frames were considered free to buckle only in the plane of the 
loadingo 
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VERTICAL LOAD FACT! 
5·0 6'0 9-0 
\ 
FIGURE 2·3 
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PROGRAM HT .O.E." Ll ST PAGE 1 
LANGUAGE - FORTRAN II FOR IYM 1620. 
THIS PRUGRAM CALCULATES ThE JOINT DEFORMATIONS Of A REGULAR 
MULTI-STOREY FRAME UP TO 20 STO~EYS BY 4 BAYS WITH 5 LOADING 
CASeS, CONSIDERING BENDING DEfORMATIONS ONLY, USING 
TRi-DIAGONAl ELIMINATION. 
42 
29 
IL-1 DETM. OF ALL FRAME OEFORMATIONS. 
IL=2 DETM. OF LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS ONLY. 
I READ lATERAL FORCES ONLY, ZERO MOMENT ASSUMED 
I READ FORCES ANO ~OMENTS 
DIMENSIONAI6,6,19), !6,6),C(6,6),Y(6,20,5),TEMP(6,61 TEMPl/io,5! 
N$=NO OF STOREYS, NB-NO OF BAYS, IHB-l FOR A HALF BAY, 
NL=NO OF LOADS, E=YOUNGS MODULUS. 
READ29,NS,NB,IHB,NL, .IL,IM 
FORMATI413,EIO.4,213) 
NB2~NB[2 
NSl=NS-1 
003I=1,NB2 
D03J=1.NB2 
Ed ,Jl=O. 
C{ ,J )=0. 
D031<=1,NSl 
3 AI1,J,K!=O. 
NBl=NB&l 
I S=NS 
READ APPl ED LOADS 
GO TO (51,52 ,Ii"! 
51 D0531=l,NBl 
D053J=1,NS 
D053l=l,Nl 
53 Y! , , =0. 
READ33,IIYINB2,J,ll,J=l,NSI,L=1,Nll 
GO 0 2 
?2 REAC33.d {Y(I1J,L)1r~1"NB2}vJ= JN~}?l=l,Nl 
33 FORMAT I 10.4) 
Nl=I'lS 
2 0050:=1, 
D050J=1,NB2 
B( ,JI=C~l.J) 
50 C ! J)=O. 
51=!5-1 
RE6D BE~.N DATA 
001 • 'JB 
RL~032. P,Q 
32 FOR~ATI2EIO.4) 
P=P*EJQ 
Q=6.0iQ 
10 I,IJ=Sll,!J&4.0*P 
II.IL11=81 ,I£11&2.0~P 
(I&l~I;;:::B'{I., &1) 
13 all&l,f&ll-B I 1,1",)&4 
IF(!HB-l)14, 5,1~ 
~EAD HAlF-~EAM DAT., fUll LENGTH. ACTUAL 
15 REAu32JP~Q 
BINS! 
14 J NB2 
R AD COlUkN DATA 
D 121-;;;.:', 
R AC32 
c 
C 
,-
C 
PROGRAr4 "T.D.E." 
P=P*ElQ 
Q=6.0/Q 
81I,!1=8(1. IE4.0*P 
LIST 1 
B I ! • J j =B II, J ) -Q*P 
BIJ,Il=BIl,J) 
BIJ.JI=BrJ,J'&Q*O*.33333333*P 
IF(lS-1112,12,11 
11 C(I,II=C(I,II&4.0*P 
CIl,J)=Cll,JI&Q*P 
12 
16 
18 
17 
21 
22 
23 
20 
25 
26 
CIJ,IJ=CI ,J) 
C(J,J)=CIJ,J,£Q*Q*.33333333*P 
AII,I,ISI1=AII,I,ISll£2.0.P 
AII,J.ISll=AII,J,ISlIEQ*P 
I(J,1,151)=I(J, ,ISll-Q*P 
AIJ,J,ISll-I(J,J,IS11-Q*Q*.33333333*P 
CONTINUE 
IK) TO LCWER DLAGONIL FOR~ BY EL INATIGN 
(I $-/IIS) 16,17,17 
D018l=1,NB2 
0018 ,NB2 
B ( I , L I =,8 ( I , ( I ,J I *A ( J, L, IS) 
D0201=1,N82' 
T=B! l,I 
BU,! )=1.0 
0021J=1,NB2 
6 ( I , J 1=6 ( ! ,J ) IT 
,NB2 
IF( )22,20,22 
-I=BIL,U 
6(L,II=O. 
D023J"'l,NB2 
BIL,Jl=Bll,J -T*Bfl.JI 
CONT 
IFI S-1 24,24,25 
D026I=1,NB2 
DU26J=1,N82 
TEMPI I,J)~A(J,I,ISl} 
D0271=1,N82 
D027J=1,NB2 
All, • Sll=O. 
D027L=1,NB2 
27 AII,J,ISll=A(I,J,ISlIEBI1,LI*TEMPI l) 
24 D04L=1,Nl 
D019I=l,N82 
TEeJPVi! ,Ll=O. 
D019J=1,NB2 
19 TEMPV I,Ll=TEMPV(!,L1£8 I,JI'<'YIJ,IS,L: 
D04 ,N8Z 
YIJ,IS,L)=TEMPV I,ll 
IFf S-1)1,1,5 
5 [l028L=1,Nl 
G0281=1,NB2 
D028J=1,NB2 
2R YIl,iSI LI=YI!,IS1,L)-TEMPII.JI.YI ,'S,L) 
IS=lS-l 
GO 10 2 
OUT BACK SUBSTI7UT ON 
D040L=l,Nl 
D0401=l,NB2 
PAGE (. 
C 
C 
PROCRAM ·'T.D.E." 
40 CII,L =Y I,l.L) 
15=1 
48 GO TO 145,461,IL 
LIST 
PUNCH FRAME DEFORMATIONS FOR A FLOOR. 
45 D060L=1,NL 
bO ?UNCH34, Icn ,Ll ,l=1,NB2} 
GO TO 47 
34 FORMAT!5E14.8) 
46 PUNCH34,!C!N62,L),L=1,NL) 
47 IFIIS-NSI41.42.42 
41 is= SH 
151=15-1 
D043L=l,NL 
00431=1,N82 
rEMPV (!, Ll =0. 
D043'J=1,NB2 
43 TEMPVII.LI=TEMPVII,L)£AII,J,ISi)*CIJ,LI 
D044L=1 NL 
00441=1 NB2 
44 CII,L Il,IS.Ll-TEMPVII,L) 
GO TO 48 
END 
PAGE 3 C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
PROGRAM' T.O.E.M.A." liST 2. 
LANGUAGE FORTRAN II FOR !6M 1620. 
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE MEMBER ACTIONS OF A REGULAR 
I-STOREY FRAME, FROM THE FRAME DEFOR~'TIONS FOUNC ~Y 
PROGRAM 'T.D.E.' 
DIMENSION SDI132,20! 
1 READ29,NS,N6,IHB,NL,E 
29 FORMAT!41 , 10.41 
N62=NB£.2 
NB1=N8&1 
D02IS=I,NS 
Kl=( IS-ll*NB2U 
KZ=Kl&NBZ-l 
READ DEFORMATIONS AS PUNCHED BY ~ROGRA~ ~T.O.E.' 
D02IY=1,NL 
D021=Kl,KZ,5 
2 READ34, SO I I , I Y I ,SO! 1li.1, I V I, SO ( 1&2, r Y') .50'( I U, IY I , SO ( 1&4', IV 1 
34 FORMAT!5E14.81 
IS=iIIS 
READ BEAM DATA 
3 IU=(IS-ll*NB2 
OQ512=1,IIIB 
READ32,P,Q 
32 FORMATIBEIO.4 
P=P*E/Q 
I=lU&12 
K=ll:l 
DOSH=1, NL 
Rl=(4.0*50(I,Ill&2.0*5D(~,iLI 
R2= (2.0*5DI I,lL I t:4.0*SDI ,I II 
R3=IRl&R21/Q 
5 PUNCH33,Rl,R3,R2 
I F I I HB- 11 0, ,1 
7 REA032,P,Q 
P=P*E/Q 
1=IUGNB1 
OOBIL=l,NL 
Rl=6.0*P*5D( I. Ll 
R3=IRl&Rl IQ 
8 PUNCH33,Rl,R3 
b IUl=(IS-Zl*NBZ 
C READ COLUMN DATA 
00912=1,N81 
READ32,P,Q 
P=P*E/Q 
QI=b.O/::) 
1=IU11:12 
J=tu 
K=tu&I2 
l=IUl:NB2 
DO'lIY=l,Nl 
Rl~!2.0*SD{K,IYI-Ql*SD l,IY *p 
R2=14.0*SD!K, IY)-Ql*SD( L, IV) l*? 
R3=iRl&;.\2:ilJ 
IF(lU)9,9,12 
12 o,l=".1~!4.0*$D( y, lY.)&Ql*SD J, IV) )*p 
~2=~2;;(2.0*SD( I, jV ItQl"SD,J, ~y pop 
'U=IRi&R2i/Q 
9 PUNCH33,Rl,R3,R2 
33 FORMAT(EIO.4,4X,EIOe4,4X,E10.4, 
,$=IS-1 
IF(rS]1,1$3 
r"lr' 
PROGRAM "MDDTDE" LIST 3. PAGE 1 
C LANGUAGE - FORTRAN 11 FOR IBM 1620. 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE JOINT DEFORMATIONS OF A REGULAR 
C MUL Tl-SroREY fRAME UP TO 14 STOREYS BY 5 BAYS IGNORING 
C AXIAL DEFOR~~AT IONS AND BY 2 BAYS WITH· AXIAL DEFORMATIONS, 
C A~O UP TO 2 LOADING CASES. SHEAR DEFORMATION AND 
C JOI~T SIZE ARE CONSIDERED. 
C 
C IAO=l iGNORES AXIAL DEFORMATION. 
C IAD·2 CONSIDERS AXIAL DEFORMATION. 
C IM=l READ LATERAL FORCES ONLY, OTHER ACTIONS ASSUMED ZERO. 
C IM-2 READ ALL ACTIONS. 
C READ MEMBER DATA TOP STOREY TO BOTTOM 
C IL=l ALL FRAME DEFORMATIONS PUNCHED 
C [L-Z LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS ONLY PUNCHED. 
DIME~SION A17,7,13 ,817,71,CI7,7).YI1,14,2I, 
ITEMPll,71,TEMPV(7,2! 
COMMON R.P,G,F,H,O,AT,SE.SR,E 
C NS=NO OF' STOREYS,NB=NO OF BAYS NL=,NO OF LOADS. 
C IHS-1DFR HALF-BAY,SR=RATIO OF G/E 1.45 FOR R.C.1 
C SE=EFFECTIVE SHEAR AREA FACTOR 11.2 FOR RECT.' 
C E=YOUNGS MODULUS. 
42 READ29,NS,NB,Nl,IAD,IHB,SR,SE,E,IL,IM 
29 FORMATI513,F4.2,F4.1.EIO.4,2!3 
NB2=!AD*NB&1&lAD 
NSl=I";S-t 
.NBl=NBE1 
D03!=1,NB2 
D03J=1.Nfl2 
B I.J:=O. 
C(!,Ji=O. 
003,,= 1 ,~S 
3 All,J,Kl=O. 
IS=NS 
C READ APPLIED LOADS 
GO TO t54,55),IM 
54D0561=1,"1B2 
DO~6J=1.NS 
D056K=l,NL 
56 Y !,J,K)-O. 
REAU33,IIYINB2,J,KI,J=i,NS ,K- NLI 
GO TI] 2 
55 READ33, IIY J,K,IJ,J= .NB2 ,K=l,NSI.I=l,Nl 
33 FORMATI8E10.41 
2 00501 1,NB2 
0050j-1,N62 
{ 1 J);C { [? J 
50 CII,JI=O, 
151=IS-1 
C READ BEAM DATA LEFT TO RIGHT 
IF {NS 61 ",1;1,2 
62 DOSCll:l, 
CALL STIFFS 
11=1&1 
il(l, )=Bn IHR 
Blldl)=Bi 
( 1,Il-SI 
!H 1,11)=8 
{;O Ti) {B 0 f l!, 
K=~lal&1 
c PROGRAM' 'MODTDE" 
Kl=K&l 
BI I ,KI=B( 1 ,K)&F 
8(K, I 1=51 I ,Kl 
8 I I ,K 1) =8 I I, Kl'-F 
BIKl, l=B(I,Kll 
BIK,K)=BIK,K)f;G 
B(K,lll=8IK.lll£F 
8t Il,KI=BIK,Ill 
BIK,Kll=BIK,K11-G 
SIKl,K)=BIK,Kll 
8IIl,K1l=BIIl,Kl'-F 
BIK1,III-Blll,K11 
BIK1,Kl'=BIKl,Kl'&G 
80 CONTINUE 
61 IF(lHB-11l4,l5,15 
LIST 3. 
C READ HALF BEAM DATA, FULL LENGTH, ACTUAL 
15 CALL STIFFS 
BINB1,NBl'=BINBl,NBll&F*H 
GO TO (14,52),IAD 
52 J-N51*2 
BIN61,J)=BINBl,JISG*H 
BIJ,NB1J=BINBl,JI 
BIJ,J)-SIJ,JI&2.0*G 
C READ COLUMN DATA LEFT TD RIGHT 
14 J=Ns2 
D0121=1,NBl, 
CALL STIFFS 
R(I,I!=B IdlER 
B( ,JI-BII,JI-F 
BIJ, )-S(I,JI 
BIJ,JI=B(J,J ~G 
GO TO' 16.7),1AD 
7 K=NBH I 
. B(K,KI=BIK,K)GAI 
6 IF(IS-1112,12,11 
11 C(I, I-CII,II&R 
C ( 1 , J ) -C I I , J J &F 
CIJ,! I-e ,J) 
CIJ,J)-CIJ JHG 
GO TO 18,9),IAD 
9 C(K,KI=C(K,KJ&AT 
8 A(l ,1,IS1)=AII,j,ISII&P 
AII,J,IS1)-AII,J,[Sll&F 
AIJ,I,lSll-AIJ,I, Sl)-F 
A(J,J,ISll=A(J,J,ISII-G 
GO TO (12,101,IAD 
10 A(K,K, Sll=AIK,K,ISll-AT 
12 CONTi NUE 
C REDUCE IKJ TO LOWER DIAGONAL FOkM BY EL 
IF(IS-NSI16.17,17 
16 DOIRL=1,.'lB2 
D0181-1,NB2 
DOI8J=1,NB2 
1 (I,Ll=B(I,Ll-TEMP!f,JI*AIJ,L'!S) 
17 D0201=1,N82 
I=BlId) 
El( I, 1=1.0 
D02lJ-l ~~82 
21 5(1,J)=~1 ,jIlT 
D020L:<::1 1 I\JB2 
?AGE 2 
eN 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM 0 ~MODTDEfio LIST 3. 
!FIl-1122,20,22 
22 T=Bll,l1 
BIL,I)=O. 
D023J=1,NB2 
238Il,JI=8IL,JI-T*BII,J) 
20 CONTI NUE 
IF! 15-1)24,24,25 
25 D026I=1,NB2 
D026J=1,NB2 
26 TEMPII,JI=AIJ,I,1511 
D027!=1,NB2 
D027J=1,NB2 
AU,J,1511=0. 
27 
24 
19 
4 
5 
28 
1 
40 
48 
45 
60 
34 
,,6 
47 
41 
DD27l=1,NB2 
AII,J,ISl)=AII,J,ISlIEBII,ll*TEMPIJ,ll 
D04l=1,Nl 
D019I=I,NB2 
TE",?II (I, ll=O. 
D019J'=1,NB2 
TEMPVll,LI=TEMPV(I,l)~B!I,J)*V(J,IS,L) 
D041=1,NI32 
VII,IS,l'=TEMPV!I,ll 
IFIIS-lll,l,S 
D028l=1,NL 
D0281=1,NI32 
0028 J=l, jlJB2 
VII,IS1,l)=YII,ISl,ll-TEMPII,J'*VIJ,IS,lJ 
IS=IS-l 
GO TO 2 
CARRY OUT BACK SUBSTITUTION 
D040l=1,Nl 
D0401=1,NB2 
C( I ,l }=Yi g ~ 1 vi.. ~ 
15=1 
GO TO 45,46),IL 
PUNCH FRAME DEFORMATIONS FOR A FLOOR. 
D060l=1,Nl 
PUNCH34,ICII,l),1=1,N821 
FORI'1A T( SEt4. 8 i 
GO TO 47 
PUi~CH34, ICINB2,l! ,L=l,NLI 
IF! IS-NS )41,42,42 
IS=ISf.l 
15l=1S-1 
D043l=1,Nl 
D043I=1,NB2 
TEMPV!!,ll=O. 
D043J;;:l, i\lB2 
43 TEMPVII,LI=TEMP\lI!,lIEAII,J,IS11*CIJ,ll 
D044L=I,i'lL 
D0441=1,N82 
44 CII,ll=YIl,!S,U-TEMPV!!,Ll 
GO TO 48 
END 
SUBROUTINE STIFFS 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS. 
CaMMON~.P.G.F H,Q,AT,SE.SR,E 
P=MOMENT OF IN RTI~. AT=TOTAl ARE', AS=SHEAR AREA, 
H:CENTRE LINE ENGTH, Q=ClEAR LENGTH 
PAGE 3 C PROGRAM' 'MODTDE" LIST 3. 
READ30,P,AT,AS,H,Q 
30 FORMATISElO.OJ 
BETA=lb.0*P*SEI/IQ*Q*AS*5RI 
P=2.0*P*E/IQ*il.0&2.0*BETAI) 
R=P*12.0&BETAI 
P=P*(l.O-BETAI 
G=(R&PJ/IQ*QI 
F=0.5*!H&QI*!H-Q) 
R=R&G*F 
P=P&G*F 
F=G*H 
G=2.0*G 
AT=E*ATlQ 
RETURN 
END 
PAGE 4-
c 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
PROGRAM "MTOEMA" LIST 4 
LANGUGG[ - FORTRIIN PDQ FOR IBM 1620. 
AD=1 NO A.D., IAo=z WITH A.D. 
DIMENSION SD(120,101 
BEGIN TRACE 
26 READ29,NS NB,NL,IAo,IHB,SR,SE,E 
29 FORMAT(S ~4.2,f4.1,EIO.4l 
NB2= I AD&! 
OOZIS=I,NS 
K (IS-ll*NB20 
K2=Kl&N82-1 
READ DEFORMATIONS AS PUNCHED BY PROGRAM 'T.D.E.' 
DOZIY-l,NL 
002 !=KI, K2,s 
PAGE 1 
2 REA034 SOII,lYJ,SO(I&I,IYI,SD([f;2,IY),SDllt3,ly),SD(IE4,IYI 
3~ FORMAT!5E14.8i 
IS=NS 
READ BEAM DATA 
25 IU·(IS~I *NeZ 
IF(NBI27,27,28 
28 D0312=1,NB 
EXECUTE PROCEDURE-
I IU&l2 
J=I&l 
GO TO (4,5),1110 
4 ~ Nl 
!!,IY)~P*So(J,IY) 
RZ-P*Soll,IYI&R*SDIJ,IYI 
R3=(RHi(Z )/H 
RS=RI-0.S*R3*IH-QI 
R6=R2-0.5*R3*(H~Q 
6 PUNCH31,Rl~R3,R5~K2rR6 
GO TJ 3 
31 FORHAT 8EIO.41 
5 K-I 
L=K£l 
V=ll'l\lL 
,KYi&P*SDIJ, 
RZ=P*SD ( ,I Y I &R*SD 
R3= Rl!:R2llH 
~5=RI-O.S*R3*IH-QI 
Rb=R2-0.5*Q3*!H-Q) 
7 PUNCH31,Rl,R3,R5,R2,R6 
3 CONTINUE 
27 IFIIH8-118,9.9 
READ HALF-BEAM DATA 
9 tXECUTE PROCEDURE 
l=iUf.NBl 
GO TO OO,ll),IAD 
10 0012lY=1,Nl 
~1:8*H*SD( 1, :Vl 
R3=[2.0*R~l!H 
R5=Rl-0.5*R3~\H-Q) 
12 PUNCH3 ,RI,R3,R5 
GO fO 8 
K=iU&2*NBl 
0014IY,- ,i~l 
rn=B*H*SDI ,IY [1(, 
SOIK,IYI-SD l,lYl 
SDIK,IYI-SD L,IY 
c PROGRAM • 'MTDEMA' LIST 4 
14 PUNCH31,Rl,R3,R5 
C READ COLUMN DATA 
!l IU2=IU-NB2 
oOZOI2=1,NBl 
EXECUTE PROCEDURE 
1=IUUIZ 
J=IU 
K=IU&12 
L=IU&NB2 
M=I~rIiB1 
N=K<:NBI 
00201 y= 1, Nl 
R1-P*So{K,IY)-B*SDIL,IYI 
R2=R*SD(K, IYI-S*SD(L, IY) 
R3=(Rl&R21/H 
R5=RI-O.5*R3*IH-Q) 
R6=R2-0.5*R3*(H-QI 
GO IlB,191,IAD 
19 IN IY) 
IF! IUI24,24,21 
18 IF[ IUl22,Z2,21 
21 Rl=Rl~R*SO[I, YI&S*SOIJ,IY 
R2=R2&P*SD( IYI&e*SDIJ,IYI 
!O=(IH&i{ZI/H 
R5=RI-O.5*R3*(H-Q) 
R6=K2-0.5*R3*IH-Q) 
GO TO [22,2, ,lAO 
Z3 R4-R4&AT*SOIM,!YI 
24 PUNCH31,Rl,R3,R5,RZ,R6,R4 
GO TO 20 -
22 PUNCH31,Rl,R3,R5,R2,R6 
20 CONT!'NUE 
IS=IS-l 
IFIIS126,26,25 
BEGiN PROCEOURE 
~ P=MOMENT OF INERTIA, AT=TOTAL AREA, AS-ShEAR AREA, 
C H=CENTRE LINE LENGTH, Q-CLEAR LENGTH 
REA030,P,AT,AS,H,Q 
30 FORMATISEIO.OI 
BETA=!o.O*P*SEI/IQ*Q*AS*SRI 
P=Z.O*P*E/IQ*ll.O&2.0*BETA I 
R=P*12.0&BETA 
p=p*( 1.O-BETA) 
G=IR&PI/IQ*Q) 
F=O.5*(h-QI*(HtQI 
R=Rf,G*F 
P=P£G*F 
B=G*H 
G:2.0*G 
AT=E*AT/W 
END PROCEDURE 
END TRACE 
END 
PAGE 2 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
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C 
PROGRAI-, • 'KLAT" Ll S T 5 .• PAGE 1 
LANGUAGE FORTRAN II FOR IBM 360/44 
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE LATERAL STIFFNESS AND 
FLEXIBILITY MATRICES fOR A REGULAR MULTI-STOREy FRAME 
UP TO 15 STOREYS BY SIX BAYS WITH A.D.,13 BA~S NO A.D •• 
SHEAR DEFORMATION AND JOINT SIZE ALSO CONSIDERED. 
21 
30 
130 
IAD~2 CONSIDERS 1.0., IAO=1 IGNORES A.D. 
READ MEMBER DATA BOTTOM STOREY TO TOP 
,DIMENSION .II( 15, 151,B( i5, 15I,C!lS,151,O( 15.15I,E! 15,151 ,FI15, 151 .• 
IG! 1:>.IS) ,H( 15, 15) ,Z( 15,15) 
COMMON SE,SR,EE,R,P,GG,FF,HH,Q,AT 
NS=NO OF STOREYS, NB=NO OF BAYS, IHB=l FOR HALF BAY, 
SR=RATIO OF G/E 1.45 FOR R.C.I,SE=EFFECTIVE SHEAR 
AREA FACTOR 11.2 FOR RECT.), EE=YOUNGS MODULUS. 
KS1=1 TO PUNCHIKllAT,2 TO SKIp. 
KS3=1 TO PUNCH(FJLAT,2 TO SKIP 
READ30,NS,NB,IAO,IHB,SR,SE,EE,KSl,KS3 
1413.f4.2,f4.1,E10.4,2131 
,NS NB,!AO,IHB,SR,SE, KSl,KS3 
FORMATIIX,414,f4.2,f4.1.E13.4,2 
NU=IAO* NBtl! 
NBl=NBtl 
00431=1,NU 
D044J=1, NU 
44 EIl,JI=O. 
D043J=1,NS 
F (I, J )=0. 
43 H(J,II=O. 
D051I=1,NS 
D05lJ=l,NS 
51 l (I, 1=0. 
NS1=NS&l 
D022IS=l,NSl 
IF IS-NSl!1,14,14 
READ COLUMN DATA 
0071= 1, Nil 1 
CALL STIFFS 
E il=E! ,!1&R 
GO TO 18,9 ,lAO 
9 K=l£NBl 
E Kl=E!K,Kl&AT 
8 Ft 1. IS)=F! I,ISl-FF 
H ( r 5 ,! ) =F! I ,! S ! 
Z IS,ISI=Z(IS,ISI&GG 
I F ( 1 5-1 17 , 7 , 10 
10 A ,l)=AU.II&R 
B ( I, I : =8 (1, I ) &P 
DU,! =SlId) 
GO TO 112,11),!I\D 
11 A(K,KI=AI~,KI&AT 
BIK,Kl=BIK,K -AT 
o K,KI=B K,K 
12 IS1=15-1 
C ,1511=C ,151 &FF 
G! 51 I=C I,lSi 
C( ,!SI=C 1,ISI-FF 
G!IS.r =C I,IS) 
F{ ,151)= II,ISlltFF 
HI iSl'!)~ ! I dSl) 
Z ( ! d S I "Z ( IS 10 ! SUo. GG 
c PROGRAM "KlAT" 
II 151. IS)=Z! IS1, ISI-GG 
lIIS,ISl)=ZIIS1,(S) 
7 CONTINUE 
LIST 5. 
C READ BEAM DATA 
IFINB)902,902,903 
C 
903 003I=I,NB 
CALL STl FfS 
I1=I!'.l 
GO TO 145,46),110 
46 K=NB1&1 
45 
3 
902 
:. 
6 
4 
14 
IS 
16 
l8 
52 
33 
26 
900 
39 
27 
53 
28 
901 
Kl=Ktl 
E!I,K)=E!I,KI&FF 
ElK, I 1=1:1 I,KI 
EIl,Kl'=EII,Kll-FF 
EIKl, I I=EI I,Kll 
EII1,KJ II1,KltFf 
ElK. IU=EI Il,KJ 
Elll,Kl'=Elll,KlJ-FF 
EIKl,Ill=EI11.Kll 
EIK,KI-EIK,KltGG 
EIK,Kl'=EIK,Kll-GG 
EIKl,KI O(,KlI 
EIKl Kl)=EIKl,Kl)&GG 
En, II=E« I, I) &R 
E I I HI = E ( I, III &P 
E { 11, I I =E ( h 11 1 
EIIl,IlI=E!Il,IlltR 
IFIIHIl-1l4,5,5 
READ HALF-BEAM DATA, FULL LENGTH, ACTUAL 
CAll STIffS 
EINSl I=EINBl,NBlltFF*HH 
GO 15,61,IAD 
EINBl,NU)=E{NB1,NU)&GG*HH 
EINU,NBll=EINB1,NU) 
EINU,NUJ=EINU,NUlt2.0*GG 
IFIIS-1117,17,14 
CALL MATINV!A,NUI 
CAll MTPCOP!A,C,NU,NSI 
IFIIS-NSiI15,16,16 
CAll MTPCOP!A,B,NU,NUI 
CALL MTPOFCID,B,E,NU,NU,NUI 
CAll MTPDFC!D,C,F,NU,NU,NS 
CALL MTPDFC!G,B,H,NS,NU,NU) 
CAll MTPDFCIG.C.l,NS,NU,~S 
IF!!S-NS1117,lB,lB 
D052I:l,NS 
PRINT33, IZ! I,JI,J=l,NSI 
FORMATIIX,lOE13.4) 
GO TO 126,271,KSl 
D0900 I:l,NS 
PUNCH39,IZI!,JJ,J=l,NSI 
FORMAT(SE14.7) 
CALL MATINV(Z,NSI 
D053I=1,NS 
PRINT33,(Z I,JI,J=iiNSI 
GO TO !28,22 ,KS3 
00901 i=l,NS 
PUNCH3 ,IZI ,JI,J=l,NSI 
STOP L 1 
17 D0251= ,NU 
PAGE 2 
c PROGRAM' 'KLAT" 
0050J;1,NU 
A{ I.JI=E{ I,JI 
f{I,J);O. 
B{!,JI=O. 
50 O{ I ,JJ~O. 
'D025J= 1, NS 
CI\,JI=F{I,JI 
FII,JI=O. 
G{J, I )=H{J, II 
25 H{J,lI=O. 
22 CONTINUE 
STOP 1111 
END 
SUBROUTINE MATINV(A,N) 
C IA)=(A)-1 O~DER N 
DIMENS~ON A(15,151 
DOLl=l,N 
T=AllrI) 
IFIT.NE.O.) GO Hl 20 
PRINT33, I 
LIST 5. 
33 FORMAT(lbH SINGULAR MATRIX,!3) 
STOP 999 
20 A!!,tI=l.Q 
D02J~l,N 
'2 All,J)=A(I,JJ/T 
DOIL=I,N 
_ IF!L-I)3il,3 
3 T=All,!) 
AlL,l)=O. 
DO"J=l,N 
" AIL,J)=A!l,JI-T*AII,J) 
1 CONT! NUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE STIFFS 
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE STIFF. 
COMMON SE,SR,E,R,P,G,F,H,Q,AT,AS, 
C P=MOME~f OF INERTIA, AT=TOTAL 
C H=CENTRE LINE LENGTH, Q=CLEAR 
REA030,P,AT,AS,H,U 
30 FORMAT!5EIO.4! 
PR[NT31,P.AT~AS,H,Q 
31 FORMATIIX,10E13.41 
BETA=!6.0#P*SEI/(Q*Q*AS*SRI 
P=2.0*P*E/IQ*(1.0~2.0*BETA I 
R=P*!2.0&BETAI 
P=P*I LO-BETAI 
Gc=IR£PI/ Q"'Q) 
F=O.5*IHEQI·IH-~ 
R=REG*F 
P=P&G*F 
F=G*H 
G=2 .. 0*G 
AT=E*AT/Q 
RETURN 
ErJO 
SUBROUTINE MTPDFC A,B,C,L,M,NI 
C IC)~(C) IAI*18. A ORDER LXM, BORDER MXN 
DIMtNSION A(15,15 ,BI15,l~I,CI15,151 
DOlI:l,L 
PAGE 3 c 
c 
(KILAT 
PROGRAM' 'KLAT" 
DOIK=l,N 
wORK=O. 
D02J=l,M 
2 WORK=WORK&AII.JI*B(J,K~ 
1 C{[,KI=C{[,Kl-WORK 
RETURN 
END 
liST 5. 
SUBROUTINE MTPCDP(A,B,M,NI 
IBI={AI*IBI A ORDER MXM. BORDER MXN 
DIMENSION AI15,151.6115.151,TI15,15) 
DUlI=1.M 
D01K=1,N 
WORK=O. 
D02J=1,M 
2 WORK=WORK~AIl,J)*BIJ,KI 
1 TlI,KI=WORK 
0031=I,M 
D03J=1,N 
3 BII,JJ=T(I,JI 
RETURN 
END 
PAGE " 
c PROGRAM" INSTil," LI 5T 6 PAGE 1 
C l'NGUAGE - FORTRAN IV FOR IBM 360/4~ 
C I~ST'BILlrY OF ~EGULAR MULTI-STOREY FRAMES~ 
DI~ENSION Alll,ll,14J,Blll,llJ Ill.lll,YIII,15,II,ZI11,15,11. 
ITEMP(II,11J.TE~PV(11,l),AL2(5), 3(5) 
COMMON JPI30J,QQI30I,ATI21I,ALIlSI,R,P,G,F,H,E,I,IS,N61,IBC,KK,PMM 
eNS-NO OF STOREYS, NB=NO OF BAYS, IHE=I FOR ~ALF-BAi,NL=NO OF LOADS 
C E= YOUNG'S MODULUS 
REAU29~I~S,~B,IHH,E 
2, FO~~'TI3I3,EIO.41 
PQINT36,NS,NF3,1HB, 
3A FOR~'T(lX,314,EI3.41 
?KP!T37 
37 FQRi"IIT(2XI 
NL= 1 
'182=2*'1B&3 
NSl=NS-l 
NB1=N8~1 
J='!81*N5U 
K=JENBI 
D083I=J.K 
83 AT(II=O. 
C RE~O ANC STORE MEMBER DATA, TOP STOREY TO BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT. 
C PP=MOI'ENT OF INERf!A ~Q=lENGTI-< INCH«UNITS. 
K=NS*II,B*201i 
0051M=1,K 
REAU33.PPIMI,CQIMJ 
51 PRINT34,PP(MI,CQ(MI 
34 FORMATIIX,IOE13.41 
PRINT37 
C READ AP'LIED LO~DS 
-D077K=,l, NS 
REA033,(ltJ,K,11,J=I,NB21 
77 PRI~T34.(ZtJ.K.ll.Jal,NB21 
33 FORMAT(8EIO.41 
C FFF=FACTOR ON ALL LOADS. EXCEPT TOP STOREY LATERAL LOAD 
C WHICH IS KEPT CeNSTANT. 
76 REA033.FFF 
FR LNT34, FfF 
C INITIALISE AXIAL LOADS. 
D0611=I,NBl 
bl AL2! 11=0. 
J=~S 
62 DOb31-I,NBl 
L-NBlSl 
K='151*J-NRICI 
IIL(K)=AL2111-Z1L.J,11 
63 Al2(Il=ALlKi 
J=J-l 
IFIJ.GT.OI GO TO 62 
65 K=NS*NBI 
p~ ,(Al!ll,!=l,KI 
38 FOR~ITI/IIX,lOEI3.411 
Or::A4I=l,'lB2 
DOf,4J=l,,~S 
64 YII,J,l)=Z{I,J,ll*FFF 
YINB2,NS,ll ( ,NS,I) 
IYMtJi=O 
11'-1 
IS=iIIS 
C SET UP ~TCREY ELEMENT STlf~NE5S MAT~ICES. 
D031=1,"32 
,NB2 
8 I r, J =0. 
C PROGRAM "!NSTAB" 
C(!,Jl=O. 
D03K=i,NSI 
., A(J,J,KI-O. 
2 D0501-1,NB2 
D050J=1,NB2 
3II,JJ=CII,Jl 
50 CII,JI=O. 
ISI-15-1 
LIST 6 PAGE 2 
C TAKE BEAM DATA LEFT Te RIGHT AND CALCULATE STifFNESS COEFFIC!ENTS. 
IBC:l 
D080I=I,NB 
Mf'lM=f'lMM&l 
CALL STIFFS 
11= I & 1 
HI I, I )=i'll Id J&R 
BII,Ill=BII,llloP 
13(11,1)=BO,11I 
B ( II, I II =B { 11, I 1 I oR 
HI K=NB1&I 
Kl=K&l 
BII ,KI=BI I,K)H 
BIK,lI=BII,KI 
P,I I ,Kl)=B( I,KlJ-F 
(lIKI,II=BII,Kll 
B I K, K I =B I K, K'J &G 
BIK,lll=B(K,lll&F 
B ( II ,K I =8 I K ,[ 1 ) 
BIK,KII-BIK,Kl'-G· 
B I K 1, K ) =B I K ,'K 1 I 
BIll,Kl Ill,KII-F 
BIKl,Il 111,KI) 
BIK1,KII-BIKI,KI)&G 
SO CONTINUE 
IFI IH8-l) 14.15.15 
C TAKE HALF-8EA~ DATA AND CALC. STIFFNESS COEFF. 
15 f'lMM="~M&l 
CALL STIFFS 
BINBl,~B11=B(NBl.NBII&F*H 
52 J=NBl*2 
5INBl,JI=BINB1,JIF,G*H 
3(J,NB1'=BINBI,J' 
BIJ,J)=BIJ,J)£2.0*G 
C TAKE COLU~N DATA LEFT TO RIGHT AND CALCULATE STIFFNESS COEFF. 
It. J=NB2 
18C=2 
D012[=I,N61 
t"MM~f'MM~ 1 
CALL STl FfS 
(1,ll=B(I,lltR 
B ( I , J 1= II I 1 ,J I-F 
81 J, I )~"I I, J I 
B ( J. J 1=8 (J , J I f, G 
I<=NillL I 
bIK,KI (K,Kl&ATIKKI 
b IfIIS-llI2,12,11 
II C ( I "I I =C I I, I I !. R 
C I I , J I =C ( I ,J 1/; F 
C I J, I ) =C I I , J I 
C(.J,JI=CIJ,JI<.G 
q C(~,Kl=CIK.K)&ATIKK~ 
8 AIl,I,ISll=A(I,I,ISllCP 
AII,J,IS1'=A(I,J,ISl);;F 
A!.l.I,I;II:AIJ,r.ISIl-F .g; 
c PROGRAM "IN~TA8" lisT 6 
AIJ,J,iSll=AIJ,J.ISll-G 
10 A(K,K, ISll=AIK,'J(, lSI l-AT(KKl 
12 CONTINUE 
C REDUCE IK) TO lO~ER O!A~ONAl fORM BY EL!~INATION 
IFllS-NSI16,17,17 
16 D018l=I,NB2 
DOI8!=I,Ne2 
DOIllJ=l N82 
18 Btl,L (l,ll-TEMP(I,JI*AIJ,L,IS) 
17 o0201=1,N82 
T:RII,!) 
B I,ll 1.0 
DOH J= 1. NB2 
21 BII,JI=B(I,Jl/T 
D020l-I,NB2 
IFIL-I)22,2D,22 
22 T=a I L, 1 ) 
B!l,II-D. 
DDZ3J=I,NB2 
23 BIL,J)=BIL,JI-T*B(!,JI 
20 CONrlNUE' 
IFllS-l124,24,25 
25 1=I,N82 
,N62 
26 TEMP!I,JI=AIJ,I,ISl) 
00271=I,N82 
0027,J= 1, NB2 
An ,J'[Sll=O. 
0021L:l,NB2 
27 All,J,ISl'-AII,J,ISlIEBI ,ll*TEMPIJ,LI 
24 004l=I,Nl 
00191=1, N~2 
TEMP\I( I,Ll=D. 
Oo19J=l,NB2 
19 TEMPVII,l)=TfMPVII,LIEBII,JI*YIJ,IS,ll 
D041"'1,NB2 
4 Vli,ISfl)~TEMPV(I,l) 
I F ( IS-lil , 1 , 5 
, 5 D02cL=i,Nl 
D023I-I,NB2 
D028J=l,NB2 
28 YII,ISl,LI=YII,ISI,ll-TEMPII,JI*YIJ,IS,L) 
15=15-1 
GO TO 2 
C CARRY OUT BAC~ SUBSTITUTION 
D040L= 1, NL 
D0401=1,NB2 
40 CIl,Ll=Yll.l,L) 
D0651-1,"I81 
65 AL2111=O. 
DCl44! ,NS 
PRJ ,(CII,Ild=I,NeZ) 
n6 DG 7 21=1,Nal 
J=IIS-ll*N:ll&1 
L=IS*NBlOI 
K=Nb 1& 1 
AL3111=-ATI~J·CIK,I)EAl211) 
AL2111=A T( L) "'C 1",1) 
IFIAlIJ)110Q,71,100 
100 [F(~l3! IALiJI 1.001)46,46,71 
46 lFIAL,1 I/ALIJI-.g99)71,72,72 
11 I E=2 
72 ALIJ)=AL31 I 
PAGE 3 C PROGRAM "INSTAB" 
47 IFIIS-NSI41,69,69 
41 ISl=IS&! 
D043l=1, Nl 
D0431=I,NB2 
TEMPVII,LI=O. 
D043J=l,NB2 
LIST 6 
43 TEMPVII,ll=TEMPVII,ll&AII,J,ISI*CeJ,ll 
0044l=1,Nl ' 
00441=I,N82 
44 Cll,l (l,ISl,LI-TEMPVII,ll 
69 GO TO ( 1681,IE 
73 P=ZINB2 , NS,lI/CINB2,lJ 
109 PRINT38,P 
42 PRINT35 
35,FORMATt' PROCESSING CCMPLETE'// 
GO TO 76 
END 
SUBROUTINE STIFFS 
Dlf>1ENSloN AE(7) 
PAGE 
COMMON PP(3DI,QQ{301,'TI211.AlI18),R,P,G,F,Q,E.l,IS,N81. BC,K,~ 
Ii'll 
tf"1 
A=I.EIO 
PM=P 
GO TO (1',21,I Be 
Tl=I.O 
T2=1.0 
T3=1.0 
T4=1.O~ 
GO TO 3 
2 K='NBl*lS-NB1f.1 
AT( K I =E*A/Q 
R=-Al!KI*Q*Q/19.669~044.E.PMl 
IFIABSIRJ-4.19,9,10 
10 PRINT31,M,R,E,Q ALIKI 
31 FORMAT!' AXIAL LOAD EXCEEDS ALLOWABLE RANGE.',14,4E13.4 
STOP22222 
<I IFIR-.OOt}5,5,6 
5 If(-R-.OOlll,l,6 
6 AEl11=1.5797363 
AE(2)=0.15858587 
AEI31=0.0274889Q 
AEI41=0.00547540 
AEI5J=O.OOl15281 
AE(6)=0.00024908 
AEI71=D.00005452 
SUM-C. 
D04l-I,7 
4 SUM=SUM&AEILl*R.*L/2.**13*LI 
WP=164.-60."'Rf.5.*R*RI/(64.-20.*RER*R)-SUM 
SUM=19.8696044*H*.25J/I1.-WPI 
S=SUI'f.WP 
c= 1 SUM-Wf? II 5 
8 T2=S*(1.0&CI*.10666b67 
Tl~T2EAL(K)*Q*Q*.083333333/(E*P) 
_T3=.25*5 
T4=.50*S*C 
3 R=4.0*P*E~T3/Q 
F=6.0*P*E*T2/(Q*QI 
G:12.0*P*E*Tl/(~*Q*Q) 
P=2.0*P*E*T4/Q 
RE h;RN 
END 
CHAP'I'ER T H R E E 
DYNAMIC ELASTIC RESPONSE OF MULTI~MASS SYSTEMS 
301 DETERMINATION OF ELASTIC RESPONSE BY NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
The elastic response of multi-mass structure:?! to earthquake 
ground motion may be found by the direct integration of the eql1&= 
tiona of motion using a digital record to represent the earthquakeo 
If the structure is idealised so that its mass is lumped at 
discrete points then the mass properties are assumed to be separated 
;t;t'ol11~he .elastic characteristics and the dynamic equ:i.lHn~ium equa~ 
tiona may be written as a finite number of ordinary differential 
equations whil'Jh may be expressed flHH,t conveniently in matrid[ form 
+ [oJ {is + = 
where '" Lateral displacements of the masse of the 
structure 9 
fx· '2 j = Lateral velocities of the masses of the 
structure 9 
[x] = Lateral accelerations of the masses of the 
struc:turs 9 
{X 3 9 {i~ . and ixj are moasured relative to the base ()f the 
struc.ture 9 
X is the acceleration of the ground g 
is a diagonal matrix of masses lumped at 
discrete points9 
is the damping matrix9 
is the lateral stiffness matrix of the structure" 
There are two approaches to the solution of this differential 
equationo 'Phe first involves the direct numerical integration of 
the equilibrium equations in their orig:inal form 9 usually by a 
step-by-step process giving the response in terms of the displace-
ment of each of the storey masses o The second method is the mode 
superposition technique which involves the solution of the eigrcn-
value problem to give the normal mode properties D The equations 
of motion are transformed so that the system is uncoupled and the 
response of each mode is determined independentlyo The 'total 
response is obtained by combining the modal responses at each step 
using the oharacteristic properties of each mode. 
The dire t integration of the eqnations of motion in their 
original form is more general then the normal mode superposition 
method, because there is no restriction OD the magnitude or form 
of the damping present g and it may be applied to non=linear systems 
by mod1.fying the aSf.;~umed linea~' properties at '2iach successive step 
of integtatiol'l.9 as will be shown, latero 
However If the damping present is small and ina c\~rtain 
restricted fOl'm, the integration of the modal equations (jf motion 
possesses certain advantageso If the modal responEH3B are combinecl 
550 
after each step of integration there is no uncerta~nty about the 
~agnitude and time of occurrence of the maximum responS8 9 as with 
the determination of the response of each mode from a response 
spectr~m when some approximation such as the root-mean-square tech-
nique must be used to calculate the total responseo The main 
advantage is that usually the major part of the response of the 
structure occurs in the first few modes of vibration and so it is 
necessary only to integrate a few independent differential equatiOll[ 
to obtain the response. Before this can be done it is necessary 
to carry out a modal analysiso 
The development of a step=by=step direot integration mathoa 
:is now outlined. 
If it is assumed that the acceleration associated with eamh 
degree of freedom varies linearly w:tthi.n a time interval A t ~ 
expressions may be derivad(9) for the velocity and displacement at 
the end of the time int;·.ervalo 
i xg t ~~ [is t=At At ~u 2 -+ 2 Xj t=llt At ["oJ 2 X t 
tx~ t - [Xl t=at + ~t{x 1 t=/i,t At2 f OJ + ~o_ X 3 t~At At2 i~'1 1'6 X t 
where subscript t denotes the response at time t and (t = ~t) 
that at time (t = At) 0 
Although these expressions are approximations because of the 
assumption of linearity of acceleratioD~ they ara Bufficiently 
accurate if At :is smallo 
If these expressions are substituted juto the origjnal equa-
tion the value of f fiJ is found to be 
and 
[ a5 = 
{ b~ --
@ 0 
X g 
+ A~ [c] + 
{X1 t=b.t ~t fxj -+ 2 t=~t 
1xj t=t\t + b.t Ij"' .. 2 X J t= At Ll.t 2 ~-;. f t-ht -+ ~ 
./ 
Hence the numerical integration may be carried out as follows~ 
SxG 2 .... a.nd L J v are known as initial cendi tions ~ 
is determined from the original equation~ 
The initialisation is then completed by calculating [F] 
+ L\; [a] 
The following calculations are then made x'("peatedJ;y ~ giving 
the response at the end of each step interval: 
57~ 
[a] i xt t=~t At £x ft~At 0: + - 2 
ib~ [xS t-M bt -[ i 3 t=p.t .6t 2 {x J t-bt 0: + + 3 
fXft ~ [ F ] [= Ox g r M J ~ [ c J { al = [K] t~ bJ J 
tilt = L aJ + 1\; ix1 t 
tX1t fbi At2 fij t 0: + b 
A computer program "ELRES" has been written based on the abovi 
method and is shown in List 79 wi.th the b10Ck diagram in Figure 3 0 ~ 
The program requires as input the matrices [ K JLAT and L C ] 0 Th@ 
former is calculated by the program "KLATI1 detailed previously allad 
the calculation of the latter is described in a following se~tiono 
The program is dimensioned so that up to a 20 mass system may be 
analysed o 
The method may be used to det.ermine the response of one degrEH 
of freea0m systems; all the matrices detailed above are then of 
order one o The integration procedure may then be used to deter-
'i, 
mine response spectra a.nd multi=mass response by mode superpositim 
.302 DETERMINATION OF RESPONSE SPECTRA 
The response spectra for a given earthquake may ~)e convenient: 
determined by calculating the maximum response of a series 6f one 
degree of freedom resonators with a suitable range of periods and 
damping.. A one degree of freedom response program nSPECTRAn ShOWl 
in List 8 was written to integrate the e'quations of motion for a 
series of resonators, and response spectra for the N=S component 0: 
the 1940 El Centro earthquake were determined and also for the 196E 
Cholame Shandon California earthquake o The first reoord v shown 
in Figure 3.1 i was supplied in corrected form by Professor G.V. Be] 
of Michigan Un±versitY9 and the latter record, shown in Figure 362 
was supplied by Mro R.M. Thompson of Auckland University~ and was 
integrated in uncorrected form. The response spectrum f'Qr t,hese 
two :records is shown in Figures 3.3 to 3 0 6. 
303 RESPONSE BY NUMERICAL IN~GRATION USING MODE SUPERPOSITION 
If the response of a multi=mass s1stem is to be found by 
superimposing the modal responses then the equations of motion of 
the normal modes must be integrated independently as a series of 
one degree of freedom systems. A program nSUMMOD"g shown in List 
9 9 has been written which accepts the fraction of critical damping, 
the periods of vibration and the 19 displacements for each mode 
and calculates the displacement of each resonator in the form of 
the spectral aceeleration; i.e. displacement times the angular 
frequency squaredo The total response of the structure is found 
by determining the amount of the displacement in each mode by 
multiplying the 19 displacements by the spectral acceleration 9 and 
summing the resulting modal displacements algebraicallyo This is 
59. 
done a the end of each step and so the magnitude and tim0 of 
occurrence of maximum response can be found. 
304 CALCULATION OF THE DAMPI~~L!iATRIX [CJ 
The damping has been assumed to be of viscous form. This 
assumption has not been strictly justified, either experimentally 
or theoreticallY9 although it has beeD commonly made and it has 
been shown that most forms of damping can be converted into an 
equivalent viscous form(20)o 
For the normal modes to be independent of one another it is 
necessary that the damping matrix [C] satisfies the following 
condition(21) 
where [2P ] is ~ square matrixg the rth column ¢. being the d:Ls~ 
placement ratios of the rth mode normalised SUCh that 
= 1,0 
and ~ is the angular frequency of mode r 
r 
C 
r 
is the fraction of critical damping in mode r. 
Hence the matri'oc L c ] may be calculated if a moda' analysis 
is first oarried out to determine I..{) rand ilrr for ,nrC;X",{ mode 9 
and if ~ is specified for every mode. r Q. 
Then 
[cJ 
305 SIMPLD'IED CALCULATION OF [C] 
The previous approach requires the calculation of all the 
normal mode frequencieso For many buildings only the first rew 
modes are significant and this simplified approach merely specifies 
the fraction of critical damping in the first two modes and also 
the distribution of damperso 
Two sets of dampers are assumed 9 one associated with the lat-
eral stiffness and the other with the masseso The former are 
given coefficients proportional to the corresponding storey stiff~ 
ness and the latter proportiona1 to the st;orey mass~ ioe 0 the 
equations of motion are assumed to be of the form: 
These equations may be transformed and shown to.I,be uncoupled" 
Cg and Ct are coefficients which may be adjusted to give any 
desired fraction of damping in the fi.rst two modeso 
Because (21) 
[ ~] T [M] [ P 1"" [I] the unit diagonal matrix 
where r w2J is a diagonal matrix of the angular frequen©ies 
squared ~ 
then 
as the modes are independent 
of one anothero 
The coefficients Cg and Ct may then be calculated if the 
fractions of critiCal damping in the first two modes are specifiedo , 
and 
Then 
c W 2 
g' 1 
c W 2 g 2 + 
r 
C t "" 
C 
"" g 
Ct "" 
C ] '" 
-2C 1W1 
2C2Wc~ 
C2W2 = C1W1 
2 2 2 W2 W1 
2C 1W1 C W1 
2 
= 
g 
[ J r M J C K + Gp~ g , LAT c' 
The fractions of critical damping in the third and higher 
modes are not specified i but may be calculated by carrying out the 
following operations on the simplified damping matrixo 
[~' 2W C J 
r 1" 
The fractions of critical damping in the higher modes were 
found to be a little higher than those specified for the first 
two modes for those matrices checked o 
This second simplified method of calculating the damping 
matrix was used for all the frames discussed in this thesis o 
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pr~OCIj:?Ak~ (t.rH:::':~ 
-
I 
PHl NT 
DG=GSo:'DT /i$ 
P=-G' !~2 j,' 500. ,--'''' 
KC=O 
RETURN 
c 
30 
LIST 2" 
6C/4i} 
EL STIC RESPONSE CF SERIES OF 
SPECTRU~ TD BE ?L~lTED~ 
GDi lOO} ~c,: X1:'{i.-O 
lOO]~fjVEL\ 
INTERVAL,TR=LENGTH OF RECORD. 
OF CilHICAl 
.,. [~l~NR 
( J="J.:> 
'jj;-l=G", 
tJl2=2 
P~-G(21 
DG=DT*380e4*IGf3)-G[lJ 
"0020 ,NR 
I-T,2) ) 
ACCt }::::P-H:i '[ ~I2tSl1 :1) 
20 F{ O/-{Qf-f;tO .. 3*DT*C'II )t: .. Jl.66666-6701ifojJT*DT-.;o:S11)} 
2 
21 
1TM-jRtC~5*D1 21t22122 
'fMtOT-T\P't2£'1~ $~3 
3 TM="rr-n:DT 
P=f'-DG 
GO YO 5 
(142-';) 
N2:;M2&1 
GQ TO 
7 H2=1 
G{ 1 !=G\ 
T ~} f 5) 
lS=iS£l 
S-iO? 
f i IS; 
GS~{G~ 
c 
C 
C 
GG=GS::7~T/ 
DG=GS:-,'D! / 
P=-GI 1* 6.4-GG 
5 D015I=l;NR 
It;lA(IJCG.5*DT*AC:( ~ 
X!IJ=BB J L~666667*OTeDT.ACC. 
lFUBSlXl i-JlBS(BX! 11)'-;.1 
12 1lXjl) =X 
T;(( ll~nl 
iVEL[ I] }-ABS( t 3~ 
=VElfIl 
13 IFiABSiACC(:~)-AaSfEACCl ,,: 15, 
16 8ACC1!)=ACCi 
15 CONTlNU~ 
22 
23 
.;·0 
41 
GO TO, 2 
DCJ231~1 ,NR 
[1l~i,,~CC I 11386.4 
P~ONEGA·! I; 11 
GG-p*ONECalll/386.4" 
BX=MAX ~ISPlAC2~ENT P=SPECTRAL VElOCI 
., BVEL=M~)(. 
},O{ iL) t ex ( ) ",P 
,19HPRDCES5ING CD~PLETE 
G UST 9. PAGE 1 
C LANGUAGE - FORTRAN rna FOR IBM 1620. 
C 
PROGRAM DETERMINES THE MAXIMUM ELASTIC RESPONSE OF A 
C MULTI-MASS SYSTEM BY SUMMING TKE RESPONSE OF ITS NORMAL 
MODES. ACCEPTS BERG FORMAT EQU. RECORDS. 
DIM::'NSION T(5 5I,S(20),CI201 X{201 201 
Dr,"ENSION '[lBI201,BJ({20 20 6) XS(20) 
NR=NO OF MODES, NS='iOOF f~ASSES, 
= DT-STEP INTERVAL, TR-lENGTH OF EQU. RECORD. 
2S READ29,NR,NS,DT,TR 
29 
c 
26 
3D 
11&31,511£41,511&51,$11161,511671 
,SII&3),SII~41,S(I£5J,S!!&61,SI1&11 
C C-PE" 
REE.D30,C U 
27 PRINr30,CII III ,CI 
C ONEG~ONE G DISPLACEMENTS. 
0050!=l,NR 
DOSOJ=1,NS,8 
REA030,ONEGIJ,i),ONEG(J&1 
lONEGIJt4 II ONfGIJ&5,1), 
~ I ff 
Ql"1=11>0 
DOH"!, 'lR 
)l! 1 =0. 
Vi'U 1=0. 
N= INS£31/4*4 
D0141=1,N 
BXt[}=O" 
14 rx Il=O. 
TM=O. 
00191 ,NR 
Oi-lEGAI! 1=6.2831853/51! I 
OMEGA I I=OMEGA(I)*OMEGAIII 
StIl=OMEGA(l}*QM 
19 Clj]=C J*O,OZ*SQRTIS(II*QMI 
15=1 
C READ EQU, RECORD CARD 
REb,D3l, i SC ,r 121 
31 FORNATII3,F8.4 r F9.6, 
I IIS-ISC'40,41,40 
~"iZ=2 
P=-Gt2l*3S6 .. 4 
DG-OI*3B6.4*IGI31-GI211!(TI31-TI2 
D:J201=1,ml 
JE2,1),ONEGI ,II, 
! l, ONEGU&7, I 
Jt2,I1,ONEG!Jt3, II 
IJ.,DNEG\J~7,I) 
51 
61 
ACCIII=P-iC! )*VELII)~S(IJ*xII) JQM 
20 FIII-I.O! .5*OT*CIII£.16666661*OT*OT*SII 
2 lHSEN$E 
01 IFIHl-TRI21 
21 liFt H4£:DT-T 
3 
?ROGRA~ "SUMMGD" 
<> 1'12=1'12&1 
GO TO 43 
7 M2-1 
T U-Tl5) 
GIU"G[S; 
S-IS&l 
llST 9. 
C READ EQU. RECORD CARD 
C 
42 REA031 ISC, (2 I'G{2~~T{3t}G(3)fT1i(·jrc..~4) .,TI5; 
iF(I5-ISC)40 
43 'n-TMtDT-TI 
T S=T! 142tll-T (f~2 J 
!fnS)4,4,18 
is GS=IGIM2£lI-G(M21 )*380.4 
GG=GS*TTITS 
15 
a 
12 
9 
22 
11 
40 
39 
H;I),S'"OT*I,CC( 1) 
BSIIJ=X(I &D'-VEL I'J&~33333333*GT*CT~~CC(rb 
ACe!IJ; Q,'Ii*P-Ct-Il*-k',J;-!-tt-S-i!J*384·!l (I? 
'J2l!Il II 
X{ 1)=8EH }& ... 
009!=1,NS 
SU'!=o. 
DOBJ=liNR 
SUM-SUM&ONEGI!,JI*xtJI*OMEGA!J) 
XSI I=SUM ' 
[FUSS XS!l j)-ABSiSXlI 19 9.12 
Bl(flJ=)(SIIl . 
TXI !l~TM 
CONTINUE 
GO TO Z 
D011I=1,NS 
BXIll=BXIII/386.4 
D0131=t,,,$,4 
8X=MAX FLOOR OiS?l., TX=TIME OF ax. 
PRINT30,BXIII.TXIII,8XII&1I, II&1',BXII&21, 
IBX!IO),TXIIt31 
PAUSE 
GO TO 25 
f'RINT39, S 
fORMATt19HCARDS OUT OF ORDER.IS) 
PAUSE 
GO TO 42 
END 
CHAP'PER F 0 U R 
DYNAMIC ELASTO~PLAsrPIC RESPONSE 
401 INTRODUCTION 
The determinat,icm of the response of multi=storey buiJdi~gs 
to a recorded earthquake ground motion~ assuming the frame remains 
I\'::omple elastic, has been described in Chapter 30 'l'he elastic: 
response may be estimated using the normal mode=respo.nse spectrum 
approaoh~ or be determined by integrating either the independent 
modal equations of motion or the equationl3 of motion of the floor 
When the elastic response of a typioal multi=storey buildiuc: 
to a major earthquake is calculated, it is clear that the stresses 
in Borne of the members are greater than the yield stress of the 
materia.lo This is beeause many framed structu:res are designed on 
the basis that they will resist the more frequent madera a ground 
motions without damage, but will withstand the most intense seismic 
shocks without total collapse eccurring only by calling on the 
reserve st,r611.gth beyond the yield deformatlon point in the indivi.=, 
It has been common practice to design structures to yield 
when resisting earthqualce fOrC8iE of the order of one: quarter of 
those predicted by an elastic sponse analysiso 
one degree of freedom elasto=plastic systems subjected to earth-
quake motioh,s showed that the maximum displacements were reaSOrl-
ably independent of the yield strength of the structures g and 
these studies justified this design practice to some extent because 
a reduction factor of one quarter implied a ductility factor of 4 
for a true one degree of freedom elasto-plastic system and it was 
considered that most structural components would be capable of 
providing a ductility factor of 4 without fracturee 
However 9 these studies actually only justified the ductility 
reduction factor concept for structures which responded as tr~e 
one degree of freedom elasto-plastic systems, although the results 
could be applied qualitatively to more complex systemso 
Even in very simple structures plastie deformations are s~ldom 
distributed similarly to the elastic deformations o Yielding may 
be expected to destroy the elastic mode vibration characteristics 
which form the basis of the mode superposition techniques so it 
would not be possible to accurately predict the response of a 
yielding multi=degree of freedom system using response spectrum 
techniques combined with the ductility factor concepto 
In practice yielding may be an extremely localised phenomenon 
or it may be widely distributed and the magnitudes of the required 
ductilities are not necessarily equal to the factor used to reduce 
the elastic response forces to the design yield forceso If the 
yielding of a complex system occurs only at a few points it would 
be expe{;ted that the ductility required "l:!.ere would greatly ex©eed 
the reduction factoro 
In the past the absorption of energy by inelastic deformation 
750 
of the frame was Dot of such critical importance because in the 
older style of buildings non-structural partitions and walJ.s had 
a large capacity for energy absorption, but in the modern style 
of high rise building with light-weight partition walls and thin 
cladding~ both of which may be of negligible strength9 the struc= 
tural frame must provide all the inelastic energy absorptioD.o 
As there is some doubt about whether the structural compon-
ents in use are capable of praviding ductile deformations of large 
magnitude g it is desirable to know the ductilities required in the 
members of a typical earthquake-resistant structurso 
At the beginning of this chapter the methods of determining 
the elastic response of structures to earthquakes were mentioned o 
IDnly the last of these, the numerical integration of the equations 
of motion of the masses~ may be conveniently extended to determine 
the elasto=plastic response of a structure~ because yielding 
destroys the normal mode propertieso 
402 DEVELOPMENT OF THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION METHOD 
The elasto=plastic analysis is achieved by the step=by=step 
numeri©al integration of the differential equations of moi:,ion and 
within each short step interval of time the structure is assumed 
to 'behave in a linear elastic: manner 9 as before~ but the elastic 
prDperties of the structure are changed from one interval to 
another as dictated by the response 9 so that the lllClll1=linear res= 
ponss is obtained as a sequence of the linear responses of 
different systems. For each successive time interval the stiff~ 
Dess of the frame is evaluated based on the moments in the members 
at the beginning of the increment~ and the changes in deformation 
of the linear system are computed by integrating the diffe ntial 
equations of motion over the finite st!S:p interval o The total 
deformations are found by adding the incremental deformations)whi©h 
are also used to aalculatethe increase in member end actioDs from 
the member stiffness relationshipso stiffness coefficients for 
the next time interval may be found according to the yield condi= 
tiona of the membero 
In matrix form the dynamic equilibrium of a multi-storey 
frame rigidly fixed to the ground with distributed mass lumped at 
the floor levels 9 and subjected to excitation of the base 9 may bel 
expressed as followsg 
[xi 
'" 
Acceleration vector of the floors r~)lative to the base 
fx~ :::: VellDcity II II 
" 
II if II II II 
fxj = Displacement ff t1 Ii II II fI fi Ii 
[BJ 
"" 
Rotation vector of the joints of the frame 
LMJ = Diagonal matrix of the (c,t oray masses 
leI '" Damping matrIx 
[K J 
'" 
Stiffness matrix for the frame 
" Xg 
'" 
Ac©eleration of the glourido 
This system of equations is actually non-linear because the 
stiffness matrix [K] is dependent on the magnitude of the relE\'= 
ponse e However it is assumed that the structural system remains 
linear over a very short time increment ~ IJ. to 
Then '. 
A method of numerical integration may be derived from the 
Newmark? method(9) which assumes a linear variation of acceler~ 
atiaD when P = i 
Then 
+ 
1 tLt 2 + 3' 
where subscript t denotes the response at time t and ( 
It may be derived from these two equations that 
3 
At 
~t 
2 
) that 
These expressions for {L\.x} and [t.J.)c"f may be substituted 
into the equation (2) to give a matri.x equation which may be 
sol ved for I.fj,X! 
where 
[ k*] J,_. [' J 1- ~ [: [~] + [ K 1 - AiM • [IV\) A.t 
iM l ! [,. J ['. [:~fr~I} -[: [~]K~n 4· :;;:: , ~AX l S. (M] 
[Aj} g rAe} « ~~~ 
The nume:Z:'ic:al process consists of initialising the val1H~ of 
the relative velocity and displacement vectors to zero 9 assuming 
that the building is initially at resta Then the terms of the 
relative acceleration vector are found to be equal to the initial 
acceleration of the ground from equation (1) 
. " 
The following StOPR are then executed repeatedly: 
£B~ ,', {if At, taX) = , 2 
- <1 [: ~ ] {A ~ [: eJ[ Bf • Q 0 0 f L\Rl = - AXg • 100 M . 
[K*] [[K ] + bi • (: ~] 6 [ • M ] 1 :;;: + At2 e 
fAY} = Ie -[~'] 1 { l:\R} 
fxf "" [X! + tAX~ 
. ~i ~ 
"" ~i~ + -2 1x~ + iB~ 
Lxx) At ix~ 6 { x~ + 1 A~ "" + ~t2 
The inverse of [t.] is found on the first pass and is used 
repeatedly in the following steps until the pattern of plastic 
hinges changeso The matrix L K*] is then set up again by assem'b~ 
ling the stiffness matrix for the frame ~ from the member st,::Lffness 
matric8s 9 allowing for the plastic hinges pre nt and adding the 
effects of the damping and ma~s matriceso 
80. 
4.3 MEMBER STIFFNESS MATRICES 
If bending deformations only are considet~d9 the incremental 
moment=deformation relationships for a column member may be 
written as follows~ 
10 With no hinges present 
L 
Am, 
J.. 
= 
EI 
L 
4 6 L 
6 12 
L L2 
2 6 L 
6 
2 =r 
6 4 ~L 
6 12 6 
=r: = L2 ="1 
where Am denotes the increase in an action which is a 
bending moment 9 
Af denotes the increase in an action which is a 
foroe 9 
A9: denotes the increase in a frame deformation which 
is a rotation 9 
/).c."r denotes the increase in a frame deformation which 
is a displacemento 
Subscripts are used to distinguish individual actions and 
deformations o 
E9 I and L are as previously defined. 
2. With a hinge at i 
IA';lH~~ 
! 
, rAdj'4 AfJ~ ~A7VI~1 
:~ 
fj, m. 
1. 
11 f J 
= 
A.~ 
I" :" 
3 
EI 
r;.2 
L 
,3 
(~ 
'L 
3.-
" 
•• "",,<JII:CI2;!::IJ 
L? 
[;1 8-i .-'0 ,- 19 
'1 3 f1eJj L -2: L 
3 
7 
"J_ ~L ABk 
13 32 i Ad1J I -- =~ J L 
It should be noted that .Are~·is the increase in rotatJ_on of 
joint i of the frame and not the increase in rotation of end i of 
the membe~ under consideration o The rotation of the plastic 
hinge is given by the difference between IJ.@/ and the increase in 
rotation of end i of the member o 
30 With a hinge at ~ 
Ad~ 
Jlcfz Am, 1. 
_/ 
A?'1~ 
Af, 
J 
L ::::: 
A_mk 
l 
L 
EI 
L 
o o 
3 
o =t 
3 
= L2 
i 11& k 
40 With hinges at i and h the stiffness matrix becomes null. 
~m, 
~ 
At. 
J " 
= 
With a beam member the displac;ement deformations a.1'6 complete~ 
ly restrained~ and the equilibrium equations are as follows: 
10 With no hinges 
~mi 
~m, 
J 
20 With a hinge at i 
= 
EI 
L 
EI 
L 
~1 
If 2 At3i l 
Mjl 2 1,t I I I 
J 
30 With a hinge at j 
~m~ 3 Ae. ~ 
EI 
= L 
I:> mjJ 0 llfJ· a. 
40 With hinges at i and j 
m. r 0 At). 
1. I 1. 
EI l = L m. AJj'o J J 
404 ASSEMBLY OF THE FRAME STIFFNESS MATRIX 
The frame stiffness matrix is assembled by adding the member 
stiffness matriceso When the mem'hler data is read. the numbers of 
the four end deformations associated with the member are read and 
this enables the program to calculate the member stiffness coeffic-
ients and add them into the appropriate position in the frame 
stiffness matrixo If any of the four end deformations are 
restrained 9 as at the base of the bottom storey columns, this 18 
indie~ted by assigning a number greater than the number of frame 
joint deforma t,ions and the program does not set up the member 
stiffness fficients associated with that deformation o 
The member stiffness matrice are written in terms of frame 
deformat.ions and so it is not necessary to make any co~ordina.tE 
transformationso 
405 MOMENT ROTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
At the end of eEi~h step int erval it is necessary t~o calculate 
the end moments of every member to check if a plastic hinge has 
beel1 formed. 'rhis is 40.ne by utilising the incremental moment -
deformation stiffness relationshipo The program also checks to 
see if the pl.sLstic deformation associated with a hing€~ is compat-
ibl. with the sign of the moment. The plastic hinge is free to 
rotate in one direction onlyg and in the other direction the 
section be©omes elastioa The assumed moment-rotation character-
istics of the members are of the type illustrated in Figure 4 0 1. 
The ~~nditions that the program imposes are: 
"i 
,~ 0 The moment cannot exceed the ultimate moment. 
If a moment is less than ultimate~ the hinge cannot 
rotate e 
30 If the moment is equal to the ultimate value 9 then. the 
hinge may rotate in a direction consistent with the sign of the 
moment 0 
~o If the hinge starts to rotate in a direction inconsistent 
with the sign of the moment~ the hinge is rem0wed o 
406 CALCULATION OF THE PLASTIC DEFORMATIONS 
'['he incremf.mtal rotations of the plaBti~,,; hinges of all the 
members are calculated from the increases in the joint defo~m-
ations of the frame~ 
The following relationships may be derived by imposing each 
joint deformation in turn and applying moment area principlel!:'>9 
considering bending deformations only. 
With a hinge at end A only, the increase in rotation of the 
With a hinge at end B only, the increase in rotation 01 the 
hinge Ap~ is given by~ 
i\ b ".- At9t-, + ~Jj.e~ -j-'~I a - fC.. ,-
With h:i.nges at A and B: 
jld")-112lz 
L 
h'7 FARTHQ.UAKE RECORD~ 
The program has been written to accept the punched card 
acaalerograms prepared by Professor GoV. Berg of Michigan 
University@ These represent the eart.hquake as a piecewise linear 
function, the aD-ordinates. i.e. time and acceleration, of the 
peaks and troughs being punched on cards with four 1:13 per card 0 
Ea(~h ard has a sequence numbor and the program che(ckG to see if 
the cards are in order. These records have been corrected(22) so 
that the integrated velocity and displacement of the ground have 
reas@nable values. The El Centro 1940 N~S component record was 
used to exeite all frames for which an elasto=plastic analysis 
was ©aI".t'ied out 0 
4~8 CALCULATION OF MEMBER DUCTILITY RATIO 
The no:n=linear column and beam deformations are expressed in 
terms of the member ductility ratioo This is defined as the ratio 
of maxim,um otal end rotation in the member to the end rotation at 
the elafjt:I~ limit" The elastic limit rotation is the angle deve-
loped wh~n the member is subjected 0 anti-symmetric yieJ.d momenta 
M • 
Y 
Thell 
M L 
rlr 
Tb ductility faotor is then defined as 
1 + 
'1 + 
6EI 
M L • Pmax 
y 
where r is the maximum rotation of the plastic; hingeo 
max 
4 Q 9 STEP .cN~I'ERV AL 
F'o:e this linear aooeleration numerical int,egration. procedure 
C) Newmark \) has suggested that the time inorement At should be 
1 1 b to 10 of the smallest period of the structureo The nth period 
of an n storey "shear!! building is given by the formulag 
T 
n 2n = 1 
where T 1 is the fundl'lmental period 0 
For a 20 storey "shear" building: 
T20 ::: 0026 T1 
At ~ 1 6' 
.,;( 
",,, ~oo4 T1 
88~ 
At 4 ~002 secs. 
The other criterion which the time interval must satisfy is 
that the earthquake record must be adequately represented. The 
record is accepted as a piecewise linear function and the co-
ordinates of the peaks and troughs given in digital form n The 
program interpolates between the co-ordinate points to obtain the 
acceleration of the ground at the beginning of each step interval g 
and clearly the time increment must be small compared with the 
time between co-ordinate points to give adequate representation of 
the exciting fUDCtioD o By trial it was found that a step interval 
not greater than 002 sees. gave a satisfactory resulto 
requirement is not as severe as the one above. 
This 
The other reason for keeping the step interval fairly small 
is that the structure is assumed to remain linear within each step 
interval and the yield conditions of the members are not checked 
until the end of the step interval. If a member has reached yield 
or rotated in a direction incompatible with the plastic hingsw then 
a plastic hinge is inserted or removed for the next time increment, 
but the previous time increment is not rs=iterated to find exactly 
when the change in yield condition occurredo This process 
obviously introduces some error. but provided the step interval 1B 
sufficiently small these errors would not be significanto 
There is no direct way knowing when the step Lllterval is 
suffioiently small, and the simplest procedure is to keep reducing 
the time increment until the same solution is obtained. Unfortu~ 
nately while the time increment is being reduced the effect of the 
truncation errors increases, because the response is obtained as 
the sum of the iDcremental responses and it was found wi.th the 
IBN .360/44 computer that when the step interval was x"Nluced below 
0005 secs the solution became obviously uDstable. This difficulty 
was overcome by storing the critical variables as double preci 
words and it waG then found that a stable solution was obtained 
the step interval was reduced. 1 A step interval 40 of the 
fundamental period was found to give a satisfactory reAult for the 
frClmes studied o 
4. '10 THE COMPUTER PROGRAM "DYNEPRES Ii 
A computer )'Jrogram ilDYNEPRESII has been written us:ing the 
principles outlined above and a bJock diagram is in F'igure 
402 and the listing in List 10 0 The program has been dimensioned 
to analyse up to a 14 storey by 1i bay frame. 
The program has been used to assist with the dynamic analysis 
of various frames 9 and the results of the,36 analyses are given i)[.1 
the next chaptero Some modifications whi.eh were needed to tak(~ 
account of joiut size and axial d(:formation are describe(! ,tXt 
Chapter 60 The programs which Wf)l"€! described in Chapte "} L anc'l 
havebeiHl used t,o earry ontelast:ic. ses for comparative 
purposes. 
Moment-Rota t i 
~ MOMENT 
ROTAT ION. 
FI Go ·1 
READ EQU. RECORD 
CARD. IF RQO. 
1(1) ,G(I) , 1=2 ,6 
TT = 1101+ 01 - T&.42) 
15 = T(M2+1)- T(I.I2) 
OS = (0&.42+1) -0(1012 » .. 386·4 
GG = OS .. TT/TS 
002 • GSIIDT I T5 
1M • 1M_ OT 
DG = G(M2)w386·4.GG-PP 
PP = G(M2).366·4.0G 
'-------.--~---.. 
EARTHQUAKE RECORD 
PROGRAM "DVNEPRES" 
BLOCK DI AGfl AM 
FOR LI 5T 10 
READ & STORE EQU. 
RECORD CARD 
T(I) ,G(I) , [.2 ,!i 
PP .O(2)1t386·4 
OG2 = OT * Q(3)-G(2l 11386.4 
Ttl) -cJ(2) 
ACC ~ -0(2).386·4 
PfllN T 
RESPONS 
1M =TM+OT 
DG. D02 
pp = PP. DG 
(AA)= -611(VEU*OT -3,,(ACC) 
(1313)= -l,,(VEL)- ·5..or >teACC) 
(DR) =-(W)lDG -(W)o(AA)-(C)I(BS) 
[
SET UP (K) 
(\{") " 00. 3,,(ClloDT. 6«(W)O<OT2 
(1<"). (K~)-l . 
.. --~- -_._---
(SO) • (K")o(OR) 
(150) = (T SO) + (SO) 
(VEL) = (VEL) • 314(SO) lOT. (B8) 
(ACC) = (Ace). 6*(50) I 012 +(AA) 
SOLVE FOR MEMBER ACTIONS 
CHECK FOR YIELDING 
INSERT AND REMOVE HINGES 
CAI.CULArE PLASTIC DEFORMATIONS 
91. 
C PF,OGRA" "OYNEFRES" 1.1 5T 10. PAGE 1 
C PKOGRAM DOUBLE PRECISION OYNEPRES. 
C LANGUAGE - FORTRAN FOR IBM g60/44 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ElASTD/PLASTIC RESPONSE Of A REGULAR 
C MULTi-STOREY FRaME TO AN EARTHQUAKE RECORD. 
C 
DIMENSION· T!51,GI51.TSDI421,SOI43I,VELI14I,ACCI141.5!4Z.421 
lCI14,141,AAI141,BBI141.W(14),DR{421.1S1561,JSI56i,KSI5bl 
2Pl(56),QlI561,YMlI5bl,YM21561.1HlI56I,IH2156I,PDlI561 
3PDMl(S6J,PDM2156J,RlI561,RZ(561,IPl(,61,IP2!561 
DOUBLE PRECISION E,XMAX,P,R,Q,T2,TMAX,Ul,U2, 
lOT,TM,PP,DG2,DG, ,GS,GG,TtG,TSD,SD,VE~,ACC, 
2S,C,AA,8B,W,DR,Pl,Ql,YM1,YM2,PDl,PD2,PDMl,PDM2,Rl,R2,GRAV 
INP=5 
. lNP=6 
19CH=]' 
C N=NO. OF FRAME OEFORMATIONS,NS=NO. OF STOREYS,NB=NO.OF BAYS, 
C 144=0\10 OF M-EMBERS, IH=NO OF MEMBERS WHICH ,-lAY YIELD, 
C KP=NO OF STEPS BEFORE DT=STEP INTERVAL, 
C TR=lENGTH OF EQU. MODULUS . 
C GRAV=GRAVITY 386.4, VALUE SCALES EQU. ~ECORO. 
731 READ!H!P;3Dl N,NS ,M4·,M3,!(p,DT,n',E,GRAV-
30 FORMAT! 
C II-I7,Jl-J7 CONTROL PRINT .ANO PUNCH OUTPUT 
READI!NP,34) 11,12,13,14,15,16,17 
REAOIINP,34) Jl,J2.J3.J4.JS.J6,J7 
34 FORMAHSnl 
SO O~&l} =0 .. 
KC~KP 
N82=NB£.2 
Nf>1~NB&l 
ISQ~l 
0017 1f-1= 1 ,M3 
PDUMI=O. 
111 PD2H41=O. 
otRI TE ,LNP ,330) N,NS, filS ,I'll, ",'13, KP. DT, TR, E, GRAll 
330 FORMATIIX,614,4E13.41111 
"WR1TE(LNP,3461 Il,12~13,I4:; Ib,i7 
l;RITEILNP,3461 Jl,J2,J3,J4, J6,J7 
340 FORMATtlX,814) 
C READ AND STORE MEMBER DATA 
C IS,JS,KS,LS~DEFORM~TiONS ASSOCIATED WITH MEMBER 
C Pl=MO~jENT OF INERTIA,QI=LENGTH.Yr'Il,YM2=YIElD MOM£NT.S 
C REDUCED BY 1.E3,IHl&IH2=1 OR 0 FOR HINGE AT ENDS OR NOT.· 
C Rl,R2 INITIAL END MOMENTS. 
0028M=I,144 
C 
READ INP,]ll [SIMI,JS MI.KSIMI,L5IMI,PIIMI,QIIMI.YMIIMI,YMZIM), 
IIHIIMI,IH2IMI,R1IMI,R2IMI 
31 FORMAT[413,4E6.0,2IZ,4EIO.O) 
~RIIEILNP,33!1 SIN ,JSIMI,KSIMI.LSIMI,PIIMI.QIIMI,YMIIMI.YM2IMI~ 
IIH1IM),IHZIMI,Al!MI,RZIMI . . 
331 FORMATI414.4E13.4,213.3E13.4) 
YM1IM'=YMIIMJ*1.E3 
YM2IM)=YM2{MI*l,E3 
28 PIIMI=PIIMI*E/QIIMI 
WRlTE!LNP,341 ) 
READ DAMPING MArRIX 
0029j=1,NS 
REICIINP,321 Ie I,J),J=l,NS) 
WRlTEIL'JP,3321 ICII,J),J=l,NSJ 
c PROGRAM "OYNEPRES" 
29 WIHTEILNP 
32 FORMAliSE 
332 FORMATIIX.SE18.8! 
3<.0 FORMA T( ZiO 
WRITE ItNP. 341) 
341 FORMATIIIl 
LIST 10" 
C READ MASS MATRIX 
READCINP,331 (Iii!! I=t,NS) 
33 FORMAIIBEID.AI 
WRITEIlNP,3331 IWI !). !=l,NSI 
333 FGRMATllX, SEl3.A/) 
WRHEllNP ) 
D0401=1 
40 W!!I~W( 1/386.4 
D0411=1,1oI3 
PDMUll=O. 
PDMZ(II=O. 
IPI (! I=IHU I 
41 lPZ(II=I;-1211) 
D042l=!,,, 
42 TSO! 11=0. 
OU43[=1:N5 
43I1ELlIl=0. 
111=0. 
XMilX=O. 
MSK=.l 
ICC=1 
REA[}t IT I Ii !l ,1=2,5) 
35 FORMAH F9.61 
IF,lCC-l 
.45 M2=Z 
PP=G!M21*GRAII 
DG2=!G(31-GI211/IT!31-T!211*DT*GRAV 
D0461=1,NS 
46 ACC(Y)=-G!2)*GRAV 
47 K{;=KC£l 
[F(KC-KPI356,357,357 
357 KC=O 
WR:TEILNP 31.0) 
PRINl DISPLACEMENTS. 
WRITEILNP,3341 TM,!TSD[I),I~NB2,N,N82 
334 FORMATIIX,8E13.4) 
IFII7-11555,142,143 
143 WRITE(IPCH,3441 ,TSOllll,T50(12),1SDI13, 
1,J S{J 
344 FORMATI7EIO.3,5X,!S) 
wR1TEIIPCH,342) RIIJI ,RIIJ21,R1!J3 ,R2! 
lISQ 
342 FORMAT(7EIO.3,I5J 
142 WRiTEllN:P,]35) RlIJU,RlIJ2),RllJ;,I,R2! ,Rl 
lISQ 
WRITEIL~P,334IPDI(JlJ,PDIIJZI,PDIIJ3 ,PD2IJ4}, 
l,PD2!J7} 
335 FORMAT(lX,7E13.4,lOX,141 
555 I 
356 IF( 
.. a Hi=TM&DT 
DG=DG2 
PP=PP~DG 
GO TO 50 
M2&11148,4B,49 
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,TSD(1'S),TSDI161 
sR2t J?l , 
J5 ~PD2 Jb~ 
PROGRAM' 'DYNEPRES" 
49 IF(M2-4180,81,81 
80 M2=1",2&1 
GO TO 83 
81 M2=1 
G( 1) =G (5) 
TIll-TIS) 
ICC=!CC&l 
C READ BERG EQU. RECORD CARD. 
LIST 10. 
READ(INP,3S) SC,IT( Il,GI I ,1=2,51 
I Fir CC- SC 144, e 3,44 
44 WRITEilNP,3371 ICC 
337 FDR~AT(IX,19HCARDS OUT OF ORDER.15) 
STOP 
83 TT=TMtDT-T M21 
TS=TIM2£lI-TIM2) 
IF(T<;)49,49,84 
84 GS=IGIM2&lJ-G(MZll*GRAV 
GG=GS*TTITS 
DG2=GS*DT/TS 
TM=TI:'l;DT 
DG=GIM21*GR6VtGG-PP 
PP=GIM~I*GRAV&GG 
50 D0851=I,NS 
AAt =-6.0*VEl(II/DT-3.0*ACC(!1 
85 88 )=-3.0*VELIII-O.S*OT#ACCI 
OOR61=1, 
0082 K=I. 
L=li-II*NB2&K 
82 lJRILl=O. 
GS=O. 
D087J=l,NS 
B7 GS=GS&CII,J *BBIJI 
K= I "Ne2 
86 ORIK)=-H Ii;OG-\,1 I )*'\A! 1 )-GS 
GO TO 88,1'9),~, SK 
C UP FRAME STIFFNESS ~ATRIX 
88 TE lNP,340 
WRITE!lNP,3331 TM 
TE lNP, I !IH1!II,IHZI ),I:l,M3 
106 FORMATIIX,36!3) 
D01401=I,N 
D0140J=l,N 
140 SII,Ji=O, 
D02n.;=!. M4 
I~lS{rn 
J=JSIMI 
K=I,S{I~J 
L=LS{M) 
P=PIU'o1 
!F(IHI MJ- )3,4,4 
, IfllH2 M)-1)5,8,3 
4 IF 1HZ! l-116,27,27 
5 R=4.0 
0/01 1~) 
GO Tn 7 
GO TO 26 
6 I =N&l 
26 ".=3.0 
,;=3.0/Q ( ) 
PAGE 3 C P~OGRAM "OYNEP~ES" 
7 iF(I-NI9,9,lO 
9 S ( I,! ) = S ( I .I I &R*P 
IF( J-NllI, 11, 12 
11 S ( ! , J ) = S I I , JI !: Q* P 
SIJ,I)=SII,JI 
12 IF(K-Nl 13, 13, 14 
13 S(I,Kl=S(I,K)!:2.0~P 
S(K,I)=S{ 1,10 
14 IFIL-NI15,15 16 
15 SI1,lJ=SII,LI-Q*P 
SIL,!)=S! j,ll 
10 IFIL-NI17,17,16 
17 SIL,LJ=Sll,LI&Q*Q*P*.,,333333 
I F I J-'n 18,1 B, 19 
18 SIJ,LJ=S(J,LI-Q*Q*P*.33333333 
SIL,JI=S{J,L) 
19 IFIK-NI20,20,16 
20 S{K,LI=SIK,LI-Q*P 
SIL,K)=S{K,Ll 
16 1~(J-NI21,21,22 
21 SIJ,JJ=SIJ,J)&Q*Q*P*.33333333 
IFiK-N)23,23,27 
23 $IJ,K)=$IJ,K)l;Q*P 
SIK,JJ=SIJ,Kl 
22 IFIK-NI24,24,27 
24 SIK,K)=SIKiKI&R*P 
27 CONTINUE 
D0901:1,N$ 
K~,*'JB2 
LIS; 10. 
SIK,KI=SIK,K'&.6.0*W( I IIIDT*DTI 
D090J=I,NS 
L:J*NB2 
90 SIK,LI=S(K.LI&3. II,JI/OT 
C INVERTS ( Sl IN ORDER ~IXN. 
OClI0II=I,N 
T2=SII.I) 
IFITZ)3SQ,351,350 
wR lTE I LNP ,339) 
FORMATIIX,15HSINGULAR MATRIX!!!/1 
STOP 
SO'! 1=1.0 
DOI02J=I,N 
102 SII,JI=S(I,Jl/T2 
OOlOlL=I."l 
IF(L-I)I03,101,103 
103 TZ=SiL,!) 
SIL,!J=O. 
0[1104J=I,N 
104 SIL,JI=SIL,JI TZ*SI!,JI 
10J CONTINUE 
89 D091!=1,,", 
SS=-G .. 
DooZJ=I,N 
n GS=GS&'SlI ,JI*ORIJI 
SD1!I=GS 
gi TSDII)=TSDI )&SOI)) 
D0931=l,!IlS 
J=I;'!NBf.2) 
VELII)=VELII f.3.0*SOIJ)/OTf.P8II1 
93 ACC(Il~ACC(lif.6. IJJ/tOr*OTJOAI 
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C PROGRAM "DYNEPRES" LIST 10. 
IFIOABSITSDINII.LE.DABSIXMAXII GO TO lIZ 
113 XMAX~TSDIN) 
TMAX=TM 
PAGE 5 
C SOLVE FOR MEMBER END ACTIONS. CHECK FOR YIELDiNG. 
C ADD OR REMOVE HINGES. 
11Z 0078"',~1 ,M3 
i=ISIMI 
J~JSIMI 
i<:i<S(M) 
l:LS(MJ 
P=PU HI 
IFIIHll~I-1)51,5Z,52 
51 IF(!H2IM -1)53,54,54 
52 IF(IHZIHI-I1S5,56,56 
54 RIIM1-RIIMIEI3.CJ*SDCI1&3.0/QIIMI*(SDIJI-SDILIII*P 
Q=SDIKI&O.5*SDIII-1.5*ISDILI-SDIJI)/QlIMI 
MM-1 
58 IFIR2(M)*Q)60,62,62 
6CJ IHZIMJ=O 
GO TO 66 
62 PDZ(MI=PD2IMI&Q 
IFIDA8SIPDZIMI'-DABSIPDMZ(M)))66,66,65 
65 PD~2(MI-PDZ(MI 
66 GO TO 166,67l,MM 
166 IFIDABS Rlli''ll )-YMlfMI163,63,76 
76 !Hl (tq=l 
Rl{M)=.9999999*YM1{Ml~Rl{M)/OABS{RlIMII 
63 GO TO 78 
55 R2IMI=R2IMI~(3.0.SDIK)&3.0JQIIMI.ISDIJI-SDIL1)I.P 
Q=SDiIIGO.5*SDIKI-1.5*ISDILJ-SDIJII/QlIM 
M(q-l 
68 IFIRIIMI*QI72,74,74 
72 IHll Ml-O 
GD TO 79 
74 P01(M)~PDIIM)&Q 
IFIDABSIPDIIM))-DABS(PDMIIM 1)79,79,75 
75 PDMIIMI=PDIIMI 
79 GO TO 179,781,MM 
1791FIDABS(RZIMII-YM2IMI178,78,170 
170 IHZ!,',)=l 
R2IMI=.9999999*YM2IM)*RZIMJ/DABS(R2IMII 
GO TO 78 
56 a-so K)-ISDILI-SDIJ»)/QI(~j 
r~M=2 
GO TO 58 
67 Q-SDII -ISDILI-SDIJII/QIHlI 
GO TO 68 
53 ~1(~I=R1IM)'14.0.SDIIIE2.0*SDIK)&6.DJQl(M).ISO(J)-SD(L111*P 
R2IMI=R2IMI&IZ.O*SDIII&4.0*SDIKI&b.OJQIIM *(SDIJ)-SDIL)))*P 
TF(DABS!R1IM I-Y~1!M))179,179,77 
77 IHlIM)=l 
R1IMI=.9999999*YMIlpj*R1IM)/DABSIRIIM)) 
GO TO 179 
7B CO'lTiNUE 
IF(T~-TR&.5.DTj94.95,95 
94 MSK= 2 
00100!=I,M3 
IFilHlIj)-IPlU) 198,99,198 
99 IFIIH2(! I-IP2(!) 1198,199,198 
19B MSK=l 
c PROGRAM "DYNEPRES" 
199 IPlllj-1HlllJ 
100 IP2(1)~IH2(Ij 
GO TD 47 
95 WRITEILNP,345J 
LIST lD. 
PRINT MAX TOP STOREY DEFLECTION AND TIME IT OCCURRED 
WRITE(LNP,3331 XMAX,TMAX 
WRITE(LNP,341) 
D0961=I,113 
IF! IH2!1 )-1)500,501.501 
500 U2=1.0&DABS(PDM2(Ill*Plll)*o.0/YMZIII 
Ul=1.O&DABSIPDMlllll*P1111*6.0/YM1111 
C PRINT MEMBER DUCTILITIES. 
WRITEILNP,336) I,Ul,V2 
GO TO 96 
501 Ul=1.OEDABSIPDMl~III.P1III.3.0/YMII11 
WRITEILNP,3361 I,Ul 
9" CONTI NUE 
330 FORMAT(lX,13,2FIO.21 
REAOIINP,130) NFIN 
730 FORMATlI3) 
GO TO !733,732),NFIN 
733 wRITE!LN~~45) 
345 FoRMAT( 1Hl) ,-
GO TO 731 
732 WRITEllNP.338! 
338 FORMATII11X,19HPROCESSlNG COMPLETE/IIII 
STOP 
END 
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CHAP'I'ER F' I V E 
ELASTO~PLASTIC ANALYSIS OF TWO MULTI~STOREY FRAMES 
BUILDING A 
50" INTRODUCTION 
This ;::,ec:tion coxlslders the dynamic analy",is of the behaviour 
of a 14 storey steel frame building when exaited by a large digital 
earthquake recorda The 1940 El Centro earthquake ~ N~,S component u 
was used intensified by a factor of 50% to bring it up to the 
magnitude of the largest earthquake considered possible (23) 9 havi,ng 
a maximum acceleration of Oo50go The building was designed to h 
onstructed in Wellington, N8W Zealand, and ~s symmetrical, in plan 
having five bays in the longitudinal direction and three bays in 
the transverse with a fundamental period of approximately 2080 sees 
~n both diro tions a T)lE;' struc is very fhlxi'ble and ethe object 
of the analysis was to determine the magnitude and dist::E"ibution of 
the plastic deformations in the members of the frame and '1;0 see 
:Lf a major earthquake would cause a significant amount, or plastic: 
drift Q 
The building has 14 main floors of area 119000 sqofto with 
two set=ba©lr floors on the top and two baseme floors wlil.eh are 
sd concrete vaults. An interior trans-
verse frame was analysed and for this pu:qJose was simplified 
regular fourtoen storey.three bay frame rigidly fixed at ground 
level.Lhc mass of the set-back floors being lumped at the 
fourteenth floo1:'1 and the extra bays forming a podium at. the 
lower two floors being neglected when lateral rE:sistance was 
considered because t.hey were of much lighter sections o 
parties 0 the members and the floo masses are shown In Figure 
501, th0 moments of inertia be calculated from the uncased 
steel Elections because it was px>oposed to provid the fire pro= 
tection with sprayed asbestoso 
The New Zealand code NZSS 1900 9 Chapter 8(5) ~ prescribes the 
lateral static design loads in terms of a seismic coefficient which 
is a fun"tion of the fundamental }H!riod of the stru©t,ure <0 The 
code requirements have been derived from the elastic response spec-
trum curve for the spectral acceleration of a 81 0 mass resonator 
with 10"fo damping excited by a major e~J.rthquakeo .A reduction 
factor of 400 has been used for short period struct,ures because it 
was intended t.hat plastic action should be calleti on te resist the 
major tremors, bat a factor of approximately 2~O has be used for 
long period structures. Thus although a flexible f:rr:ame 
oapable of providing a high degree of ductility befo 
lapse occurs this p::coperty has not been fully' used 11E1cBnse of the 
desirability of limiting both the elastic inter=storey deflection 
under small eax,t.hquakes and the plastic drift whieh may occur un.der 
large earthquakes~ 
The elastic and elasto responses to the intensified 
is made with the code forcss and those predicted a normiStl 
mode-respoflse spectrum analysis. 
ELASTIC ANALYSIS 
A normal mode analysis was carried out 0 enable the seismic 
forces to be estimated from a response spectrumo 
stiffnesses were estimated from the steel sections~ taking Young U [3 
Modulus as x 106 lb/in2 9 the lateral flexibility matrix being 
cialcula ted by program I1KLA'r" which considered bending deformat'ions 
only as the effects of shear deformatioD 9 axial deformatioll cHId 
joint size were considered to be sufficiently small to be negle~ted. 
The seismic: forces were predicted by taking the :root mean square 
of the modal responses found using the r!~sponse curve assuming 5% 
critical damping(24), with an intensification factor 0 105. The 
member actions caused by these predicted forces were found by the 
program "T.D.E." and are shown in Figure 502, together with the 
lateral fO:"Gf2s o 
response are shown in Table 5010 
The elastic; response to the intensified El Centro relfH")rcl wa&~ 
found by integrating the modal equations of motion and summing the 
respC\l1se s at eac:h incremellt using the progl'am "SUMMOD9I 0 The 
variation of the displacements of the floors with time is shown ~n 
Figure 503 ~ El.ud the maximum floor d:L~placernen'('G are plott: in 
A static sis was also carried ou~, for cOInparat1ve purpnsel": 
to 0 ermine the member ae G under the lateral 
N.Z. cod~9 NZSS 1900 Chapter m(5)0 Lateral loads were fcrvmd 
using a coefficient of 0,08 on the base shear and distributed as 
required by the code% i,,80 in approximately triangular i'ashiono 
The latAral loads, deflections and fflAmber actions are with 
i,cted from the clastic response in Figu 
A fae or of 286 is needed to reduce the predicted clastic response 
to the code figures, comparing base shear valueso 
503 ELASTO-PLASTIC ANALYSIS 
The elasto-plastic response of the 14 storey 3 frame to 
the intensified El Centro record was found with the comlmter 
The ultimate moments of the memberG were 
-'l 
calculated using a yield stress of 36 9 000 lb/in~ and a shape racto~ 
of 1015 for the beams and 1.00 for the columns, to allow for the 
effects of axial load approximatelyo The values assumed for the 
exterior beams and columns are in Figure 5020 The 
sihlplified assembly of the matrix (C) as d tailed earlier. 
The variaticn of displacement of the floors against time is 
shown in Figure 50 lt ~ 'r11e plastic daforma tion reduces the maJdmum 
top st,orey deflection approximately 50% and also caused the, 
1'e of motion to become a Ij~tle longere 
ments Ed.Ju~Uar in magnitude up 1;.0 the peak at 303 se 
he plastic act d:tn e8 energy and /; the 
build-up of elastic strain and kinetic energy which would lead 
to an increase of response. Figure 5~4 alsD shows that a signi-
ficant amount of permanent deformation has occurred and that the 
top floor would be left with a permanent Bet of several inches 
l)eyond the base D 
Thus even though the required ductilities of t.he individual 
members are quite modest the elastic inter=storey deflection under 
small earthquakes and the plastic drift which occurs under large 
earthquakes are significant and with the present state. of' knowledge 
of the actual behaviour in all. earthquake it w~uld not be de8::tl'able 
to reduce the required design sei.smic coefficient for long per:i(l,d 
structures. 
Figure 5.2 shows that the beam yield moments are set much 
lower than the column yield moments relative to the predicted 
elastic respons8 g and so it would be expected that more: yielding 
would take place in the beams. The only yielding in the columns 
occurs at the base of the bottom column 9 moat of the building's 
energy absorption being provided by the beams. The required 
ductilities of the exterior 'beams are ct::lmpared with the m,oment 
ratios in Figure 5.20 The moment ratio is defined as the ratio 
of the maximum bending moment cU5suming elastic behaviour to the 
yield moment of the same sBctioD o 
It can be sesn that a high ductility is required near the 
bottom of the building where a high moment ratio was obtained and 
this peak in the moment,=ratio plot is accentuated in the duc1:ili t~7 
High ductilities are also required around the 
floor; this behaviour was also noted by Clough. Benueke and Wil 
("u6) 
. and is presumably caused by the effects of modes of "libra 
similar to the second and thi.rd elastic modea. 
The variation of bend with time and the h of 
tj d formation as yiel~ n(; ts is shown in 
It can bo seen that the plastic deformation changes over a compar= 
atively short time corresponding to the rot,ation of a plasti© 
The effeot of the plastic action is to cut off the peak of 
moment ourve giving a distinotive fla.t tlr~st to the plot D 
should be remembered that the member plastic only on tho flat 
crest, either side the member is el~stic and the plastic ae iOD 
dOBS tlot appear to alter the shape i the moment curve either side 
of the crest" 
o 
NORMAL MODE PROPERTIES 
~1ode 1 
Amplification Factor '" 0.2 
Mode 2 
Displacement Ratios 
10000 
0965 
,9'12 
0844 
0768 
,,686 
0599 
.51 5 
,,435 
.,355 
028 "1 
02°12 
0°127 
0053 
Frequency = Oa998 c.poS. 
AmplificaLion Factor = Ou 
Displacement Ratios 
10000 
0749 
0395 
=(>002 
=0371 
=<666 
=.878 
~.989 
=10003 
=0938 
=08'18 
= 0 6.?7 
=A 
=~177 
Period '" 
~g Displacements 
inches 
99039 
95093 
90065 
83089 
76029 
68020 
59,56 
51018 
43.22 
35028 
27093 
2~L 
12.6.:) 
5026 
Period 
g Displal~em@nts 
inches 
="i 0 .5 
001 
1 $ 
3 0 n 
4.,1'1 
4" 
4069 
L~o39 
3083 
3,,07 
'1 ,93 
083 
10'16 
1534 
2023 
2476 
2888 
35?'t/ 
3853 
lJo o8,? 
4428 
4542 
4610 
4638 
=365 
-509 
=585 
=584 
=513 
=385 
=21C 
oj 010 
'102 " 
CO}JD;:':;O Period = 0.572 sees. 
Amplification Factor 1.13 
I\~ , ob ement Ratios 
10000 
0312 
~,,497 
=1,,117 
=1,,335 
='10114 
~o,574 
,,059 
",614 
.007 
i. 69 
'1" 096 
0772 
g Displacements 
inc;hes 
.734 
.229 
=0365 
=0820 
=0980 
=08'1 ? 
= 0 I~?~ 
,,450 
0739 
0858 
.804 
,,567 
PREDICTED ELAS~IC RESPONSE 
Displacement Sh,rHl..lC'S 
inc,lles Kips 
15,,95 265 
15034 366 
14044 l},O 
~13 036 472 
"12.18 515 
10695 
9,,65 
8,,39 6 
7.19 666 
5,,96 699 
4080 739 
3.(;7 78 
2023 8 it 
093 829 
19 Shears 
Kips 
! 7::;;04 
20 it03 
15803 
54.9 
=68.7 
~- ~1 0 ? 
~ ~§ 
~2 9,,4 
=16206 
=6904 
,,8 
1 <2 
;;/1 "107 
03 
Forc<1'l 
Kips 
06 
10"1 tip o j 
6301 
4206 
42)1 
46,,? 
~ -:s 
" 
i 
o( 
30,2 
33,3 
3~L7 
" 0'1 
1502 
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BU:IDING B 
5c 4 THE STRUCTURE 
The reinforc concrete structure is six storeys high Bnd has 
11 >3 of 2 uQIV widt.h in the ~diDal direction and one 
I) Oii width in the transv Five of tbR 0Dtral 
transverse frame s have an add:i.t.i(mal bay aclded ~ with tnembnj~8 of 
slender proportioDS~ This was neglected when the overall lateriSl.l 
resistance of the building was considered. The seismic resistance 
of the building; is provided entirely by the l"einforced coneI''' 
The proportions 01 
and mt~mbe properties for a transverse frame are shown in 
An outline of the aatic and elaato=plastic 
of this frame under the 1940 El Centro 
given in the next two se©tions e 
5.) 5 ELASTIC ANALYSIS 
~~~~ 
A ~mal mode analysis was carried out enabling the 
for~ 8 to be predicted using Skinnerls Response <CJ Lra ( ) The 
.." 106 '''\ taking Youngo/3 Nodulus as: 5 Jb. Ib!inC." The lateral flexibility 
matrix was ©a.lc::c:.lated using the computer p:rog;J·om. UKLAT" which 
considered the effects of a~ deformation, axial d 
" • 0 i, ~> JOJLU, The seismic forces were determined 
the 
'I 
f:ntrping Q 
these predicted for«;;es were found 'by another computer prog:rmn 
and are shown in Figure 5.7, together with the lateral forces. 
'['he normal mode prope:rties and predi.cted response are shown in 
Table 50 " 
The elastic response to the El Centro 1940 N-S 
ret:oJt"d was found by integra.ting the modal equatiOIlG of llloLion and 
summing the response at each increment using the computer program 
The displacements predicted from this analysis are 
shown in Figure 5,,10 0 The variation of the lateral displacement 
of the va.ci()tw storeys is plotted agclinst tims 9 assuming 0% 
it static analysis was also ~~ae:t"ied out to determine he 
1900 Chapter 8. Lat,eral loads were found using a coefficient 
0.15 on the base shear and distributed ill proportion to the 
f 0.15 corr&sponde to a 
public building with a fundamental period of vibration of 0 0 5 
se«:ond eOf),st:'"ucted in seismic zone A of New Zealand e The membell,' 
actions and lateral loa.ds are shown in Figure 507e 
482 is needed to reduce the predicted elastic response to the 
code figureB~ comparing base shear valu8se 
5.6 ELASTO-I~ASTIC ANALYSIS 
to EI Centro eartllqnake ~ N~S component 9 
using a computer program run on a C.D.C.3600 machine. 
The ultimate moments of the beam and column sectioDs were 
(210:) 
calculated usi:ng Whitney j theory and the philosophy of the ACa 
code 318 (26) as stated in section 15030 
The following assumptions were made: 
An ultimate concrete stress 9 fe l , of 4000 Jb/s9. o and 
a steel yield stress, fY9 of 36 9000 Ib/sqoino was assumed o 
20 A reet,angular stress block with an average u1 t,ill:iat,(~ 
In addl,tion for the column G\H:tions g 
3,) The strain in the reinforcing bars was ass'Jmi~d to be 
equal the strain in the GOY',c!:'ete at i;.he same pOI:~d t 
4. The strain at the extreme concrete omprsssive fibre 
was taken to be 000.3 ill At other positioDs the strain in the COD-
crete was assumed to be dire©tly proportional to the distance from 
the 
Ii,rlhe stress in the reInforcing was aalau12,t.~1id n 
p 
t:"l 
modulus of elasticity of 29 x 10· Ib/sqoino Where the strain 
exceeded the strain corresponding to the yield BtreBS~ fy, the 
stress was assumed to lXl independent of strain and equal tel o 
60 The D&icl1:'ral axis was assumed to 1)8 at a distance a/0085 
from the extrnme compress~ fibre, where a is tho distance from 
thE~ extr£1flW ompressive fibre ove which the equJ.'f..11 
stress hlack is assumed to act. 
:"d:. t,he values caused by vertical loads al I for the purposes of 
calculating the ultimate strengths of the column sections. 
The amount and distribution of the reinforcement in the mom-
bers is ",hown in Figure 509~ 
The computer program HDYNEPI:<ESu considers only defor~ 
mation GO it was necessary at this stage to negl t shear deforma-
tiong joint size and axial deformation, however a se~ond computer 
program "JOINTIl was written which considered the first two para-
meters and the results from this program are discussed in Chapter 6. 
The frame was analysed u yield moments calculated on the 
basis outl:l..nscl above and with 5% of critical damping 0 It; was aliSO 
with yield moments using a load faeLor of 10 
fer the beam yield moments and a factor of "10 for the column 
yield moments based on the moments given by NZSS 1900 code lateral v 
dead and seismic live loads a A third pattern of yield moments W<'UoJ 
as;:ligned a load factor of ,. for the beams and COl11llillS v as 
detailedtn the ACI code and also in the M.OaW. code "Dn <of 
Public BuUdingsil <> The second pattern was studied to 5e 1f the 
extra load factor on the column yield moment would be sufficient 
to prevent the formation of plastic hinges in the columns" 
5~Z RESULTS 
The I)J.'I''1 displacements when t,he top storey (;.':1>3 reaehed itl:? 
maximum d splacement are plott,sri l-nF'igure 5010. 
"j 'I ;:' " 
cO!llpared with the maximum re spans€:1 8.fLsuming completely elastit~ 
behavi s with the, orresponding amount. of critical dEUnp'IJ:lg c, 
The variation of the lateral displacements of the floors of the 
ThlG response should be compared with h8t shown 
in Figure 50 8 aSBuming elastic behaviour. The character of the 
elasto-plastic response is essentially the same as the elastic 
responsp. but there is a slight lengthening of the periodicity of 
motioDo 
The magnitude of the ma,ximum displacement is greatly 
The respons8 is essentially identical up to 1.80 seconds but th( 
pE:'ak occurri.ng at1 ~ 90 seconds is larger in the elasto-plastiCj 
case when first yielding occurs because the frame becomes moment-
arily more flexiblec 'rhe next two peaks which give the maximum 
response for the elastic frame are much less for the elasto=plr""sti 
frame because thE' frame stores less elastic strain energy which il3 
IClOllvertecl to kinetJt; nergy when the mot:J.oH of t,he fv'ame reverS«!2,c 
ThE' maximum .re sponse occurs with the elasto-plastic frame when {;he 
first plastic deformation is occurring whereas with the elal3tic 
frame it rODeul's on the third maj or peak of rec:ponse aft r t.h€l 
killetic and strain energy stored in the strtlctt1~Ce have been lrn::Lllc: 
up~ 
In all three yield moment pa terns the 
ment is less when elssto-plastic acti.on is conside When ~;,he 
yield moment are reduced from the first to the seoond and third 
©ases c:onsidered 9 the t.op storey displacement is reduced but 
the tendency for the lower storeys to deflect proportionally morf 
than the top storey is accentuated, as shown in Figure 5.10. 
The magni tud,,1 of the yield moment s assumed and the required 
ductility of the various sections are shown in Figure 5012 for the 
three patterns of yield moment. 
The yield strengths of the columns are reduced progressively 
in magnitude g and relative to the beam strengths from cases one to 
threso The effect of this is to increase the amount of yielding 
in the columns and to reduce the yielding in the beams as shown 
in Figure .5012 and also in Figure 5013~ which ~ompares the require6 
ducti.lity to the ratio of moment assuming elastic behaviour to the 
yield moment for the same sectioDo 
Figure 5.13 also shows how the greatest ductility is required 
in member with the highest moment ratioe For the first yield 
moment pattern this is the third floor beam9 for the second and 
third patte:rns it is the base of the bottom 00lunfu e It is clear 
th8.t there is 8. tendency for the plastic deformations to conCt"n= 
trate in the relatively weakest memberso 
The varia tioD of the moment at the base of the bottom colmu:n 
with time is shown ill Figure 5.14 for the three cases considered 
with the growth of plastic deformation shown under each curve o 
The firlSt ease does not reach Y:1f\Ld 0 The effect of the plastic 
action is to cut off the peak of the moment curve giving <it diGt.i:n{;;~ 
tive flat crest to the curve. The plastic action does not appear 
to aJ.ter the shape of the moment curve either side of the crest. 
This is shown with the seoond and third oases for the base oolumn 
6 
moment where the yield moment is reduced from 7.70 x 10 in lb 
6 ,6 . to 050 x 10 1n lb 9 and this merely cuts the top of the momen! 
curve earlier, the shape being unaltered. Because plastic action 
is present for a longer time the plastic deformation is larger as 
shown in Figure 5.13. 
The variation of moment at the right end of the third floor 
beam with time is shown in Figure 5.15 for the three oases consid~ 
ered, with the change of plastic deformation shown under each 
curve. This figure shows how the yielding of other sections in 
the second and third cases limits the response of the structure 
and hence the required ductility even though the yield moment is 
lesso 
The moment curves in Figures 5.14 and 5015 do not have zero 
moment at zero time because the initial moment:s were assumed to be 
those caused by a vertical code dead and seismic live loaaingo 
The analysis of the structure with a program which considers 
the effects of joint size and shE~ar deformatio:n is dealt with 
after the development of the program has been outlined. It 
should be noted that a relatively crude attempt was made to com= 
pensate for the effects of joint size with the first program in 
that the yield moments were increased to allow for the fact that 
the hinge would actually form on a line with the ad~]acent member 
face and not at the centre line intersection and hence the member 
115~ 
would not be oalled on to resist the moment at the centre line 
but only that at the adjacent member fac~e The yield momenta 
calculated from the reinforcement detailed t that is Pattern 1~ 
were increased in proportion to the ratio of the centre line and 
slear lengthso This meant that the yield moments of the column 
sections were increased relatively more than the beams o Patterns 
2 and 3 were derived from the moments at the centre line inter-
sections caused by code loadingo 
~/i·::,ss , Moml!.':nt of In;z,tia, tnch;:;s~ 
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TABLE 502 
NORMAL MODE PROPERTIES 
Mode 1 
Frequency = 1089 c.poso 
Amplification Factor ~ .79 
Mode 2 
Frequency 
Displacement Ratios 
10000 
.895 
.736 
.548 
a330 
e 126 
Amplification Factor = .79 
Displacement Ratios 
-1 0 000 
0272 
=.486 
=.863 
=.776 
=0359 
19 
19 
Period = 0527 seCB. 
Displacements 19 Shears 
inches Kips 
3.61'1 '127.3 
3,233 25505 
20657 36009 
10980 43905 
1.191 486.7 
.456 50408 
Period "" .1'78 sees. 
Dis~lacement,8 19 Shears 
inches Kips 
-0'1531 -47.5 
=.0416 =62.0 
00744 -36.0 
.1321 '10.0 
0'1189 5"105 
.0549 70.7 
TABLE 5.2 Continued 
Mode 3 
]i'requenc:y '" 
Amplification Factor = .67 
Displacement Ratios 
10000 
~o736 
=0995 
0121 
1.046 
0714 
19 
Period 
Displacements 
inches 
00255 
=.0187 
=.0253 
00031 
00266 
00182 
PREDICTED ELASTIC RESPONSE 
Displacement Shears 
inches Kips 
2.87 ·10902 
2057 208.8 
20 11 28804 
1 ~58 349s3 
095 38806 
.37 405.2 
.101 secs. 
19 Shelars 
Kips 
24.7 
4~3 
-2304 
=20 00 
900 
2809 
Forces 
Kips 
10902 
9906 
7906 
6008 
39.4 
'1606 
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C HAP T E R S I X 
INCLUSION OF THE EFFECTS OF JOINT SIZE 
AND SHEAR DEFORMATION 
601 DERIVATION OF MEMBER !S'rIFFNESS RELATIONSHIPS 
The effects oi joint size and shear deformation are signi-
ficant with many frames and the dynamic elasto=plastic response 
program tiDYNEPRES" was modified to take account of themo 
Stiffness matrices have already been derived for beam and 
column members taking joint size and shear deformations into 
account9 when the member remains elastic~ in Chapter 20 The 
stiffness matrices taking these effects into account when the 
member forms plastic hinges at either Dr both ends are now 
derivecL 
Consider a simple beam AB. with a ,moment mi applied to 
end A: 
A B ~~~e--;---~--=--===-===-~----~11l 
~I-~-L ~l 
Then cDnsidering bending and shear deformations: 
1 
+ 
AG 
Then 
where 
and 
L 
3EI 
1 
+ 
3EI 
L 
1 
AGL 
1 + /3/2 
EI 
L2AG 
previously defined. 
j =f 1 
3EI 
L2 100 + F/2 
Then for a beam member: 
r 
3EI 
L 100 
and for a column member: 
!11 o~) 
J. 
! 
r 
I' L 
I' 
L L 
r r 
=y; ~ ~ 2 
'1290 
r 
'u ") 
=y; (/~ i 
,1 
Ii 
" 
r 
i_I 
r 
") 
"L 
L 
Making allowance for the sway of the column chord. 
The effects of joint size must now be considered o As 
before, the joint is considered to be a completely rigid block. 
The stiffness coefficients for a member with rigid end blo~kB arc 
found the actions at the centre line intersection. 
The momb r stiffness matrices derived above conside hending 
and shear deformations are used to calculate the actions at the 
junction with the joint block 9 and the actions at the centre line 
intersections found by considering the equilibrium of the rigid 
blocks o 
Consider a column member AB wj.th the following deformations 
impos 
Taking clockwise moments and rotations as pasiti and 
forces and displacements from left to right as positive) 
Then CTtJ.. 0 tJ A 
'11 arId , , 
Now MAQ = 0 
and f/l, fAH 
r H=L e '" ~ ? 2 A 1, 
a:nd fS ~ f BU :;: =fAQ 
and MBQ r H=L e - L :; A b 
t)BU "" 
d BU '" 
'-, 
MAO "" 
L H 
and MBu '" 
~ 
f\ 
fB ~ fBO 
H-L 
+-2 
eB 
= 
(H-L) () 2 . 
0 
r B-B 
r 
4-
1. 
H+L r!1 lr 2L - 13 
'" 
= feB 
B 
H=L c9B ~l c:. 
r H=L [9 E = "2 =2-L 
.~ 
fl\ '" =fBi 
MS ~ 
'" 
r 
"" 
MA '" 
L H 
HIL 8's ~r 2~?· 
H+L 
~ r 
') 2Tk 
.u 
MBQ H~L = 2 
!i!!!e 2L B + 
r 
(H+L)2 
MAQ 
r 
') 
4L'-
~» 
4Lt. 
H=L 
2 
< 
9 B 
fB 
H~I, H+L 
r ? ;,2 B b 
~Ll 
e B 
fA 
f4B MBO f BO H-L = = "'"'2 
!A r H-L 
'" 
+ ~ =.,=A L 12 t;;. 
!VIB 
r H+L A 
= L 21 
fA 
r 
= =/). 12 
fB 
r 
'" 
-=/l. 
12 
MA "" MAO 
H-1 +~2 f Ao 
'" 
r(H-1) b. 
212 > 
Hence the equilibrium equations for a column member AB 
with a hinge at A 
MA 
r (H=L)2 r (H2=12 ) r (H=1) r (H-L) e 4L2 4L2 212 = =..., 2L<:: A 
MB 
r (H2=L2) l"2 (H+1)2 r (H+L) r eB 412 4L . 2L2 = 212 (H+L) 
= 
fA 
r (H-L) r (H+L) I' r dA ~ 212 L2 = L2 2L<:: 
iB 
1" O:1-L) I' (B+L) r r (r =~L2 =~ = 2 + ~ 2L/:- L L2 B ,;:. J 
a.nd for a beam member AE with a hing.e at A 
r ") ~'(H2=L2) r eA 
"I 
MA. 41,2 
(H=I .. ) ,c:. 
4L2 
'" 1 &B r {lI2 r ""1 ME '4L2 (H+Ij)~ 4L 
i L cd 
Similarly for a column memberAB with a hinge, a,t E 
MAl r (H+L)2 r (H2=L2) rCH+L) 1'(H+L) 4L2 4L2 ? 2L2 2L"-
1" (H2=L2) r ") ,;dH=L) r ME 4L2 4L2 
(H=I,)<~ 
2L2 
= 
2L2 
(H=L) 
I 
I 
L", i I I f ; I 
, fA 
1" (H+1) r (H=L) r r 
2L2 ~L2 L2 
lfB 
I. 
·r (H+L) =1' (H=L) r r 
=1L2 2L2 
' = 
'2 T2 L .t.! 
d A 
and for (,;1 beam member AB with a hinge at, A 
fMA 
"1 !~ Ci 
I r (H+L)2 r (H2=L2) t3 
4L2 4L2 A 
:::: 
MB 
r (H2=L2) r (H=L)2 lOB! 4L2 4L2 
c, J ) 
6.2 CALCULATION OF THE PLASTIC DEFORMATIONS 
The Jationships derived previously must be modi fie to 
include shear deformation and joint size effectso 
"135, 
Applying each joint deformation ineturn and considering 
bending and shear deformations onlY9 with one hinge at A9 the 
rotation q of the hinge may be foundo 
a) With @A imposed 
b) With © B imposed 
L "1 MB 
t~~ 
e ::: 3EI MB + ~~ ~ B AG L 
f) L ME 1 
MB 
'" =6EI + ~~ A AG L 
eA ::: = 1=/.3 @ 2+/3 B eliminating MB 
q taking a clockwisG rotation of 
joint A relative to the member 
as giving a positive kink. 
c) With A imposed I ~ ~ b. q 
'" 
+ 2+ fi L L I 
L 
3 A I 1\ 
'" 2+13 L L:i 
H~ 
1360 
Now including joint size, together with bending and shear 
deformation, with one hinge at At the rotation of the hinge may 
be found: 
a) With 
t9-A 
-- -
erA! :::: 
q 
= 
b) With 
dB' 
q 
'" 
= 
VA imposed 
"-.. 
--- -
H=L 
I !!3 
= __ --..,;;"...8 OJ-
L 
H -.~ 
2 @A 
~\ 3 H-L e + 2+(1 2L A 
(1 105 H-L ) 19A + 2+/3 L 
f!j imposed B 
H=L f!} 
2 B 
1~P f9: + ...l.... d 
2+/-5 B 2+/3 L 
1~P 3 H~L fJH 2+p 9 B +~ 2+(3 
(1=11 105 H-L S +~ -). 
2+j3 2+fS I. B 
c) With 11 imposed 
r/ 
--I b-~ 
-L-...--,,--___ _ 
--- ----. I- t 
I-E-j oE--- ~ -=iJ 
q 3 11 
'" I 2+J3 L 
Similar relationships may be derived with one hinge at Bo 
With hingos at both A and B. the rotations of the hinges may 
be found~ 
H=L !9 
= 211 A 
b) With 9B imposed 
c) With.6. imposed 
= L 
Hence the increase in the rotations of the hinges PA and 
PB may be calculated from the increments in the joint deformations 
of the frame wit~ the following expressions: 
a) With one A 
I 
_L 
I 'do /r A) 
3 + ~-2+p 
b) With one hinge at B 
c) With hinges at both A and B 
l------L\~~ 
_.f¥JJi(." I. 
j';, P A (100 + H-L).Ll,@e+!i;1Af9c+-L1 2L ~ 2L k 
1 
+ = L 
The member ductility ratio is defined, as before, as the 
ratio of the maximum total end rotation in the member to the end 
rotation at the elastic limitQ The elastic rotation is modified 
to include shearo With anti-symmetric yield moments m applied: y 
--.~.~ 
Using the equations derived in section 2.2 
811 
~ 
m11 (2+/5 ) (-1+/-?) 
&2 I L ( bEl m2j (-1 + P ) (2+ JS ) 
where 
[5:= 6EI 
L2AG 
/Y L (2+(3 ~1 +)?) .- bEY m y 
m L 
-- rlr (1 +2,8 ) 
Ductility factor 
= 
6EI 
1 + mL(1+2p) 
y 
where p is the maximum rotation of the plastic hingeo 
max 
~I J.:. 'I 0 
'I'he program "DYNEPRES" has been modified to incorporate the 
effects of joint size and shear deformation and the new program 
"JOINT" is given in List 110 This is dimensioned so that up to 
a 6-storey by 1~ bay frame can be analysedo Larger frames were 
analysed with the program but it was necessary to break the 
program into four separate overlays because of limitations of 
storage with the IBM 360/44 computer at the University of 
Canterburyo 
604 ANALYSIS OF BUILDING B 
6.401 General 
Building B was also analysed with the program "JOINT" which 
determined the dynamic elasto-plastic response considering the 
effects of joint size and shear deformationo The analysis of 
Building B detailed earlier considered bending deformations only. 
The yield moments and YoungOs Modulus were adjusted~ because 
joint size was neglected 9 to give a reasonably realistic analysiso 
Later the computer program "JOINT" which considered joint size 
and shear deformation was produced, so the assumptions of yield 
moment and Youngqs Modulus were altered to what could be their 
142. 
actual values. It was not intended to specifically investigate 
the effect of joint size and shear deformation on the response~ 
although this is implicit in the analysis. The effects of joint 
size are as follows: the stiffness of the frame as a whole is 
increased because the effective length of the members is reduced 
from the centre line length; secondly the position at which the 
plastic hinge is assumed to act is altered. The second effect 
means that the hinge mechanism is altered and with one hinge at 
the end of a member there is still some stiffness to further 
rotation of the joint at the same end as the hinge. When joint 
size is not considered the joint has no stiffness with respect to 
further rotation once a plastic hinge has formed at that end. 
The yield moments for the program were assigned on the same 
basis as for the three patterns run previously except that they 
were calculated for the sections on a line with adjacent member 
Pattern 1 are based on the ultimate strengths of the sections 
shown in Figure 5099 assuming the ultimate strength of the concrete 
was 4000 Ib/in2 and the yield stress of the steel was 36,000 Ib/in2 o 
Pattern 2 are based on the moments caused by the NZSS 90 code 
lateral, dead and seismic live loads using a load factor of 
1.50 for the columns and 1.25 for the beamso 
Pattern 3 is similar to Pattern 2 except that a load fa~tor 
of 1025 is used for both beams and columnso 
Youngis Modulus was assumed to be 4.0 x 106 Ib/in2 for this 
program. The effect of initial joint moments due to vertical 
loading is ignored • 
.§!.:t~~~_ .... .Fi"~""~~l.!~~L~~~!l s i~ 
The displaced shapes of the frame when the top storey reaches 
its maximum displacement are compared in Figure 6.1 with the shapes 
obtained assuming elastic behaviour, with the corresponding amount 
of critical damping~ for the three patterns of yield moment. With 
the first pattern of yield moments the displaced shape is similar 
to the elastic response while the second and third patterns gave 
less displacement at the upper storeys. This is presumably 
because with the first pattern of yield moments the plastic defor-
mations are comparatively well distributed throughout the frame 
whereas with the second and third patterns there is more yielding 
towards the bottom of the building which makes this part of the 
frame more flexible. 
The eid moments assumed and the required ductility of the 
various sections is shown in Figure 6.2. The ductilities in the 
various members are compared in Figure 6.3 with the ratio of the 
maximum moment assuming elastic behaviour to the yield moment 
assumed for the same sectiono It is again evident that there is 
a tendency for the plastic deformations to be concenLFa ad in the 
members w~.th the highest moment ratio o 
The extra load factor on the column yield moments in Pattern 2 
above that used in Pattern 3 prevents yielding in all the columns 
except at the base of the bottom storey. The first pattern 
shows that low column moment ratios are not sufficient to prevent 
yielding in the columns. As yielding must occur somewhere, in 
order to dissipate energy and prevent the build-up of response~ 
it should be restricted to the beams and the base of the bottom 
column by having relatively low yield moments at these sections. 
It is also desirable that the limit on the moment which a joint 
can carry is set by the sum of the yield moments of the beams at 
the joint and not by the sum of the yield moments of the columns. 
The tendency for high column ductilities to be required where the 
limit is set by the columns is shown in these results 9 particularly 
with Pattern 3. 
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605 ANALYSIS OF BUILDING C 
Building C has sixteen floors, each with a floor area of 
approximately 5,000 square feeto A typical floor plan is shown 
in Figure 60 4 and the eastern elevation is shown in Figure 6.5. 
The reinforced concrete structure consists of a spandrel beam frame 
around the perimeter and flat slabs support@d by light internal 
columns. The east and west outer faces are each supported by a 
two-bay and a three-bay frame which are offset 6'6" to give a 
northern aspect to the rear apartments. Almost all of the lateral 
resistance of the structure is provided by the external frames and 
the effect of the internal columns and floor slabs on the buildingU~ 
behaviour under lateral loads was neglected in this analysis. A 
six inch floor slab was poured above the second floor level and the 
sizes of the beams and columns are listed in Table 6.1. 
TABLE 6. '1 
=.==.~.~~-
Spandrel Corner Other 
Beams Columns External 
8 per floor Columns 
Roof down 42" x 12" 28" x 28" 36" x 20" 
to 12th I = 9492~0 I = 51 ,100 I ::: 77,900 
Floor (incl) , if in4 in lJ:1 
12th Floor 42" x 14" 28" x 28" 3691 x 20" 
down to I ::::: 105?0~O I = 51 <1~0 I :::: 77?900 
7th (incl) :tn :tn in4 
7th Floor 42" x 16 11 28 11 X 28" 36" x 20" 
down to I 1"17. 000 I ::: 51? 1£0 I '" 77!9~0 
2nd (incl) ;> ~ 4· ~n J..n l.n 
In order to keep the amount of computer time and storage 
required to a reasonable level it was decided to determine the 
elasto-plastic response of the southern portion of the eastern 
frame to the 1940 El Centro earthquake N-S component. It was 
, 
assumed that this 13 storey 2 bay frame acted independently of the 
other 16 storey 3 bay frame and that the weight lumped at each 
floor was 216 kips. An outline of the elastic and elasto-plastic 
response is given in the next two sections. 
6.5.2 Elastic Analysis 
A normal mode analysis was carried out to enable the seismic 
forces to be predicted using Skinner's Response Spectrum(24). 
Young's Modulus for the frame was assumed to be 4.0 x 106 Ib/sq.ino 
The lateral flexibility matrix was determined using the program 
flKLAT" which considered the effects of joint siz.e and shear 
deformation. 
The seismic forces and displacements were predicted by taking 
the root mean square of the modal responses found by using the 
response spectrum9 taking the curve for 10% critical damping. 
The normal properties and predicted response are listed in Table 
The member actions caused by the predicted seismic forces 
were found by static analysis using the program "MODTDE", con-
side the same effects as above shown in Figure 606 together 
with the lateral forces. The member actions caused by a code 
type loading were also determined and are shown in Figure 6.6. 
The code loads were determined using a seismic coefficient of 
0.10 on the base shear and distributed in triangular fashion. 
A reduction factor of roughly four is required to reduce the 
predicted elastic loading to that specified by the code. 
~5.3_ Elasto-Plastic Analysis 
The elasto-plastic response of the two bay 13 storey frame to 
the N-S component of the El Centro earthquake was determined using 
the program "JOINT" which considered the effects of shear deform-
ation and the effect of joint size. 
The ultimate momentsof the beam sections were calculated using 
Whitney theory(25) with an equivalent rectangular stress block of 
average ultimate stress 0.85 fc'. The ultimate strength of con-
crete fc~ was assumed to be 4000 lb/sq.in. The yield strength of 
the high tensile steel Hy 60 was assumed to be 60 9 000 lb/sq.ino 
The details of the reinforcement in the beams are given in Figure 
The ultimate moments of the column sections were derived from 
figures supplied by the consulting engineer, Mr. J.P. Hollings. 
The damping was assumed to be 10% of critical in the first 
two modes. 
The ultimate moments assumed for the beam and column sections 
are shown in Figure 6.6. 
§.~ .2~~~B.::§.~.! t. s 
The variation of the lateral displacement of the floors is 
plotted against time in Figure 6.8 assuming elastic behaviour~ and 
in Figure 6.9 assuming elasto-plastic behaviour. 
The storey displacements when the top storey has reached its 
maximum displacement are plotted in Figure 6.6 for the elasto~ 
plastic response. They are compared with the displacements 
computed from the sum of the modal responses assuming completely 
elastic behaviour. and with the displacements under code loading. 
Shear deformation and the'effect of joint size were considered in 
all analyses j together with 10% damping. 
The top storey displacement is less when elasto-plastic 
behaviour is considered, but the lower storey displacements are 
of the same order. This is presumably because the plastic hinges 
form in the lower section of the building, making this more flexible 
and at the same time absorbing energy. 
By comparing Figures 6.8 and 6.9 it can be seen that the 
response is identical up to the peak at 1.90 secs when the first 
yielding occurs. The formation of the plastic hinges makes the 
frame momentarily more flexible and this peak is slightly greater 
in the elasto=plastic responseo The energy dissipated in plastic 
action is not returned to the frame as elastic strain energy or 
kinetic energy and the response peaks are all less in the elasto= 
plastic curves after the peak at 1.90 secs. The maximum elastic 
response occurs at 2.20 secs after the strain and kinetic energy 
have been built up, whereas the maximum elasto-plastic response 
occurs with the first yielding at 1090 sees. This frame does not 
form any hinges in the columns except those at the base of the 
building. The ductility requirements of the various members are 
plotted in Figure 6.6. The ratios of the moments assuming elastic 
behav:LouX' to the yield moments is also plotted for the corresponding 
members g in Figure 6.6. 
Figure 6.6 shows how the plastic deformations tend to concen~ 
trate in the members with the highest moment ratio and for this 
frame appear to be greater near the bottom of the building for the 
same moment ratio. The maximum ductility is approximately 50% 
greater than the maximum moment ratio. 
The variation of bending moment of a second floor beam is 
plotted against time in Figure 6 0 10, together with the variation 
of plastic deformation in the same member. The moment-rotation 
relationship for this member is also illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
TABLE 6.2 
NORMAL MODE PROPERTIES 
Mode 1 
Frequency 2.07 CopoS. 
Amplification Factor = 0.67 
Mode 2 
Displ~cement Ratios 
1.000 
0983 
.951 
0905 
.847 
.777 
.695 
.603 
.505 
0403 
.295 
0183 
0072 
Frequency - 6.17 CopoS. 
Amplification Factor = 0.62 
Displacement Ratios 
1.000 
0853 
0.595 
0267 
-.08Lt 
=0424 
-.708 
-.902 
-.979 
-0933 
-.773 
~0520 
=0214 
19 
19 
Period = 0.483 secs. 
Displacements 1 g Shears 
inches Kips 
2.930 277 
2.879 550 
20785 813 
2.652 1064 
2 0483 1299 
2.277 151 5 
2.037 1708 
1.768 18'7.5 
1.480 2015 
1.180 2127 
.864 2208 
0536 2259 
.211 2279 
Period = 0.162 sees, 
Displacements 1 g Shears 
inches Kips 
=0 11 34 -95.3 
-.0968 -176,,5 
=00675 -233.2 
=.0303 -258.7 
.0095 =250.7 
00481 =210.3 
00804 -14208 
01023 -56.9 
.1110 36 0 3 
.1058 12501 
.0877 19808 
00591 248 0 4 
.0243 268.8 
TABLE 6.2 continued 
~de 3 
Frequency = 10.41 
Amplification Factor = 0.54 
Period = .096 sees. 
Displacement Ratios 
1.000 
.608 
.008 
=e577 
=.940 
~.975 
-.671 
~e136 
.434 
.846 
,,979 
.790 
.357 
19 Displacements 
inches 
.0235 
.0143 
$0002 
-.0136 
-.0221 
~.0229 
-.0158 
=.0032 
.0102 
.0199 
~0230 
.0186 
.0084 
PREDICTED ELASTIC RESPONSE 
Displacement Shears 
inches Kips 
10986 199. 
1.951 392. 
1.8@7 572. 
1.796 740. 
1.682 894. 
1.543 1035. 
1.381 1161. 
1. '199 1271. 
1.005 1366. 
• 802 1443 • 
.588 1501 • 
• 365 1539. 
e'144- 1554• 
19 Shears 
Kips 
56.3 
90.5 
91 0 0 
58~5 
5.6 
-49.2 
=87.0 
-94.6 
-70.2 
-22.6 
32.5 
'77.0 
97.1 
Forces 
Kips 
199.4 
192.2 
180.6 
'167.5 
154.4 
140 0 8 
126.2 
1 '10.5 
94.1 
77.1 
58.5 
5'7.5 
-15. 'I 
1540 
5 
4 
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6.6 ANALYSIS OF BUILDING D 
6.601 The Structure 
This section considers the dynamic analysis of a transverse 
frame of a 12 storey reinforced concrete open frame building 
designed to be constructed in Auckland, New Zealand. The building 
is symmetrical in plan, with six bays in the longitudinal direction 
and two in the transverse, each floor having an area of 3600 sq.ft. 
The properties of the frame are given in Table 6.3. An outline 
of the elastic and elasto-plastic behaviour of this frame under 
the 1940 El Centro earthquake, N-S component, follows. 
~12th Floor 
to "!"'ith 
'\ 'j th Floor 
to 10th 
10th Floor 
to 8th 
8th Floor 
to 4th 
II th Floor 
to Ground 
TABLE 6. 
Member Sizes 
Columns 
14" X .14" 
I = 3200 in4 
18 n x 18 n 
I = 8'7.50 in 4 
20" x 20" , 
I := 13,333 in 
24" x 24" 
I ::: 27,648 in 
27" x 27" 
I = 4~9280 in 
4 
4 
II 
Beams 
---
12th Floor 
I 
11 th Floor 
to 9th I 
8th Floor 
to 6th I 
5th Floor 
to 3rd I 
2nd Floor 
to 1st I 
12" x 24" 
-. 13,824 in 
12" x 30" 
-- 2'79 000 in 
12" x 36 11 
:;: 46~656 in 
15" x 36 11 
-
58,320 in 
18 n x 36" 
;;: 69,984 in 
4 
4 
)-\-
4 
4 
'162 
TABLE 6.3 continued 
Floor Mass Column Length 
per frame inches 
Floor Mass Floor Length 
Kips 
12 3202 12 
11'0" 
11 76,,4 11 ! ! 
11'10" 
10 79.8 10 
11 0 10" 
9 8607 9 
11 0 10" 
8 90.5 8 
11 v 10" 
7 9506 7 
11 v 101' 
6 9506 6 
11 v 10" 
5 103 5 
11 0 10" 
Li 103 
'+ 11 0 10" 
3 108 3 
11 0 10" 
2 108 2 
13°7" 
1 115 1 
All beams 22 0 4" long. 
Elastic Analysis 
A normal mode analysis was carried out to enable the seismic 
(24) forces to be predicted from a response spectrum • The member 
stiffnesses were estimated from the gross concrete sections takin 
the modulus of elasticity as 4.0 x 106 lb/in2 , the lateral 
flexibility matrix being calculated by the program "KLAT" which 
considered bending and shear deformations and the effect of rigid 
joints of finite size. The seismic forces were predicted by 
taking the root mean square of the modal responses found using the 
response spectrum curve assuming 10% critical damping. The member 
actions caused by these predicted forces were found by the computer 
program "MODTDEtI and are given in Figure 6.10 together with the 
lateral forces. The normal mode properties and predicted response 
are given in Table 6.4. 
The elastic response to the EI Centro record was found by 
integrating the modal equations of motion and summing the responses 
at each increment using the program ItSUMMODIt assuming 10% dampl.ug. 
The variation of the displacement of the floors with time is shown 
in Figure 6.11 and the maximum floor displacements are plotted in 
Figure 6 0 10. A static analysis was also carried out to determine 
the member actions under the lateral loading required by the N,Z, 
code NZSS 1900 Chapter 8(5). Lateral loads were found using a 
coefficient of 0065 on the base shear~ as required for a private 
building of fundamental period 0.74 secs constructed in zone C9 
and were distributed as required by the code 9 i.e. in approximately 
triangular fashion. 
The lateral loads g deflections and member actions derived from 
this code are compared with those predicted from the dynamic 
elastic response in Figure 6.10. A factor of 5.7 is needed to 
reduce the predicted elastic response to the code figures comparing 
base shear values. 
~.6.3 Elasto=Plastic Analysis 
The elasto-plastic response of the 12 storey 2 bay frame to 
the El Centro record was found w:Lth the computer program "JOINT'I 
assuming 10% of critical damping in the first two modes. The 
ultimate moments of the members were assigned using a load factor 
of 1.25 on the NZSS code lateral, dead and seismic live loads for 
the beams and a load factor of 1.50 for the columns. The relatiol 
ship of the yield moments to the predicted elastic seismic moments 
and the moments under code lateral load is illustrated in Figure 
6 0 10. 
The variation of the displacement of the floors is plotted 
against time in Figure 6~12. The maximum displacements assuming 
elastic action are compared with those assuming elasto-plastic 
action in Figure 6.10. The plastic action reduces the top storey 
deflection slightly~ but the maximum displacement of the lower half 
of the frame is significantly increased. The displacement curves 
show a similar behaviour to the other reinforced concrete frames 
considered~ The plastic action increases the magnitude of the 
first major peak at 1.90 secs 9 when the first yielding occurs, but 
reduces the magnitude of the following peaks. The response of 
this building differs from the others in that a major peak occurs 
at 5.40 Becs when a large part of the plastic deformation in 
various members occurs. There is also a slight increase in the 
periodicity of motion. 
The variation of the bending moment in a beam and column 
member is shown in Figure 6.13 with the growth of pla~tic deform-
ation in Bach member plotted under the bending moment curve. 
After the increase in plastic deformations which occurs at 5.40 
secs 9 a significant amount of permanent set is evident9 totalling 
approximately 1.5" at the top floor. 
The major part of the yielding occurs in the beam members 
with a maximum ductility factor of 7.01 in the first floor beam. 
A large ductility was also required at the base of the bottom 
column with a maximum of 9.48. The next largest column ductility! 
of 2001 9 occurs just above the second floor. 
It would appear for this frame that except for the bottom 
columns the plastic deformation has been largely restricted to the 
beams by making these members relatively weaker than the columns. 
The ductility ratio of the beam members is compared to the ratio 
of the maximum moment assuming elastic response to the yield momeni 
in Figure 6.10. It can be seen that there is a pronounced 
tendency for the ductility requirements to be largest in the 
members with the highest moment ratio and for the members with a 
high moment ratio to require a ductility greater than the moment 
ratio. 
'1660 
TABLE 6.4 
NORMAL MODE PROPERTIES 
Mode 1 
Frequency = 1035 cop.s. Period = 0.739 sees. 
Amplification Factor = 0.47 
Displacement Ratios 19 Displacements 19 Shears 
inches Kips 
1.000 7.791 47.0 
0966 70530 "154.7 
.905 7.054 260 0 2 
.820 6.931 363.8 
0724 5.640 45906 
.644 5.014 54902 
.551 4.289 626.2 
.452 3.519 694.0 
.351 20733 746.8 
.257 2.002 787 0 2 
.165 1.282 813.0 
.076 0589 82506 
Mode 2 
Frequency = 3.38 c.p.s. Period = 2096 sees. 
Amplification Factor = 0.72 
Displacement Ratios 19 Displacements 19 Shears 
inches Kips 
1.000 
-.635 -23.9 
.800 -.508 -69.2 
.480 -.305 =97.6 
.107 =.068 =104.5 
-.227 0144 -8902 
-.411 .26'1 =60.1 
=.532 .338 -22,,4 
=.577 .367 21.7 
-.540 .343 62.9 
=.445 .283 98.4 
=.309 0196 123.0 
-.148 .094 135 0 6 
TABLE 6.4 contin'ued 
Mode 3 .. 
Frequency = 5.62 C.PQS. 
Amplification Factor = 0.64 
Period = 0.178 secs. 
Displacement Ratios 
1.000 
0489 
-.113 
~0548 
~.650 
~.466 
~o118 
.251 
.504 
0571 
.474 
.250 
19 Displacements 
inches 
.1536 
00751 
-.0174 
=00841 
-.0998 
-.0716 
=.0181 
.0386 
.0774 
.0876 
.0729 
00384 
PREDICTED ELASTIC RESPONSE 
Displacement Shears 
inches Kips 
3.743 30.0 
3.607 91.8 
3~369 143.9 
3.047 189.1 
2.691 228.6 
2.397 266.8 
2.058 300~6 
1.698 332 0 0 
1.327 358.8 
.978 382 00 
.629 39804 
.290 407.2 
19 Shears 
Kips 
15,,96 
34.46 
30.00 
6.49 
-22.68 
-44.76 
-50034 
~37052 
='11078 
18.65 
43.96 
58 0 22 
Farces 
Kipn 
30.oL! 
61.70 
52012 
45022 
39.64 
38~18 
33.66 
31.42 
26.84 
23010 
16051 
8.72 
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P~OG~AM "JOI~T" LIST 11. PAGE 1 
L'~GUAGE - FO~TRAN IV FOR iBM 360/44 
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ELASTO/PLASTIC RESPONSE OF A 
REGULAR MULTI-STOREY FRAME TO AN EARTHQUAKE RECORD. 
OHtENSION T(5) ,GR! 5) ,TSD! 18) ,SOl 19) ,VEL (6) ,ACC!6I,S! 18,(8), 
1 C (6,6) ,Aid 6 ) ,BB (" ) ,W (6) ,DR ( 18 ) , I P 1(18) , I P 2 ( 18) ,P DM If 18) , 
2PDM211R),PDlI18J,PDZ(18),IS!18),JS(18I,KSI18),LSllS),Pl(18), 
3ASIIB),Ql(18),Hl!18),VMl(18),VM2118I,IHlI18),lH211SJ,RlllSI,R211S) 
DOUBLE PRECISION SR,SE,DT,TR,E,TM,XMAX,PP,DG2,DG,TT,TS,GS,GG,P,Q, 
IH,BETA,R,G,F,T2,T,GR,TSD,SD,VEL,ACC,S,C,AA,BB,W,DR,PDMl,PDM2,PD1, 
2POZ,Pl,AS,Ql,Hl,VMl,YMZ,Rl,R2 
INP=') 
LNP=6 
IPCH=7 
N-ND OF DEFORMA~IO~S,NS=NO OF STOREYS NB-NO OF BAYS 
M4=M3-ND OF MEMBERS.KP-NO OF STEPS PRINTING. 
SR=G/E,SE=EFFEcrIVE SHEAR AREA FACTOR.DT-STEP INTERVAL, 
TR=LENGTH OF EQU. RECORD,E=YOUNGS MODULUS 
73 REAO!INP,30) N,NS,NB,M4,M3,KP,SR.SE.DT,TR,E 
10 FORMAT!613.F4.2.F4';-r,3EIO.4) 
[INP.500) 11,12,13,14,15,16,17 
[INP,500) J1,J2,_J3,J4,J5,J6.J7 
,00 FORMAT!1I31 
SD!'Iltl -0. 
KC=KP 
NB2=NB&Z 
\lSI-NBcl 
ISQ=l 
001711'1-1,1'13 
PDlIM)-O. 
171 POZ(Ml=O. 
WRITEILNP,3301 N,NS,NB,M4,M3,KP,SR,SE,DT,TR, 
330 FORMAT(IX,hI4,F5.Z,F5.1,3E13.41IJl 
wR!rEILNP,501J 11,12,13,14,15,16,17 
WRITf:(L~P,501) Jl,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6;J7 
~Ol FORMATIIX,7141 
READ AND STORE MEMBER DATA 
0021'1",-1, M4 
IS,JS,KS,LS-FRA,~E OEFORMAiIONS ,fSSOCIATEO WITH MEMBE~, 
P1=MOME~T OF INERTIA,HI=CENTRE LINE LENGTH,QI-CLEAR LENGTH, 
YMl=YM2 MEMBER YIELD MOMENT REDUCED BY 1000,IH1,IH2-1 OR 0 
HI~GES ell, NOT AT ENDS,R1,R2 INITIAL 8.M. AT ENDS. 
\lNPdll IS(HI,JS(MI,KSIM),LS!MI P MI,HI M ,YMIOO,YM2(MI, 
IIHll ,IH21MI,RIIMI,R21Ml,ASIMl,QIIM 
31 1413,4E6.0.2IZ,4fl0.01 
WRITEILNP,33Ll IS(MI.JSIMI.KSIMI.lSIMI,PIIM) ,ASIHI,HIIMI,QIIMI. 
lYMl{Ml.YM2!i'o1 ,IHl{~il, IH2U'll,Rl 1M) ,R2IM) 
i31 FORMATI X,4I4,6E13.4,213,2E13.41 
Y~l!M)=VMlIMJ*I.E3 
YM2IMI-YMZ(~1.1.E3 
wRrrFIL~p,34! I 
002'1l=l.r,s 
READ DAMPING MATRIX 
REAOII~P,,21 (CII,JJ.J=l,NS) 
WRlTEILNP,3321 ICII,JI,J-l,NS) 
29 WRITEILNP,040) 
32 FDRMATI5E14.8) 
j32 FORMATIIX,5EIB.81 
340 FORI-,ATIZX) 
WKITEILNP 3411 
341 FORI'lAT(/1 
READ 'VjA 
.C 
PROGRAM "JOINT" LIST ll. 
READ! INP.33) (WIII,I-t,NS) 
33 FORMAT(BEIO.4) 
WRITEILNP,333) (W(II,I=l,NSI 
333 FORMAT(lX,8E13.4/) 
WR IrE (LNP, 3411 
D040I=l,NS 
40 W~II-W(11/386.4 
D0411-1, M3 
PDMIIII-O. 
PDMZ (I )-0. 
IPI( Ii=O 
41IP2(1)=0 
D0421=l,N 
42 TSDIII=O. 
DD431=1,NS 
43 VELlII =0. 
TM-O. 
XMAX=O. 
MSK=l 
ICC=1 
READ EQU. RECORD CARD 
READ! INPt35) ISC, (II l),GR! ll,i=2,5 
35 FORMATII3.4{F8.4,F9.6)) 
IFIICC-ISC)44,45,44 
45 M2-2 
PP-GRIM2 )*386.4 
DG2=(GR(31-GR(2)I/(TI31-TIZ) I*DT*386.4 
0046I=l,NS 
46 ACCII'=-GRI21*386.4 
47 KC=KCI:l 
lFIKC-KPI356,3~7.357 
357 KC=O' 
WRITEILNP,340) 
tofRITEILNP,3341 TM, ITSOII), I=N£2 ,"l-,-"'B 2 I 
334 FORMATIIX,BE13.41 
!F(17-11502,503,504 
~04 WRITEIIPCH,3431 TM,TSO(111,lSDII2I,TSO I31,TSD1141. 
1 T SO I I:; j , T SO I 16) I SQ 
343 FQRM~117E10.3,5X, 5) 
WRITEIIPCH,3451 RIIJll,RIIJ2I,RlIJ3),RlIJ41. 
lR2IJS),Rl!J61,RZ!J7),ISQ 
345 FORMAT! 7ElD.3, 15) 
503 WRITE(L~P,346) ~1IJl),Rl!J21,RlIJ3).RliJ4', 
lR2,(J5',RlIJ61,R21J7),ISQ 
346 FORMATIl 7E13 4,25X,151 
WRITEI 334) PDIIJl) ,PDlIJ2) ,PDUJ3) ,PDl{J41, 
IP02IJ5I,PDIIJ6I,PD2!J7) 
502 ISO=IS(;&1 
356 IFIT~£DT-IIM2&11148,4B,49 
48 Hl=TMWT 
DG=DGZ 
PP=PP&OG 
GO TO 50 
49 IFIM2-4)80,81.81 
80 M2=r·,2&1 
GO TO 83 
al M2=1 
GR!lJ=GRIS) 
Tl1l=TlSI 
ICC=ICCSI 
READ EQU. RECORD CARO 
REAO(I~P,35) SC,{T{II,GR{I),I-Z,5 
PAGE Z 
C PROGRAM "JOINT" 
IflICC-ISC]44,83,44 
44 WRITEiLNP,337) ICC 
LIST 11. 
337 FORMATIIX,19HCAROS OUT OF ORDER. IS) 
S,TOP 
83 IT-TH&OT-TIM2) 
TS=T(M2&1)-T(M21 
IFITSI49,49,84 
B4 GS=!GR!M2&11-GR(M2))*386.4 
GG=GS*TTIT5 
DGZ=GS*OT ITS 
Ti"=H1f.DT 
OG=GRIM21*3B6.4&GG-PP 
PP=GRIM2)*386.4&GG 
50 DOB51=l,NS 
AAII =-6.0.V~LIIJ/DT-3.0.ACC(I) 
H5 BBI I 1=-3.Q*VEl( I )-0,5*DT*ACC( I) 
DOBol-I,NS 
OOS2K=1,NBl 
L=(I-ll*NB2&K 
82 DfU LJ "'0. 
GS=O. 
0087J=l,NS 
. _B7 GS=GS&CII,JI.*BBIJ) 
.. K=I"'NB2 
~6 DRIK)=-t.1 I*DG-,,( 1)*MIII-GS 
GOlD 8B,B9J,MSK 
C SET UP fRAME STIFFNESS MATRIX 
88 WRITEllNP,340J 
Vi.RITEILNP,3331 1M 
WRITE!lNP,106 (IHlll),IH211 I=1,M31 
106 FORMATIIX,3613 
!10140I=I,N 
00140J=I,N 
140 S(I,JI=O. 
D027H=1,M4 
I=! 5 ( ~ll 
J=JS(141 
K=KS I ~ll 
L=lS(MI 
P=PI MJ 
O=QIIM) 
H=HIIM) 
EETA=6.0*P*SE/(Q*Q*A$IM)*SRI 
IFIIHIIM)-1)3.4.4 
3 IFI!HZIMI-I)5.8. 
4 IFIIH2IM)-1)6,21,27 
5 P=2.0*P*E/(O*ll.Ot2.0*BETA) 
R=P*IZ.O&BETAI 
P=P*ll.0-(lET4) 
G= (R&P J /( Q*Q) 
F=O.~*IH&Q)* H-Q) 
S(K,KI=SIK,K)£RtG*F 
IF(L-N)7,7,9 
7 S(K,Ll=S(K,ll-G*H 
S(l,K K,L) 
S(L,L)=SIL,l)&2.0~G 
IF J-NllO,lO.27 
10 S(J.KI=SIJ,KJ&G*H 
S(K,J)=S( ,10 
SI ,J =SIJ,JI&2.0*G 
SIJ,L)=SIJ.ll-2.0*G 
Sll,JI=S'iJ,l' 
PAGE 3 PROGRAM I 'JOINT" 
SI I,JJ=S( I ,J If.G*H 
SIJ,IJ=SII,Jl 
5~I,LJ=S(I,LI-G*H 
SIL,Il=S(I,Ll 
') SII'[I=S! I,I I&RSG*F 
S(I,KI=SII,KISP&G*F 
S(K, II=SI I ,Kl 
GO TO 27 
LIST ll. 
6 P=3.0*P*E/IQ**3*(1&0.5*SETA1) 
G=H-Q 
F=H!:Q 
SIK,KJ=SIK.K1EO.25*P*F*F 
IFIl-NJll,1l,l2 
II SIK,LI=S!K,LJ-O.5*P*F 
Sll,Ki=SIK,U 
SIL,l)=Sll,Ll&P 
I F I J-N 113,13, Z 7 
13 S!J,KJ"'SIJ,KiEO.5*P*F 
S(K,JI=SIJ,K) 
SIJ,JI=S(J,JI&P 
SIJ,L)=S(J,Ll-P 
Sll.J)=S(J,LI 
S( liJJ=SI I,JI&0.5*P*G 
S(J,!I=Sil,Jl 
Sll,l)=S(I,ll-O.5*P*G 
SIL,IJ=SII,U 
12 SfI,II=SiI,IltO.25*P*G*G 
SII,K)=SII,K &0.25*P*G*F 
SIK,IJ=SII,K) 
GO TO 27 
8 P=3.0*P*E/iQ**3*ll.0&0.5*BETAI) 
G=H-Q' 
!'=H&Q 
SIK,KI=5IK,K EO.2S*P*G*G 
IFIL-Nl15,15,16 
15 S(K,Ll=SIK,L)-O.S*P*G 
SIL,KJ=SIK,L) 
SIL,l )"SIL,Ll!:P 
IFIJ-NI14,14,27 
14 SIJ,K)=S!J,KI&O.5*P*G 
SIK,Jl=S(J,K) 
SIJ,JI=SIJ,JJ&P 
S(J,Ll=SIJ.ll-P 
SIL.J)=S(J,ll 
SI I.JI=S( I,J)&O.S*P*f 
S!J,I)"'5II,JJ -
S(I,l)=Sil,ll-O.5*P*F 
Sil, I I=S( I,ll 
16 SII,I)=S(I,IJ&O.25*F*F*P 
511,K)=$II,Kl&0.2S*P*G*F 
51 K, 11=51 I,K) 
27 CONTINUE 
00901=1,"15 
K",I*NB2 
S(K,Kl=S(K,KI&6.0*WIII/IDT*DT) 
D090J=1,NS 
l=J*NB2 
90 SIK,LI=S(K,lIE3.0*CII.JI/OT 
C HJVEPT5 lSI TN SITU. ORDER :'XN. 
[)OlOlr=l.'~ 
T2=SII,r1 
IFITZI350,351,350 
PAGE 4 
C 
r 
!.n 
~ 
351 
339 
350 
102 
. 103 
104 
101 
89 
92 
91 
93 
113 
112 
PROGRA~ "JOINT" UST 11. 
WRlTEIlNP,339) 
FORMATI1X,15HSINGULAR MATRIXIIII) 
STOP 
S{l,1),,'.O 
DOIC2J=1,N 
S ( I., J I = S! I, J II T 2 
DOIOll=l,N 
IF(L-III03,101,103 
T2=S{L, II 
S(ldl=O. 
DOI04J=1,N 
S( JI=Sll,JI-T2*S(, ) 
iNUE 
D091I=l,N 
GS=O. 
D092J=1,N 
GS=GS&SII,JI*DR(JI 
SDOI=GS 
TSD ( I ) =iSO (I j SSD ( I I 
D093I=I,NS 
J=I*INBS21 
VEL!! =VElIII&3.0*SD(JI/DT&BBIIJ 
ACC(I)=ACC(IIS6.0*SOIJI/IOT*DTltAAII) 
DABSITSOINJ J .LE.DABS(XMAX) J GO TO HZ 
XMAX=TSD iIll 
TMAX=Hl 
D076f>'=1,M3 
I=IS(MI 
J=JS(M) 
K=KS{M) 
l=lSIM) 
P=Pl (Ml 
O=QU f.rtl 
BETA=6.0*P*SE/(Q*Q*SR*ASIMJ) 
H=Hl( 
F( HlIMI-1l51,S2.52 
-51 IFltHZ MI-l 53,54,54 
52 F IHZIMI-l 55,56,56 
54 (Q*Q*!1.O&O.5*BETAII 
G=H-Q 
F=HCQ 
PAGE 5 
Rl M =RIIMI&O.S*P*F*SDIIISO.5*P*G*SDIKI&P*.SDIJ)-SDIL 
0= .0£1.5*G/[O*IZ.CBETAllJ*SDIKJ 
1&ll.-8ETA&1.5*G/Q)*SDIII/(2.tSFTA)&3.*(SD(JI-SDllll/(IZ.&BETAI*Q) 
MM=1 
58 IFIRZIM)*Q)60,6Z,62 
60 1H2 1'1)=0 
GO TO 66 
6Z PD2(M =PDZIMI&Q 
IF DABS(PDZIMII.GI.OABSIPOM2IMIII PDMZIH)-POZIM) 
66 GO TO 166,67 .MM 
166 IFIDABS(Rl )).LE.YMI M GO TO 63 
76 IHl! J= 
Rl 9999999*YMIIM1*RIIMI/DABSIRIIMII 
03 GO TO 78 
55 P-3.0*P*E/IQ*Q*11.O&o.5*BErA 
G=H-Q 
F=HI:Q 
RZIMj=RZIMI&O.S*P G*SDll £O.5*P*F*SDIKI&P*ISOIJI-SDIL)) 
Q"I1.0&1.5*G/IQ*( .SBETAl})*SD II 
1£(1.-BETA&1.5*GfQ *SDIKI/IZ.&BETAJS3.*CSDIJI-SDILIII 12.S6ETII*QI 
~4f"'= 1 
C 
C 
PROGRAM "JOINT" 
68 IF1Rl1M)*QI7Z,74,74 
7Z IHlIM)=O 
GO TO 79 
liST 11. 
74 PDIIMI=POl!NltQ 
IFIDABSIPD1IMII.GT.DABSIPDMIIMJII PDMIIMI-POI M 
79 GO TO 1179,7BI,MM 
179IFIDABSIRZIMII.LE.YM2IMI GO TO 7B 
170 IHZIMI=l 
R2IMI=.9999999*YMZIM1*RZIMI/DABSIR2IMI 
GO TO 78 
PAGE 6 
56 Q=O.5*!H-QI*SDIII/Q£11.OSO.5*IH-QI/Q)*SO!K)£ SDIJ1-SDllli/Q 
MI-1=Z 
GO TO 59 
67 Q-Ql!MI 
Q=ll.OSO.5*IH-Q)/Q)*SDIII£0.5*IH-Q)*SDIKI/QSISOIJI-SDILl )/Q 
GO TO 68 
53 P=Z.0*P*E/IQ*11.0&2.0*BETA) 
77 
78 
94 
99 
198 
199 
100 
95 
344 
R=P*IZ.OSBETAI 
P=P*ll.O-BETAI 
G:IRSPI/Q 
F=IH-Q)*0.5 
RIIMI-RIIMI&IR&G*FI*SOII)&IP&G*F)*SDIKI&G*.SDIJ -SOILll 
R2IM) =R2 (HI!; I P&G*f) *"SOI I I &1 R&G*H*SD 1 K ItG*' SOl J I-SOil 
lFIDABSIRlIMII.LE.YMlIMII GO TO 79 
IHl!MI=l 
RIIM)=.9999999*YMIIMI*RIIMlfDABSIR1IMI) 
GO TO 79 
CONTI NUE 
IFITM-IRS.5*OT)94.95,95 
MSK=Z 
DOI001=1,1>I3 
IF I uHI 1)"...1"?-1I1 I 119"6,99,198 
IIH2III-IPZ(111198,199.198 
~M5K''' 1 
IPlII);IHllil 
I P ZI I I = I HZ 1 I I 
GO TO 47 
WRITE 1 LNP, 3441 
FORI-lAT( IHU 
PRINT MAX. DEFlECTION_ 
WRITEIlNP,333j XMAX,TMAX 
TE (LN9?34-11 
1,1'13 
BET A=IZ. O*P 1 ( 11 *SE II Q 11 I l *SR*AS II j I SQ 111 ) 
Ul=1.0&D~BS(PDMlIIJJ*PlIIJ*6.0~E/IYMl(I!*8ETAI 
U2=1.OSDABSIPDM211 II*PlI I 1*6.0~EI YMZ! I ''"SETA) 
C PRINT MEMBER DUCTILITIES. 
96 WRITEflNP,336J I,Ul,UZ 
336 FJ)RI'IATI IX, I3,ZFIO.ZI 
READIINP,7301 NFIN 
730 131 
GO (7:33,73Z) ,NFIN 
733 WRITE{lNP,344J 
GO TO 731 
732 WRITEILNP,3381 
338 FORMATIIIIX,19HPROCESSING COMPLETElllfl 
STOP 
END 
C HAP T E R S EVE N 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A RAILWAY BRIDGE 
701 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the dynamic analysis of a proposed 
design for a railway bridge for the New Zealand North Island Main 
Trunk~ The structure consists of a continuous reinforced concrete 
deck beam of fourteen 40 feet spans, supported by single reinforced 
concrete cylindrical piers, except that three of the piers consist 
of two inclined cylindrical members~ as shown in the elevations in 
Figure 7 c 1. The bridge was designed so that plastic hinges wOllo. 
form in the deck beam under a strong motion earthquake, acting 
transversely to the deck. 
7 .2~co GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
It was assumed that the axial deformation in aLL beams and 
vertical piers 9 and rotations in the plane of the structure were 
negligible because there was no loading corresponding to these 
deformations~ Shear deformations and joint size effects were 
neglected for simplicity. The pad footings were assumed to 
provide a pin joint and the belled piles to rigidly fix the piers 
a little below ground level. Axial and bending deformations were 
considered in the inclined piers which were assumed to be rigidly 
fixed at the tie beams at ground level o Figure 7D~ shows the 16 
lateral co-ordinates used to define the displaced shape of the 
structure. There were also two rotations associated with each 
lateral displacement j one about the vertical pier axis and one 
about the deck beam axis. This means that when the equations of 
equilibrium for the structure are written it is necessary to 
consider the torsional stiffness of the beam and column members. 
The weight of each beam was divided equally betwoen adjacent 
columns and lumped at the joints with the column. Half the 
weight of each column was lumped at the top of the column. This 
gave sixteen masses each associated with a lateral co-ordinate, 
~ EL~l'IC ANALYSIS 
The response of the 8tI~cture to earthquake loading was 
predicted by determining the normal mode properties and summing 
the response of each mode as given by a response spectrum. 
The normal mode properties were determined by iteration of the 
lateral fl xihility matrix which was determined by the inversion of 
the stiffness matrix. 
the stiffness matrix. 
A computer program was written to assemble 
This program was similar t.o the rout.ine 
contained in the program "DYNEPRES" used to assemble the st:Lffness 
matrix~ where the reference numbers for the end deformations 
associated with the member are read with the member data and this 
enables tbA member stiffness coefficients to be calculated and 
added to the appropriate position in the frame stiffness matrix. 
The 1:H;Ij?,mbly routine must cope with the possibility of <1. hinge at, 
either end B.nd in 21.ddition the effect of a torsional moment at 
ends and the inclined pier members a 
The equilibrium equations for a typical beam AB shown in the 
diagram, are given below: 
L 
Where the letters in the diagram are used to distinguisll 
actions and their corresponding deformations. 
1 0 Then with no hinges present~ 
r Mi 4EI 6EI 2EI 6EI 8, L .. L ~ L2 Le. 1. 
F, 12EI 6EI 12EI G':f, 
J 7 L 2 = L3 ,] 
f\: 
2EI 6EI 13k =~ L 2 L 
= (I) 
F 12EI d 1 1 7 
M GJ GJ tr -~ 
m L III 
M symmetrical GJ &n n L 
'1'/8 c 
wliaI'CI fiT denotes an action which is a bending mOIJ1ellt~ 
F denotes an action which is a force, 
8 denotes a deformation whi0h 16 a rotation, 
1 Qenot s a deformation which ~6 a displacement," 
s are used t distinguish indivi.dual actions and 
jeformations o 
G, E, I and L are as previously d fined. 
,T 
he polar moment of inertia o~ the section. 
D4 
for a circular section vvbere D i8 the diam, h"r v 
for a rectangular section, b being the small8r 
ul.de I D the larger side 9 k'1 bEl:.Lng rJetermi:ned 
from tables prepared by Timoshenko(27). 
;2" With a hingE' at Emd A ~.he equilibrLum squa"cions become~ 
r Mol 
pc l r t)-, -
.1 I I 1 
I 
I 
; 
F, 3EI 3EI =3E1 
J 3 ~2 -L3, j L . ~I 
1\ 
3EI =3EI ;} 
L 2 t:-k L 
.~ :,-- (2'1\ 
~ 
F 
3EI ~r 
1 L3 
(. 
M 
ChI I!3m ~m L 
I I 
l GT I (J I M j symmeb'icaJ. "V L I n j n~ L_ L. 
the ve leal 
()f' t.he f:;:~ame ~ as before 9 a.nd not th2 rotation of end l\, of l",,~m! riLl,; 
'I'he fOr)iiutioh of a plastic hiri/5'c· aE,snlYlcd not to Ed' c the: 
t o "f' 1. S :Ll IleaC:: EtU the 1 go)! iLeal a::lCls of the n1eWbel' 0' 
30 With a hinge at end B the equilibrium equations for the 
member AB beCome: 
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The equilibrium equations for a typical column member CD 
L 
With the inclined members it is only necessary to consider 
the equilibrium of one joint as the other end is fully fixed. For 
a pier member inclined at angle 0(, to the horizontal x axis~ 
~ , 
-k 0-'-:!11'---'-·~17~ r--
/ } 
I 
7/ 
There are three unknown deformations and the member 
equilibrium equations may be written: 
M, 4EI 
- S 
6EI 
:I. L L 
:::: 
-s 6EI (C2 EA S2 12EI) f. L + J L2 L3 
~ SQ!! L 
where E, I, L, G i J. and A are .as previously defined. 
S :::: sin 0<:.9 
C = cos cx::.c, 
d. 
J 
0(, is the angle measured to the x-axis, thus for the 
left-hand member, 0<', is obtuse 0 
After the stiffness matrix has been assembled an~ inverted~ 
the lateral flexibility matrix is formed by picking out the 
appropriate coefficients from the flexibility matrixe A program 
"BRFLATI1 to accomplish this is shown in List 13. 
The normal mode properties were found by iteration using a 
program similar to that written by Donald(18). The values of the 
mass lumped at the co-ordinate points are given in Table 7.1. 
The maximum elastic response of the bridge was predicted by finding 
the response of each mode using Skinner is re sponse curve for 100fo 
critical damping and taking the root mean square of the modal 
responses. 
The normal mode properties and the predicted response are 
listed in Table 7010 The notation of the lateral deformations 
used in Table 7.1 cotresponds to that shown in Figure 7.4. The 
displaced shape of the deck beam in the first three modes iM shown 
in Figure 7020 
The maximum response of the bridge to the ~1940 El Centro N-S 
earthquake was found by integrating the first three modal equations 
of motion and summing the response of each mode at the end of each 
step interv'al and also by integrating the sixteen equations of 
motion for the lumped masses e The two integrations give practi-
cally identical answers and are compared with the displacements 
found by the root mean square of the modal responses in Figure 7&20 
The member actions associated with the maximum elastic dis= 
placements under the El Centro record were found by determining 
the statically equivalent forces required to produce these dis-
placementso These forces were found by inverting the lateral 
flexibili ty matrix~ using the program "BRKLAT" given in List 14~ 
to give the lateral stiffness matrix and then multiplying this by 
the maximum lateral displacements. The rotations produced by 
these equivalent forces were found by multiplying the appropriate 
sub-matrix qf the flexibility matrix by the forces. 
The process then consists of the following steps: 
= 
is a vector of the maximum lateral displaceme:nts~ 
is the vector of equivalent lateral forces , 
is the lateral stiffness matrixo 
Then 
where r B 1 is the vector of rotations of the bridge, 
[F12] is a sub-matrix of the flexibility matrixi when it is 
partitioned so that the terms associated with the 
rotations are separated from those associated with 
the displacements 9 as follows~ 
M 
= 
p 
where d is the vector of the lateral displacements ~ 
matrix o 
M is a vector of applied moments, usually nul1 9 
P is a vector of the lateral forces g 
F11~ F129 F21 and F22 being sub-matrices of the flexibility 
F22 being the lateral flexibility matrix [FLAT] 0 
A program "BRDEF" to carry out these operations is shown 
in Li,st 150 Once the bridge deformations have been found the 
individual member actions may be found by setting up the member 
stiffness matrices and multiplying by the appropriate deformations. 
A program "BRMACT" to do this is shown in List 160 
The member actions caused by a code type loading, with 
lateral loads determined by using a seismic coefficient of 0.15 
at the deck level and 0,,05 at the tie beam level? were also fou,nd 
by using the programs in Lists 15 and 16. A factor of roughJ.y 405 
was needed to reduce the predicted elastic response to the code 
response. rIlhe moments in the deck beam caused by the code~type 
loading are compared with the maximum moments assuming elastic 
response to the El Centro record and with the ultimate moments in 
Figure 707. 
2,,4 ELASTO-PLASTIC ANALYSIS 
A computer program "BRIDGE" was written to determine the 
elasto-plastic response of the bridge to the El Centro N-S reco~d9 
assumed to be applied transversely to the structure. The program 
is similar to the program "DYNEPRES" except that the stiffness 
matrix assembly procedure was modified to incorporate the same 
effects as detailed in the Elastic Analysis section. The member 
stiffness matrices are identical to-those detailed in that section 
and they are used to form the incremental action - deformation 
relationships for the program" 
in List 126 
A listing of the program is given 
The bridge was run with this program initially keeping all the 
members elastic by using high yield moments and it was found that 
this elastic response was practically identical to that found 
previouslyo The bridge was then run allowing plastic hinges to 
form in the deck beam if the ultimate moments were reached. 
The ultimate moments of the beams were assumed to be half the 
maximum moment reached assuming elastic behaviour9 except that no 
beam was allowed to have a yield moment less than 35x'i06i.n.lb~ half 
the greatest ultimate moment. This procedure meant that the ulti-
mate moments were set at approximately twice the moments caused by 
code loadingo This is in line with current New Zealand practice. 
The variation of the lateral displacement of pier number 10 
with time is given in Figure 7.5. (The pier numbers are given in 
The maximum displacements of the piers are compared 
with the maximum values assuming elastic behaviour and with the 
displaced shape caused by code loading in Figure 7.3. It can "L~ 
seen that the plastic action reduces the maximum displacements a 
little, but the displaced shape is essentially similar. 
The variation of the bending moment with time at the end of 
a typical deck beam member, that between piers 9 and10 g is shown 
in Figure 7.~ together with the growth of plastic deformation for 
the same section. 
The plastic deformations for the deck beam are given in the 
form of the member ductility ratio in Figure 708 and are compared 
with the ratio of the maximum moment assuming elastic behaviour to 
the ultimate moment for the same section, There is a definite ten= 
dency for the peaks in the moment ratio curve to be accentuated in 
the duct1lity ratio plot, particularly where there was a relatively 
large elastic deflection. The maximum ductility ratio was 4.7. 
187Q 
TABLE 7·1 
NORMAL MODE PROFERTIES 
Mode 1 
Frequency = 1.87 c.p.s. Period .- 0.534 
Amplification Factor = 0.62 
Mass Displacement Ratios '1g Displacements ·1g Shears 
inches Kips 
16 00314 .0098 0.58 
15 
-0°932 -.0291 ~1.92 
14 -.5204 -.1624 -10.93 
13 -.8123 -.2536 =18.45 
12 -.6162 -.1923 -14.78 
1 'i .0219 .0068 .53 
10 .7236 .2259 17.36 
9 1.0000 .3121 23.99 
8 .6820 02129 16.36 
7 .1086 .0339 2.61 
6 =01832 -.0572 -3.97 
5 -01936 -.0604 -3.86 
4 -.0818 -00256 -1.53 
3 .0323 .0101 .77 
2 .0586 .0·183 1.44 
1 00312 .0098 .75 
Mode 2 
Frequency = 2.36 Period - 0.424 
Amplification Factor .- 0,,71 
Mass Displacement Ratios 19 Displacements 19 Shears 
inches Kips 
16 =·.0379 =.089 =8. /+ 
15 " 1380 0325 3400 
14 .6978 1.644 17505 
13 1.0000 2.356 27'1.9 
12 .7035 1.657 202.0 
11 .2847 .671 81.8 
10 .4747 1.118 136.3 
9 .07245 1.707 208.1 
8 05504 10296 158. '1 
7 .0907 .214 26.1 
6 =01824 -.430 =47.3 
5 =.20It3 - .L~81 -48.8 
4 =00906 ~o213 -20.3 
3 .0210 .050 6.0 
2 .0416 .098 12.2 
1 00237 .056 6.8 
"188 0 
TABLE 7.1 continued 
Mode 3 
Frequency = 3.165 Period = 0.316 
Amplification Factor ::: 0 0 72 
Mass Displacement Ratios 19 Displacements 19 Shears 
inches Kips 
16 -.0006 -.0010 -, 017 
15 00049 .0075 1.1.]0 
14 .0198 .0297 5.71 
'13 .0227 00340 7.07 
12 .0166 .0249 5047 
11 .0491 .0736 16.15 
10 01472 .2205 48039 
9 .. 1606 .2406 52.80 " 
8 01064 .1593 34097 
7 .2792 .4182 91.78 
6 08608 1.2890 255.30 
5 1.0000 1. L1970 2?3~20 
4 .4881 .7311 124.80 
3 00039 .0059 1028 
2 00050 00076 1.71 
1 e0012 00019 040 
PREDICTED ELASTIC RESPONSE 
Coordinate Lumped Mass Displacement Force 
Kips inches Kips 
16 164.9 .064 600 
15 183.9 .232 24.3 
14 18707 10177 125 .. 5 
13 202.9 1.688 194.4 
12 21403 1.188 144.5 
"11 214.3 0482 59.5 
10 21403 0826 104.0 
9 214.3 1.246 1540'1 
8 21403 0942 116.0 
7 214.3 .34'1 69.2 
6 193.4 .986 188.5 
5 178 0 2 10141 20105 
4 166.8 .553 91.9 
3 213.2 .036 1+.4 
2 21809 0071 809 
1 21302 0040 4.9 
l--_______________________ ~14 ~,""; d 4il 1 .. 1 = sro 
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PROGRAM "BRIDGE" LIST 12. PAGE 1 
LANGUAGE FORTRAN IV FOR IBM 360/40 
DIMENSION TISJ,GkSI TSDI4B),SbI491.VElllbl,ACCI161.SI4S.4BI 
lCI16.16I,AAI161,BBI161.WI161,DRI4SJ,ISI401,JSI40I,K51401. (40), 
21'15(40) NWI40I,Pl(401,QlI40I,PJ(401.VMlI40I,VM21401.IHl(401.IP1(201 
3,IH2140J,POlI201,P02(20),POM1(201,POM21201.Rl(40I,R21401,11'2(20) 
READli,30IN,NS.NB,M4.M3.M5,KP,DT,TR,E,GG 
30 FORMAl(7!3,4EIO.41 
SOIN&ll",O. 
KC=KP 
M6=M4-M5 
N62=NB&2 
NB1=NBn 
ISQ=l 
MPR=l 
001711'1=1,1'13 
PD1IMI=0. 
171 PD2IM)=0. 
WR! ! 3.33·0) N,N5. NB,M4,M3. 1<15,KP, DT, TR ,E IGG 
330 IX 4,4E13.4//1 
READ -AND MEMBER 
002.81'1=1, M4 
READ 1.31IISIM) ,JSIMI ,K5IMI'LSIMI,MS!M ,NiI!M) ,?lIMI ,QIUU,PJIMI, 
lYMl(MI.YM2IMI,IHlIMI,IH2IMI,Rl(MI,R2IMI ' 
31 FORMAr(014,~Eo.O.213,2ElO.O) 
WRITE!3.331IISIMI,J5(MI,KSIM1,tSIMI,MSI NWIMI,PIIMI,Ql!MI,PJIMI, 
lYMlIMI,YM2IMI,IHI HI IH2IMI,RIIMI,R2IMI 
331 fORMATIIX,613,5E13.4,213,2E13.4! 
YMIIMJ=YMIIMI*1.E3 
VM2IM):VMZIMI*1.E3 
PIIM)=PIIHI*E*Z0736./QIIM 
28 PJ MI=PJIMI*20736. 
WRITE!3,341 
0029I;:1,NS 
READll,32 (CII,JI,J=l,NSI 
WRITEI3.332'ICII,JI,J=l,NSJ 
29 WR ITE (3.340 
32 FORHATI5E14.81 
332 FORMATIIX,5E18.S) 
340 FORMATI2X) 
WRlTE 3,3411 
341 fORMAlI//) 
(1,331 ,,-I,NSI 
33 !8EIO.4) 
WRITEI),)33J 11.I-l,NS) 
333 FORMATllX, 4/) 
WRITE 3 3411 
D0401=1,NS 
40 W!II=W 1386.4 
00411=1, 
POMlll)=O. 
POM2!! );0. 
11'11 J=HU(1 
41 IP21 1=IH2! 
D0421=1.N 
42 lSD! I )=0. 
D043I=1,NS 
43 VEl! II =0. 
TM=O. 
XMAX=O. 
MSK;l 
C PROGRAM "BRIDGE" LIST 12. 
ICC=l 
READIl,35HSC, ITlII ,G! I I, 1=2.51 
35 FORMA H 13,4( F.6 •. 4, 1'9.6)) 
IFlrCC-lSC)44.45,4~ 
45 M2=2 
PP=GIH2'*386.4 
OG2= I G(3)-G 121 ) I! T 131-T! 211*DT*386.4 
00461=1,"15 
46 ACC(YI=-GI21*386.4 
47 KC=KCtl 
IFIKC-KPJ356,35~,357 
357 KC=O 
WRlTEI3,3401 
WRITEi3.334ITM,[TSOIIJ.I=3,N,31,ISQ 
334 FORMATIIX,9E13.4,/14X,8E13.4,10X.I4J 
WRITE(3.343JR214J,RlISI,R2!61,RlI7I,R2181,RlI91, 
lR2(10),RlI11J,R2112J,RlI131 
PAGE 2 
WRITE!3.343IP0214I,PDUS)'P0216I,POl P02(8),P019, 
IPoillOI,POlI111.PD21121,PDlI131 
343 FORMATIIX,lOE13.4) 
WRITEI2r342ITM,T501271,TS0139) R2f41fRl15J.R21 ,Rll71,fSQ 
--WRITE(2,3421TM,R2(6),RlI91.R2110J,Rl 111,R2(12 ,R! 13) ISQ,ISQ 
342 FORMATI7E10.3,ZfS . 
ISQ=ISQU 
356 IF(TM£OT-1IM2&11}48,48,49 
48 TM=TMWT 
DG=OG2 
PP=PP&.OG 
GO TO 50 
49 IFIM2-4IBO,81,81--
80 M2=M2&1 
G.O TO' 83-
81 1'12=1 
Gil 51 
T[1I 
ICC=ICC!;'l 
READI1.35JISC,(T(II,GIII,I=2,51 
I!'IICC-ISC 144,1'13.44 
44 WRlTEI3,337JICC 
337 FORMATI1X,19HCARDS OUT OF ~RDER.I5 
STOP 
83 11=TM&DT-TIM21 
TS-TIM2&1)-TIM2) 
IFIT5)49,49,84 
84 GS=(GIM2£11-GIM211*386.4 
GB=GS*TT/TS 
DG2=GS*DT/TS 
TM=TM£OT 
DG=GIM21*38b.4&.GB-PP 
PP=G(M21*3B6.4tGB 
50 D0851-1,N5 
AA(II=-6.0*VElIII/OT-3.0*ACC I 
85 BBIII=-3.0*VELIII-O.5*DT*ACCI I) 
00861=1,NS . 
D082K=1,NBl 
L=( I-ll*NB2&K 
82 DR(U=O. 
GS=O. 
D087J=1,NS 
87 G5=GS6CI!.J)*eBIJ)-
c PROGRAM "BRIDGE" LIST 12~ 
K~I*NB2 
86 DR(K)~-W(II*DG-W(II*AA(I)-GS 
GO TO !88,89),MSK 
C SET UP FRAME STIFFNESS MATRIX 
88 WRITE{3,341) 
WRITEI3,333lTM 
WR IrE I 3,106)1 IH U I ) , I H2 ( I I , 1= 1, M31 
106 FORMATI1X,36131 
WR!JEI3,340) 
D01401~1,N 
D0140J= 1, I\f 
140 S(I,J)~O. 
D0123M~ 1, M6 
I=ISIMI 
J=JS(M) 
K=KSIMI 
l'=lSIMI 
MM:MSIM) 
NN='iWIMI 
p= P 11 t~) 
QQ=GG~PJIMJ/QIIMI 
IFIIHIIM)-1l3,4,4 
3 IFIIH2U41-U5,8,8 
4 IF!IH2(MI-116,27,27 
5 R=4.0 
Q=6.0/QU M) 
GO TO 7 
8 K=N~l 
GO TO 26 
6 I=N&l 
26 R=3.0 
Q=3.0/QlIM) 
7 IFII-NI9,9,10 
9 S(I.II=SII,I)~R.P 
1 F I J-IH 11 111,12 
11 SII, )=SII,J)&O*P 
S I J, I I =S I I, J I 
12 IFIK-N 13,13,14 
13 S(I,K)~SII,KI&2.0*P 
SIK,II=S!l,K 
14 IF l-NI15,15,16 
1; Sll,ll=SII,ll-O*P 
Sil, I I=S{ ,Li 
10 I~ll-NI17,17.16 
17 S(L.L)=SIL.ll&O*Q*P*.33333333 
1 F ( J -N I 1 a , 1 B , 19 
18 $IJ,LI=SIJ,ll-Q*Q*P*.33333333 
SIL,JI~S~IJ,ll 
19 IFIK-NI20.20,16 
20 SIK,ll IK,LI-Q*P 
Sll,KJ=SIK,L 
16 IFIJ-N)21,21,22 
21 S!J,J)=S(J,J)&Q*Q*P*.333333~33 
IF K-N 23,23,27 
23 S(J,K)=$IJ,KI&Q*P 
SIK,J)=S(J,KI 
22 IFIK-N)24,24,2? 
24 SIK,K =SIK,KIER* 
27 IFlfVli"I-N 120,120,21 
120 S MM,MM =5 HH,MM EQO 
PAGE 3 c 
C 
PROGRAM "BRIDGE" 
IF(NN-NI122,122,123 
122 SIMM,NN)=SIMM,NNI-QQ 
SINN,MMI=S(MM,NNI 
121 IFINN-NI124,124,123 
124 SINN,NN)=S(NN,NNIEQQ' 
123 CONTI NUE 
00125MM=1,MS 
M;"MI%M6 
l=jSIMI 
J=JSIM) 
K=KS!M) 
Q=Ql(MI 
ANG=3.1416/180.*R2IMI 
AR=Rl(M) 
LIST 12. 
S(I~II=$II.IIE4.0*Pl(M) 
SII,KI=SII,KI-6.0*SIN{ANGI*Pl!MI/QIIMI 
S(K, I J=S( I,KI 
S(K,KI=5IK,KIEI2.0*'5INIANG)I**2*Pl(Ml/iQ*QI 
1GE*AR*(COS(ANGII**2/Q 
125 SIJ,JI=SIJ,J)&GG*PJIMI*SINIANGJ/Q 
GO TO (150,151) ,MPR 
150 DO 152 I=l,N 
WR lTE I 3,153) ( 5 ( I, J I ,~J = I, N I 
WRlTE13.3401 
FORMATI1X,8E13.4) 
MPR=2 
151 DO 901=I,NS 
K=I*NB2 
K=I*NB2 
SIK,K)=SIK,KI&6.0*W(II/IOT*DTI 
D090J=1,NS 
l=J*NB2 
90 5(K,ll=S(K,LI&3.0*CII,JI/DT 
INVERTS IS) IN SITU. ORDER NXN. 
00I011=1,N 
T2=SII,I) 
IFIT21350,351,350 
351 WRITE(3,3391 
339 FOR~4AT!lX,15HSI"GULAR MA1RIXIIIIl 
5T~ 
3505(hIl=1.0 
DOI02J=1,N 
102 SII,Jl=SII,JI/T2 
DOIOll~l,N 
IFll-III03,101,103 
103 T2=SIL,II 
Sll,I'=O. 
DOI04J=1,N 
104 S(L,JI=5Il,JI-T2*S(I,JI 
101 CONTINUE 
89 D091I=1,N 
G5=0. ~ 
D092J=l,N 
92 GS=GS&SII,JI*DRIJJ 
SDlll=GS 
91 TSOI Il=TSDII )&SOO) 
D0931=I,N5 
J=I*INB~21 
VEU I I =VEL !l &3.0*50 I J) 101&[;B ( Ii 
")3 ACCIIi=ACC( llE6.0*SD JIIIDT*D1i&AlIli 
PAGE <, 
PROGRAM "BRIDGE" liS T 12. 
IF { AS S ( T SO {27 I )-ABS (XMAX I ) 112.112.113 
113 XMAX=TSO(27) 
TMAX=T~I 
112 0078M=I.M3 
i=ISIM) 
J=JS (1) 
K=KSIM) 
L=LSOH 
P=PIIMI 
IFfIHl(M)-1)51,~2,52 
51 IFIIH2IMI-IJ53,54,54 
52 IF(IH2IMI-1155,56,56 
54 R1IMI=R1IM)£13.0*SOIII£3.0/Q1IMI*ISDIJ)-SOIL)))*P 
O=5DIKIKO.5*SDI!)-1.5*ISOILI-SDIJ))/QIIM) 
M,'1=1 
58 IFIR2IMI*Q)60,62,62 
60 !H2IMI=O 
GO TO 66 
62 PD2 MI=PD2IM)&0 
IFIABS(PD2IM»)-ABSIPDMZIMI))66,b6,65 
65 POM2!MJ=PD2IM 
b6 IF(ABS(R1IMII-YMIIM)J63,63,76 
76 IHl(MI=l 
RIIMI .9999*VMIIM)*R1IMI/ABSIRIIMIJ 
03 GO TO !78,b7I,MM 
55 R2(~)=R2IM)£(3.0eSOIKJ&3.0/Ql(M)e(SO(J)-SDILIII.p 
Q=SDI )£O.5*SOIK)-1.5*ISOIU-SOIJII/QUM) 
6B IF!R1IM *QI72,74,74 
72 IHIIM)=Q 
GO TO 79 
74 P01IMJ=PDIIMI&Q 
J [ABSIPOIIM I-ABSIPDM1IMII179,79.75 
,_J~ PDMIIM)=P01IMI 
79 IFIABSIR2!MII-VM2(MI178,78,170 
170 IH2IM)=1 
R2[HI=.9999*YM2 MI*R2IMI/ABSIR2IMII 
GO TO 78 
56 Q=$OI )- SD!L -SOIJJI/QIIM) 
MM=2 
GO TO 58 
67 O=SOIII-ISOILI-SDIJ) /0111'11 
GO TO 68 
PAGE 5 
53 RIIM1=RIIMI&14.0*SD(II&2.0*SDIKI&6.0/QIIMj*ISDIJI-SDIL111*P 
R2IM)=R~!M)E 2.0*SDIIIE4.0*SDIKI&6.0/QIIMI*ISDIJI-5DILI))*P 
!F(ABSIRl M) I-YMlIM) 179,79,17 
77 IHl(M)=1 
RIIMI=.9999*YMIIM)*RIIMI/ABSIRl!MII 
GO TO 79 
78 CONTINUE 
!FITM-TRE.S*OT)94,95,95 
9-4 11SK=2 
001001=1 ,~13 
IF! IHll!l-IPl( I 198,93,198 
99 IF! IH2!11-IP2i U198,199,198 
198 MSK=l 
199 IPl( Il=IHl! I 
LOO IP2! Il IH2! U 
GO TO 47 
9~ WRITE(3,333 XMAX,TMAX 
00961=I,M3 
c 
c 
PROGRAM "BRIDGE" LIST 12. 
Ul=1.OEABSIPDMIIII,ePlll'*6.0/YMlII, 
U2=1.O&ABSIPOM2IIII*Pllll*6.0/YM2!11 
96 WRITEI3,33611,Ul,U2 
336 FORMATIIX,I3,2F10.21 
WRlTEI3,3381 
339 FORMATIIX,111119HPROCESSING COMPLETE/~III 
STOP 
END 
PROGRAM "BRKlAT" 
DIMENSION A/20,201 
8 READ29,N 
29 FORMAnl3) 
DOlI=l,N 
OOlJ=1,N,5 
LIST 14. 
1 REA034,AII,J),AII,JEIJ,AII,JE21.A[I,J£3I,AII,J&4) 
34 fORMATI5EI4.81 
D021=l,N, 
I=A I r, I) 
AII,II=l.O 
DD4J=1,N 
4 A(I,JI=A(I,JI/T 
D02K=1,N 
IFIK-1l5,2,5 
5 T=A!K,Il 
AIK,! 1=0. 
006J=I,N 
6 AIK,JI=AIK,JI-T*AII,Jl 
2 CONTINUE 
D07!=l,N 
D07J'=I,N,5 
7 puNt H 3 4, A ! I , J I , ~ ( I • J & 11 , A ( I , J £ 2 i , A II , J & 3 ,A I I , J & 4 I 
STOP 9999 
GO TO 8 
END 
PROGR~M "BRMACT" LIST 16. 
DiMENSION $0(50) 
1 REA030,N,MC;~S,NM,MS,E,G 
30 FORMAT{SI3.2EI0.4) 
SOI'>O)=O. 
OU61=1,48,8 
6 READ33,SDlfl,SOIIE.lI,SOII(2),SOII&1I,SDiiE;4),SOII£5 
ISO! 1&7) 
DOZII<=l,MC 
READ'l,I,J,K,L.MM,NN,P,Q,PJ,IH1,IH2 
31 FORMATI613,3EIO.4.2I11 
P=P·+1'20736./Q 
PJ=PJ*20736. 
IFIIHl-1l3,4,4 , 
3 Rl=14.0*SDI 11£2.0*SD(I<)(;6.0*(SDIJJ-SDIU I/Q)"P 
R2=12.0*SDIII£4.0*SDIKI&6.0*ISDfJ'-SDILII/QI*P 
R3=(Rl&'<2I1Q 
GO TO 5 
4 R2=13.0*SOIK)K3.0*ISDIJI-SO(LII(Q)*P 
R3=R2/Q 
Rl=O. 
5 R4=GepJ*ISOIMMI-SDINNII/Q 
R5=G*PJ*ISOINN)-SD(MMI)/Q 
2 PUNCH33,Rl,R2,R3,R4,R5 
33 FORMAT(6E10.4) 
STOP '1999 
GO 
END 
PAGE 6 
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,5011£0,) ;', 
,0 BRFLAT~ ~ LIST 
AS:;Ui4ES UlceRAl 
RST NS JOINT 
READ30,N,MC~NStN~,MS,E,G 
30 5 ,2EIO~4) 
INITIALISE ELEMENTS OFIK) 
DG3I~1, 
003J~1, N 
(I ,J )=0. 
C E:'EelENTS OF I(EJISER IK I !rHO FRAME !-K', 
33 
4(J KJ=~( ,K -6~O*SIN'ANGJ.E*P/rC*QJ 
AIr(, i I=A I: ,K) 
AIK,Kl (K.KI&E*AR*(COSIANGlj$9Z/Q 
A(K,K)=A{K,Kl&12~O*E*P·fSINIANG) 
51 A(J, )=A(J~J)&G*PJ*SI~{ANG~JQ 
0044 I ;<.= 1 t i"iC 
ReA031,I, K, tMM,NN.P~Ot ,IHl~iH2 
~l {or3w3EIO~4?2!3} 
,/Q 
p,J:;::!p ... ;:,~20?36. 
QQ=Q 
ZF{ IH1-l'.f+o 47 t 47 
rr-i:H2- p48 r 49!"4S 
47 H IH2-li50,44,44 
4-2 P,;;;.l-, .. 0 
J=6. 
TO 52 
49 \,\.:N&'l 
GO TO 
'5 rj I ;;;,,~ £.1 
R=3.0 
Q=3. 
s A[ FI~=AI l'&R*P 
;::{J-Nrl11,12 
11 A~Ij J=A( 
12 
13 
14 
15 
iO ,17~16 
A(L~L)=A! Ll&Q*Q*P*o33333333 
1;:(.J-N}18~le., 
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C HAP T E R E I G H T 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The previous chapters have described the simulated elasto-
plastic seismic response of several structures which were designed 
to be built in New Zealand and some of these buildings have now 
been erectedo Generally speaking, these structures performed well 
under recorded earthquake loading and although the response was 
very much greater than indicated by code forces, the required 
member ductilities were comparatively modest and could probably be 
provided with adequate detailinge 
,~ .. 
It should be remembered that 
these frames have been carefully designed so that there are no 
weak members and so that the stiffness of the frame does not taper 
off too rapidly towards the topo 
The computed displacements of multi-mass structures responding 
to major earthquakes when ~lasto-plaBtic action was considered were 
of the same order as those found when only elastic action was 
consideredo The top storey deflection of all the multi-storey 
buildings studied was less when plastic action was considered. 
For Borne of the frames the ultimate moments were calculated 
from details of the beam and column sections and for the others the 
ultimate moments were assigned by using a load factor on the NZSS 
1900 Chapter 8 code loads, thereby checking the suitability of this 
design method o It was found for these well-proportioned frames 
that the maximum ductility was required in the member with the 
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highest moment ratio and was up to three times this moment ratio. 
The major part of the plastic deformation occurred at the ends 
of the beams, but a collapse mechanism is not reached until hinges 
have been formed at the ends of all the beams and at bases of the 
ground floor columns. The upper floor beams do not yield because 
the moments caused by the lateral design loads are relatively small 
compared with those caused by the vertical design loads and so 
these beams have a relatively high capacity for overload by lateral 
loads. Occasionally sufficient hinges were formed in the columns 
to give a sway mechanism and this gave higher ductilities in these 
columns, but most of the plastic deformation was still occurring in 
the beams and the hinges were not present in the columns for lOhg 
enough to have a really significant effect, as they obviously could 
have if they were a dominant form of energy dissipationo It would 
appear to be feasible to design multi-mass structures so that the 
columns remain essentially elastic while the beams yield and provide 
an adequate way of absorbing energy plastically, without giving 
total collapse. 
The computer programs which were used to carry out comparative 
static analyses of the regular multi=storey frames dealt with in 
this thesis were developed in Chapter 2. These programs showed 
that a computer of the capabilities of the IBM 1620 with 40 g ooo 
words of storage could be conveniently used to carry out the elastic 
static analysis of large multi-storey frames of the order of 20 
storeys by six bayso It was originally hoped that time would 
·20'10 
permit the inclusion of the Livesley P functions in a dynami 
response program to take account of the non-linear effects of 
axial loads, and while it is unlikely that a seismic resistant 
frame would buckle due to vertical loading during an earthquake~ 
the lateral deflection may be increased because of a reduction in 
lateral stiffness particularly after the formation of several 
plastic hingeso 
In Chapter 3 a method of determining the elastic respons~ of 
a multi-mass structure to a recorded earthquake by numerical inte-
gration was described. The same method could be used to determine 
the response of one-degree-of-freedom systems and it was shown how 
it could be applied to the determination of response spectra an~ 
the multi-mass response using the principle of the independence of 
the normal modeso The elastic response of a multi-storey frame 
can be conveniently found using a computer similar to the IBM 1620 
if the first few modal equations of motion are integrated but. if 
the equations of motion of the individual masses are integrated 9 
or if the response spectra are required, a faster machine is 
desirableo 
The method of forming the damping matrix for multi-storey 
frames from the mass matrix and the lateral stiffness matrix is 
also describedo When this method is used it means that the modal 
equations of motion will be independent and while this is not 
necessary for determining the response by numerical integration 
it is highly desirable sq that comparative analyses can be madeo 
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It would Seem reasonable that the damping forCBS in the structure, 
if they are to be considered as viscous damping forces, are 
probably well represented by inter-floor damping forces l or 
symbolically by inter-floor dashpotso If a numerical value of 
force per unit velocity can be assigned to each dashpot. then 
the viscous damping matrix can be set up, and from this the 
fraction of critical damping in Bach mode may be foundo Berg(28) 
has pointed out that the same system of interfloor damping forces 
gives a smaller fraction of critical damping in an eight~storey 
frame than in a four storey frame in the first mode. It should 
be possible to verify whether or not this behaviour is reproduced 
in the field. At the present time there is no logical way of 
calculating the value or range of the damping force per unit 
velocity to be assigned to a structural or a non-structural 
elemento Further testing 9 and preferably large vibration 
testing, may establish the amount of damping to be expected from 
structural components Dr between floors. Experimental vibration 
testing has determined the frequency and fraction of critical 
damping in each modea Altho~gh this testing does not give the 
nature or form of the damping matrix~ the magnitude of the equi-
valent viscous damping in the first few modes is known for small 
vibrations 0 This does enable the damping matrix to be estimated 
in a reasonably logical manner although the actual nature and 
form of the damping forces could differ from those assumed. 
In Chapter 4 the development of a digital computer program 
20). 
"DYNEPRES", which calculates the elasto=plastic response of a 
regular multi-storey frame to an earthquake record, is described. 
Some modifications which were required to take account of the 
effects of shear deformation and joj.nt size were described in 
Chapter 6 and a computer program "JOINT" was developed with these 
modifications incorporated. It is not claimed that the program 
developed in this thesis is the most efficient likely to be 
produced. In fact, there is room for improvement in several 
places. It would be desirable to incorporate the improvements 
in static analysis methods developed in Chapter 2. These were 
originally developed with this in mind but it was found that in 
order to fit the program into the limited storage of the IBM 1C20 
computer a less efficient matrix inversion routine was used and 
fohis required many less FORTRAN statements, although it had the 
~i 
,radvantage that once the inverse of rK*] was found it could be 
used repeatedly until the properties of the frame were changed 
by alteration in the pattern of plastic hinges, whereas with an 
elimination technique taking advantage of the tri-diagonal stiff-
ness matrlx9 elimination operations must be carried out at every 
. (16) 
stepv as was done by Clough. Benuska and W21son • The numer-
ical methods could probably be improved, as this program required 
a very small step interval. The stiffness matrix be cmes less 
well conditioned as the frame becomes more unstable through the 
formation of plastic hinges and truncation errors become relat-
ively more important. Another point is that when an incremental 
stiffness relationship is used there is zero stiffness with 
regard to an increase in the rotation of a plastic hinge. The 
moment-rotation relationship has been assumed to be of the elastic~ 
perfectly plastic type for mathematical simplicityo It would be 
expected that this would be fairly representative of the behaviour 
of a steel section except that strain hardening may perhaps be 
, 'f' .(29) S:LgnJ. leant 0 It can also be a reasonable approximation to 
the behaviour of a reinforced concrete section as has been shown 
by Chan (30) 0 FUrther destructive testing to determine the tena-
city and ductility of steel and reinforced concrete sections may 
reveal more realistic moment~rotation relationships which could 
vary after a few reversing yield excursionso 
In Chapter 5 the analysis of two frames using the program 
"DYNEPRES" was describedo The first, a 14 storey steel frame 
from Building A, was excited by the 1940 EI Centro earthquake 
intensified by 50% and it was found that this very flexjble frame 
could survive this major disturbance with quite modest ductility 
requirementso The maximum member ductility was only 2074~ but 
the elastic inter-storey deflection un~er code loading and the 
plastic drift which occurs under large earthquakes are signifi-
cant. The deflections under code loading exceed the code 
requirements slightly. Although these large deformations are 
not in themselves dangerons, consideration of damage to finjohes, 
partitions and cladding and also of probable panic by occupants, 
indicates that it would not be desirable to relax the code 
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limitations on inter-storey deflection or to reduce the design 
seismic coefficient. 
The six storey reinforced concrete frame from Building B was 
analysed with three different yield moments in an attempt to 
ascertain a suitable load factor to use on the moments caused by 
code loading to determine the yield moments which would give 
satisfactory elasto-plastic behaviouro The yield moments for the 
members of the frame were also calculated from the reinforcement 
detailed on the working drawings for construction. The lateral 
displacements and required member ductilities were quite small for 
this design and this is reassuring as there is a tendency to use 
shear walls in a building of this height, particularly public 
buildings, and this is not economical use of material and has the 
disadvantage of attracting large amounts of earthquake forces 
because of the inherent lateral stiffness and yet there is not a 
good mechanism of plastic deformation. 
The analyses of the second and third yield patterns indicated 
that satisfactory elasto-plastic behaviour could be obtained by 
using a load factor of 1025 for the beams and 1050 for the columns, 
Yielding was then restricted to the beams except for some at the 
base of the bottom column. However j this position also had the 
highest moment ratio of any member. This frame was also analysed 
with more realistic yield moment values with the program IiJ·OINT". 
Similar results were obtained except that with the third pattern 
of yield moments based on a load factor of 1.25 for beams and 
columns, yielding occurred in most of the columns and this 
indicates that a larger load factor must be used for the column 
design. 
In Chapter 6 the analyses of two reinforced concrete frames 
were describedo The first~ a 13 storey two-bay frame from 
Building D~ has short deep spandrel beams for which the yield 
moments were calculated from the working drawings and this gave 
reduced deformations and reasonable ductilities with a maximum of 
This frame was deliberately designed so that all the 
yielding occurred in the beam members and the analysis verifted 
this. The calculation of the yield moments for the columns in 
a reinforced concrete frame is not necessarily a straightforward 
operation as the axial forces are an important parameter. Pro-
vided that the column spacing is relatively large and the beams 
of slender proportions compared with their length9 then the axial 
forCBS in the columns are not greatly affected by the lateral 
loading and are mainly dependent on the vertical loading. When 
the beams are relatively deep compared to their length the axial 
forces in the columns can be greatly influenced by the lateral 
loading and tensile forces may even be obtained. The calc~lation 
of the yield moment of a column with tensile forces may be done 
(26) 
according to the A.C.I. code but this is not backed by very 
much experimental evidence. It would be possible to.simulate the 
ultimate moment~axial load relationships in the computer program~ 
and calculate the yield moment according to the axial load at the 
end of each step intervalo This procedure was not used because 
the axial force could be quite accurately assumed to be constant 
for all the frames, except for the one from Building C for which 
the yielding of the columns was not a significant effect. 
The second reinforced concrete frame was 12 storeys high by 
two bays wide and the elasto-plastic response was determined 
assuming that the yield moments had been detailed by using a load 
factor, on the code lateral and vertical loading, of 1.25 for the 
beams and 1050 for the columns. Quite large ductilities were 
obtained near the bottom of the building, particularly at the base 
of the bottom columns, where a ductility of 9048 was requiredo 
This was also the position of the highest moment ratio even th~ugh 
the columns were designed with a higher load factor than the beamR 
This is because the base of the bottom column is not affected very 
much by vertical loading whereas with the lower beams the vertical 
loading is more significanto It would appear from the limited 
studies made so far both here and previously(16) that a reinforced 
concrete frame with relatively slender members is liable to 
require higher member ductilities than either a flexible steel 
structure or a spandrel beam type of frameo 
In Chapter 7 the analysis of a large railway bridge was 
considered and it was shown that designing the deck beam to yield 
at half the maximum seismic elastic moments gave satisfactory 
elasta-plastic behaviour. The elasta-plastic displacements were 
slightly less than the displacements computed assuming elastic 
behaviour and the member ductilities were of reasonable magnitude 
with a maximum of 4.67. 
At present, the only available design method to take account 
of the behaviour of framed structures under major earthquakes is 
to assign a yield moment based on a load factor on the moments 
under code loading. The columns should be prevented from yield-
ing by using a higher load factor and by ensuring that the limit 
on the moment which a joint can carry is set by the sum of beam 
ultimate moments and not by the sum of the column ultimate moments 
Having done this, there is at the moment no way of estimatillg the 
magnitude of the plastic deformations which will occur. 
It would appear that a load factor of '.25 on the code IQ~d-
ing used to assign the ultimate moments for the beams and 1.50 
used for the columns gives reasonably satisfactory behaviour. 
There is a tendency for the bases of the bottom columns to require 
a high ductility but this could be reduced by ensuring that this 
section does not have the highest moment ratio. 
The requirement, mentioned in the M,O.W. code "Design of 
Public Buildings", that the structure should be designed so that 
the ultimate strength is at least 1.25 times the code vertical 
and lateral loads does not in itself ensure a satisfactory elasto-
plastic behaviour, particularly for the column members. 
The New Zealand code NZSS 1900 Chapter 8(5) ensures satis~ 
factory elastic response to small earthquakes by requiring that 
structures are designed to resist lateral forces given by a 
sejsmic coeffici.ent. The code assumos that buildings will not 
collapse in major earthquakes if the structural components can 
deform plastically. This is quite reasonable 9 because well 
constructed buildings have performed satisfactorily during past 
earthquakes even though they have been designed for quite small 
lateral forces. However, the structural form of buildings has 
been changing rapidly over the last few decades and not many 
modern buildings have been well tested by severe earthquakes. 
Also, the magnitude of the plastic deformation which the struc-
tural elements must be capable of providing is not specified by 
the code, which merely states that "All elements '.0 shall be 
designed with consideration for adequate ducti1ity". In the 
(s) 
pUblication "Commentary on N,Z,S,S. 1900 Chapter 811 , in paragraph 
9.3 it is mentioned that the seismic coefficients were derived 
from elastic spectral acceleration curves using a "ductility 
factor" of the order of 4u In paragraph 9u4 it is stated that 
"Satisfactory earthquake resistant properties are dependent on 
the use of materials with good ductility characteristics although 
not necessarily to the extent suggested by factors of the order 
of 4". 
There is a danger that a reader will assume that provided 
individual components are capable of providing a ductility of up 
to 49 then satisfactory behaviour will be obtained. There is 
also a danger of confusion between the term ductility factor as 
applied to the factor needed to reduce the predicted elastic 
forces to the magnitude of the code forces, ahd as it io applied 
to the ratio of the total deformation (elastic and plastic) to 
the deformation of yield. It has been shown previoUsly(S) for 
one degree of freedom systems that the factor needed to reduce 
the maximum elastic forces to the yield forces is of the same 
order as the ratio of maximum displacement (elastic and plastic) 
to the yield displacement. These results cannot be extrapolated 
to multi-degree of freedom systems and the studies of the struc-
tures in this thesis have indicated that the member ductility 
ratio is always greater than the moment ratio, i.e. the ratio of 
the maximum elastic moment to the yield moment, in the member with 
the highest moment ratio, that is the relatively weakest membe~, 
In the future 9 the designer will be quite at liberty to Car~Y 
out an elasto-plastic analysis to determine the response to a 
major earthquake using a computer program similar to that deve-
loped in this thesis. This will require a relatively large 
amount of computer time, say a few hours on a machine comparable 
, 
to the IBM 360/44 and quite a large amount of storage~ compared 
to any elastic analysis. Whether the designer will choose to 
do this elasto-plastic analysis if not required to by regulation 
is doubtfuL It would be most desirable to have a simple method 
of estimating the magnitude of the plastic deformations based on 
some sort of static analysis. At the moment~ it is difficult to 
see how this could be done with suffinient accuracy to be useful. 
Although the magnitude of the plastic deformations is 8 
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significant design parameter, the number of plastic hinges formed 
is not usually sufficient to form a collapse mechanism and so the 
rotation of the plastic hinges cannot be calculated by the simple 
virtual work method based on collapse analysis. This means that 
the rotations of the plastic hinges must be calculated from an 
elastic analysis modified to take account of plastic action. 
The alternative to carrying out a lengthy computer analysis 
is to assume that the determination of the likely magnitude of 
the plastic deformations is unnecessary, provided that yielding 
takes place in such a way that collapse mechanisms are not formed. 
and that the sections where yielding occurs are capable of pro~ 
viding an adequate ductility, possibly up to 10 or 12, and this 
can probably be done with adequate detailingo 
Further destructive tests of reinforced concrete and welded 
steel joints are required to verify that current building compo-
nents have the tenacity to provide adequate ductility under 
repeated reversing loading. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The response of multi-mass structures to major earth-
quakes is greater than indicated by code forces. 
20 The displacements of mUlti-mass structures responding 
to major earthquakes when elasto-plastic action is considered are 
of the same order as those calculated when only elastic action is 
considered. The top storey deflection of each of the four multi-
212. 
storey buildings studied here was reduced when plastic action 
was considered. 
3. The required member ductility was always greater than 
the maximum moment ratio 9 by a factor of up to three. 
4, Typical multi-storey reinforced concrete frames must be 
capable of providing member ductilities of greater magnitude than 
four. 
5. Multi-storey buildings can be designed so that the 
columns remain elastic while the beams yield, thus providing an 
adequate way of absorbing energy plastically without giving total 
collapse. 
6~ The carefully designed New Zealand buildings studied in 
this thesis should behave satisfactorily under a major earthquake~ 
providing adequate attention has been paid to detailingo 
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